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THE MISSOURI SERIES' OF THE 
PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM , IN 
SOUTHWESTERN IOWA' 
Introduction. 
In presenting this paper the wr~ter is impressed with the 
amQunt Qf detail that can nQW be used Qnly in a general way. 
As the wQrk prQgressed numerQUS prQblems have develQped 
that he is reluctant to' defer. He believes, hQwever, that the gen-
eral presentatiQn here Qffered is sufficiently exact to' be Qf im-
mediate value in interpreting the Pennsylvanian Qf sQuthwest-
ern IQwa and in suggesting IQcal prQblems that may be wQrked 
Qut to' further increase the knQwledge Qf the regiQn. 
FrQm the date Qf the earliest geQIQgical map Qf IQwa to' the 
present the Pennsylvanian Qf sQuthwestern IQwa has been 
mapped as including what are nQW called Des MQines and Mis-
sQuri strata, with no. attempt to' represent the distributiO.n O.f 
the variQus subdivisiQns, except as St. J Qhn subdivided the Des 
MQines series. The limestQne beds near 'Winterset and thQse 
of sQutheastern Nebrask,a attracted the attentiQn Qf early geQI-
Qgists. The wQrk O.f White, and later O.f Bain, TiltQn and 
LeO.nard; in MadisO.n, Guthrie, Dallas and Decatur cO.unties, 
brQught fQrth descriptiO.ns Qf : strata alQng the eastern margin 
of the MissQuri series which Bain cO.rrelated with the Kansas 
City stage alQng Missouri river. BrQadhead 'had made a CO.m-
plete sectiQn alO.ng MissQuri ' river in MissQuri', and this sectiQn 
was reviewed later by Hil,lds and Greene. The limestO.ne Qf 
sQutheastern Nebraska had been visited by nQted geO.IQgists, 
and was then' carefully studied by Meek, and ' later a sectiO.n 
was made, in detail by CQndra and BengtsQn. ' These variQus 
rePQrts cQnnected 'the limestQne of beds near Winterset with 
thO.se in extreme sQuthwestern IO.wa by means Qf O.utcrQPs alO.ng 
MissO.uri river, but the great stretch O.f Pennsylvanian strata 
between still remained imperfectly knO.wn geO.lO.gically.SO. 
, deeply are the strata generapy cO.nc~aled beneath a mantle O.f 
thick glacial drift, and so. simj)ar ;1re tp.<;l beds O.f limestO.ne and 
, . 
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shale that such an observer as C. A. White1 was deceived into 
. thinking that the beds of limestone near Lewis in Cass county 
were the same as those found at Winterset. To disclose rela-
tions in this large area E. H. Lonsdale was assigned Montgom-
ery co.unty . (Vol. IV, Io~a Geol. Survey), while H. F. Bain 
studied Guthrie, 'Madison and Decatur counties and J .. L. Til-
ton studied Madison county (Vols. ' VII and VIII, Iowa . Geol. 
Survey). Then S. Calvin studied Page county, where George 
L. Smith had a,ccumulated much local information, and J.A. 
'Udden studied Pottawattamie county (Vol. XI, Iowa Geol.Sur-
vey). Udden then :undertook the study of Mills and Fremont 
Counties (Vol. XIII, Iowa Geol.: Survey), and Calvin studied 
Ringgo,ld and Taylor ~ounties, but left the . writing of the re-
ports incomplete, to be finished by M. F. Arey (Vol. XXVII, 
Iowa Geol. Survey).. To further aid in a general knowledge 
of the region the ~urvey published George L. Smith's paper 
on "The Qarboni;ferous Section of Southwestern Iowa" (Vol. 
XIX, Iowa Gepl. Survey). Later· the study of Clarke and of 
Cass counties and a review of J. E. Gow;s· report of Adair 
county were assigned J. L. Tilton (Vol. ' XXVII, Iowa Heol. 
Survey). G, Fl. Kay studied Union (foimty and James H. Lees 
Adams county, the reports on which have not as yet been pub-
lished. 
It was as the study of Cass county progressed that the key 
to one of the niam . difficulties of the region ·was discovered. 
Not only was the region as a whole deeply covered with drift 
and with Dakota sandstone, leaving only occasional outcrops 
visible here and there, but a fault, the Thurman-Wilson fault/" 
already noted near Missouri river, was discovered to cut clear 
10. A. White, Report on the Geologicai Survey of the State of Iowa; Vol. II, p. 6, 1870. 
1 aThis displacement seems to have been first noticed by Professor Todd who described it 
in a paper entitled Folding of Carboniferous Strnta in Southwestern Iowa, Iowa Acad. 
Scienco, Vol. I, pt. 1, p. 58, and later discussed it further in Some Variant Conclusions in 
Iowa Geology, Iowa Acad. Science, Vol: XIII, pp, 183, 184. Todd, howe"er, did not recognize 
this as a true fault. He stated that "The fold is ' quite sharp at Jones' Pl)int (on the Nebraska 
Ride) ann may. become a fault on the Iowa side." It rpmained for George L. Smith to de-
t.ermine tho presence of the f8.ult and to' locate and describe it accurately. This he did in his 
paper on The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa, Iowa Geol. Snrvey, Vol. XIX. pp. 
612. 647-649, 1908. Several years later Keyes mentioned a fault, called by him the Red Oak 
fall]t.. which evidently is identical with the Thurman-Wilson fault of Smith, although the 10' 
e·alitips he mentions are different from those named by Smith, See Iowa Acad. Science, Vol. 
<'[XlII, T) , 100, 1916. Keyes has also mentioned the fault again in the June, 1922, number 
of the Pan-American Geologist. 
A"nt.her pappr which discusses this fault is by Tilton and is entitled: The Thurman-Wilson 
F .. ult Th"ou<:h Southwestern Iowa and Its Bearing. Jour. Geol., Vol. XXVII, Pl). 383-390, 
1 "HI. 'Ph- tault is discussed aJso by Tilton in The Geology of Cass County, and The Geology 
of Adair County, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVU, pp. 209·216, 301·304. See also further 
discussion of this fault on page 251 of this volume. 
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across the area, beneath the Dakota sandstone and the drift. 
It was not until the work on the present paper was in progress 
that the explanation of peculiar conditions along the entire 
northern border of the area was discovered: not only w~re 
. . strata removed by erosion from the north side of the fault, 
but the Kansas City stage was,largely absent if it was present 
at all, ' the limestone at Stuart had previously been misinter-
preted, and an overlap h~d brought the strata of the Lansing 
stage next to areas of the Des Moines series. 
In preparing this paper the writer has drawn freely from 
the carefully prepared published descriptions of strata arid 
lists of fossils, believing them to be far more complete and 
accurate than any which he could prepare in two field seasons' 
study of so extensive an area. He has, however, visited the 
most important. outcrops previously described, and many that 
are not important, and compared the printed de.scriptions of 
outcrops with the outcrops as they now exist. Where no credit 
is mentioned the writer makes use of his own descriptions. He . 
wishes especially to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Ivan 
Willis and Mr. Byron C~ Hopper, two students whose activi -: 
ties contributed materially to the accumullltion of data in the 
field. He also· wishes to express· appreciation ·of the careful 
oversight of James H. Lees, Ph.D., the ASSIstant State . Geolo-
gist, while the report is in press. . 
The area covered in this report lies south of a line extending 
straight west ·from Des Moines to Missouri river, and west of 
a line from Des Moines straight south to the Iowa-Missouri 
state line. The area is thu~ approximately 8,820 . square miles. 
The work is confineq to the Missouri series though the subdivi-
sions of the Des Moines series that' lie next to the Missouri 
series are mentioned. 
After presenting <;lescriptions of the various members of the 
divisions of the Missouri series and lists of the fossils it is · 
thought best to construct cross sections through the region as 
follows: 
1st, Along Missouri river from Hamburg to Crescent, near 
Council Blttffs. 
2d, Along Nishnabotna river, and across to Middle river.' 
3d, From Nebraska City, Nebraska, to Decatur City and · 
Leon, Iowa. 
I' 
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4th, Along Grand river · with extension to Middle river. 
5th, Along. Middle river from Winterset · to' Stuart, con- ' 
necting with the section from Leon and the one along Nishna-
botna river. 
The structure of the region as a whole is then described, 
and the areal di.stribution of the divisions is mapped. 
N omencla~Ure. 
The nomenclature discussed by Hinds and Greene in their re-
, port on the" Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in Mis-
souri," Missouri Bur. Mines, Bull. XIII, pages 27 and 115, 
which was previously adopted, with the exception of one term, 
for the reports on Clarke and Cass counties, is adopted for 
this report, with the exception of the same te~, and the addi-
tion of subdlivisions to the Wabaunsee stage. The Nebraska 
terms are also used wherever it is found desirable to introduce 
them. 
The exception ;referred to is the term Drum limestone, in-
stead of which the terIh De Kalb limestone will be used in this 
r~port. The term De Kalb was used 'by Bain2 in his report on 
Decatur county in 1897 to replace the descriptive term Fusu-
lina lime,stone. This was six years ;prior to the us~ of the 
term Drum. a Had Hinds and Greene been aware of the iden-
tity of the Drum and the De Kalb lime'stones undoubtedly they ' 
would have adopted the term De Kalb, for the De Kalb "agrees 
faunally and lithologically with that member (Drum) in north-
ern Missouri," and is the next limestone immediately above 
the Cherryvale shale. 
The Westerville4 limest,one is here treated as the. equivalent 
9f the De KallJ limestone, for near Westerville it occupies pre-
cisely the position described for the De Kalb limestone, the 
beds beneath along Sandy creek having the distinctive charac-
·teristics of the Cherryvale shale. Furthermore, in northern 
Decatur county a set of limestone beds which normally is forty-
eightS feet thick and lies above the Bethany Falls (Earlham) 
2H. F, Bain, Geolo'gy of Dec"tu~ County ; Iowa Geol. Survl, Vol. VIII , p. 278. 
aG. '1. Adams, Str atigraphy and Paleontology of the Upper Carboniferous Rocks of 
Eastern Kansas; U . S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 211, p. 37. 1903 . . 
4Hinds and Greene think that their ,"Cement City" bed "is possibly the same as the West· 
erville limestone of Iowa. but the correlation cannot be definitely mllde ." 
5H. F. Bain. Geology of Decatur County; Iowa Geol. Survey. Vol. VIII. p. 277. 
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limestone d6es not exist. All the limestone thaf is now' ex-
posed at De Kalb has the char~cteristics of the Bethany Falls 
(Earlham) limestone, one point which Bain himself noted when 
remarking upon the absence of a Fusulina6 bed, so evident 
elsewhere in the limestone above the Cherryvale shale. The 
definition, however, does not apply to beds elsewhere, as near 
Winterset; but the term Vi/ esterville, supposed to apply to a 
limestone above the De Kalb, is dropped, except as it may be 
used in parentheses to call attention to a particular bed near 
Westerville. 
The Wabaunsee7 stage is here divided into four members: 
Preston limestone, a shale, Tarkio limestone, and McKissick 
Grove shale. 
The Preston8 limestone is the lowest limestone at Calvin's 
type section, number 1 in the description of rocks in sections 
22 and 27 of Tarkio township, Page county.o The base of the 
Preston limestone forms the ' base.of the Wabaunsee stage. 
The term Tarkio limestone is restricted to the uppermost 
beds of limestone, two or three in number, as numbers 5 to 
8 in the type section referred to. No name is suggested, for 
the shale and .soft limestone between the two members: num-
bers 2 to 4 of the · type section; the shale may be d~signated 
as the shale between the Preston and Tarkio limestone. . 
The term McKissick Grove was originally used to designate 
a location, as the "limestones and shales at McKissick's 
grove. "10 Condra and Bengtson applied the name as a forma-
tional namen to .those shales that are above the Tarkio lime-
stone. Smith11! the following year also used the name as a for-
mational name. The term is here applied to all of th~ strata 
that are found in Iowa above the Tarkio limestone. . It begins 
with number 8 (the shale under the Nyman coal) and iricludes 
6Idem, p . 278. 
7C:. S. Prosser, '['he C:lasRifirA.t.ion of the Upper Paleozoic Rocks of Central Kansas: 
Journal ()f Geology, Vol. III, p. 682, 1895. 
'Condra •. nd B~ngtson . The Pe"nsylvania.n Formations of Southeastern Nebraska : Ne-
braska Acad. Sci., Vol. 9, N{). 2, p. 28, Feb., 1915. 
How a Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 430. 
lOG. J,. Smith, The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p. 639 . . 
11The Pennsylvanian Formations of Southeastern Nebraska, p. 28, 1915. 
12G. J,. Smith, Contrihutions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci., Vol. XXIII, p. 86, 1916. 
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all the numbers above in Smith's description of the limestones 
and shales at McKissick grove.lI 
The accompanying table expresses ·a ~orrelation of terms that 
. may be found in use. The second table is a syn~ptical table 
of formations as the names are used in this report. 
lSG. L. Smith, The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern IQwa.: . Iowa Geol. Survey. 
Vol. XIX, p. 689. 
. . 
lIINDs AND GREENE 'KEYES, VOL. 7, 
STRAT. PENN. SERIES IN PRoc. IOWA 
MISSOURI . ACAD. SCI. 
FEET 
100~ VVabaunsee 
Tarkio Is. 
350·475 Shawnee 
Scranton sh. 
Howard Is. , 
Severy sh. 
CottonwoOd Is. f Atchison sh. 
CORRELATION OF TERMB. 
CoNDRA AND BENGTSON, G. L. SMITH, VOL. XIX, 
NEBRASKA SECTION IOWA GEOLOGICAL · 
NO. 
18 Tarkio 
17 Preston 
16 Fargo 
15 Burlingame 
14 Rulo 
SURVEY 
FEET 
M 'Kissicks Grove sh. 75 
Tarkio Is. .................. 25 
City Blu1fs Beds ........ 210 
Atchison sh. 
OTHER NAMES 
Admire sh. 
Barclay, Emporia Is. 
VVillard sh. 
J Osal:e sh. 
Topeka Is. 
Topeka Is.· ,." ............... Oallioun ah. 
Calhoun ah. Forbes Is. 
13 Ashland 
12 Southbend 
11 Louisville 
10 Union 
_........................... 9 Meadow 
Platte sh. 
1 ~~:~~_~~~~_: _______ .. _"""'.M b. 
Deer Creek Is. Tecumseh sh. 8. Forbes Forbes sh. .................. 18 Stennett, Nodaway 
Tecumseh sh. Lecompton Is. 
Lecompton Is. 
Kanwaka sh. 
200·300 Douglas 
Oread Is. 
Lawrence sh. 
Iatan Is. 
VVeston sh. 
100·140 Lansing 
Stanton Is. 
Villas sh. 
Plattsburg Is. 
Lane sh. 
200·225 Kansas City 
lola Is. 
Chanute sh. 
Lecompton sh. 
Plattsmouth Is. 
Andrewah. 
Iatan Is. 
Weston sh. 
Stanton Is. 
,. J Lawrence sh. 
7 Cedar Creek 
6 Cullom 
5 P[a.ttsmouth 
4 Weeping Water 
3 Oreopolis 
2 Sturm 
1 Nehawka 
Parkville sh. . 
Platte sh. ..._............. 86 
Plattsmouth Is . .... _ ... 40 
1 . . 
~ Andrew sh. .. .............. 172 
j Iatan Is. .. ................. ~ 16 
weston sh. ... _.......... 76 
Plattsburg Is. ............ 19 
Strawn, KickaPoo, . Ot-
tawa 
Piqua, Garnett, BurliIig-
ton, Cave Rock 
.._ .. _ ...... _ .......... _ .. _ ................................ _ .. _ .. _ ...... _ .............................. _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ ................................................ { Leroy sh. 
. . Parkville sh. (in· Carlyle Is. 
lola Is. cl.uding lola) ........ 22 
~ Thayer sh. .. ............................ _ .. _ ...... _ ........................... .......... <_ ............. ~ . ........... ........ _ ............................ ,VVesterville Is., Cement j . . City Is., DeKalb, Bethany Is. _ .... : ....................................... _ ...................... .Bethany Is ................... 165 Ea=:o::m~alley 
Drum Is. 
Cherryvale sh.· 
VVin terset Is. 
Galesburg sh. 
Bethany Falls Is. 
Ladore sh. 
Hertha Is. 
. r 
Fragmental Is. J 
950·1140 069 
~ . 
t'.I 
t" 
>-0-3 
~ 
Z 
o 
t:g 
~ 
~ 
· 00 
",; 
C/O 
C/O 
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SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF FORMATIONS. 
GROUP'" I SYSTEM: I S~IES I STAGE I f 
NEBRASKA SUBST~GE CHARACTER TERMS: FOR 
" OF ROCKS COMPARISON 
I 
McKissick Shale 
Grove 
Wabaun- Tarkio Lime:>tontl Tarkio 
see Shalf' 
Preston Limeston'~ Preston 
. 
Scranton Sh;l1-e-- Fargo 
Burlingame 
Rulo 
Howard Limestone Ashland 
Southbend 
Severy Shale;Nod: Louisville 
away coal Union 
Shawnee Topeka Limeston() Meadow 
-Chlhoun Shale 
-DeerCreek Limestone Forbes 
Tecumseh Shale 
Paleozoic PennsY'l- Missouri Lecompton Limestone Cedar Creek 
vanian Oullom 
Kanwaka- Shale 
Oread " Limestone Pilattsmouth 
Weeping 
Water 
Douglas Lawrence Shale " OreopollS 
In.tan Limestone Sturm 
Weston Shale Neltawka 
---- Stanton Lim'*ltone 
Lansing -Vil~ Shale 
Plattsburg Limestone 
Lane Shale 
-[ola--- Limestone 
Ch1Lp.ute Shale 
, DeKalb Limestone 
Cherryvale 'Shal-e--- -
K,a,nsas Winterset Limestone 
City Galesburg Shale 
Bethany Limestpne 
Fills 
Ladore Shale 
Hertha LImestone 
Ohief Physical Oharacters: 
The Kansas City Stage.----.The " thicknesses of the various 
members are as follows, where these are not diminished by ero-
sion: 
CHARACTERS OF 'KANSAS CITY STAGE 235 
FEET INCHES lola limestone ___________________ .____________________________________________ 3 
Chanute shale -' ___________ :___________________________________________________________ 17 3 
De Kalb limestone ___________________________________________________ .______ 13 10 
Cherryvale shale ________________________________________________________________ 16 
Winterset limestone __________ :._______________________________________________ 13 10 
Galesburg shale _______________________________________________________________ 10 
Bethany Falls limestone __________________________________________________ 20 
~adore shale _________________________ '-_____ ,________________________________________ 21 
E;ertha lime&tone ________________________________________________________________ 16 6 
131 5 
In the description of local sections used in plotting the cross 
sectIons the section at Winterset may be 'considered as a stand-
ard. 
The Hertha limestone is in two portions with shale between. 
It contains an aburidance of Composita $ubtilita and but few 
of the other usual Pennsylvanian fossils. While ' it is ' so frag-
mental as t.o have merited th;lt, name as a descriptive term, it 
is not the .only fragmental ' lime$tone in. the stage.. . The 
Bethany F~lls ap:d the Winters.et limestone beds are each frag-
mental at the. top, bu,t are :v.ot fragmental throughout as is th~ 
Hertha! . ' . 
The Ladore . $hal~ ha~ a str~tum . eight inches thick of dar~ 
limestone four feet below its upper limit... . . 
. The Bethany Falls limestone is now ' the chief escarpment 
maker along ravines cut in the eastern front. of the ~trata of 
the Missouri series. The thickest beds are near the base. 
The Galesburg shale is gray in its upper and lower portions 
and black through the center. 
The Winterset limestone is generally in two beds ' with the 
thicker bed .at the top. 
The Cherryvale shale has near its center a blue limestone 
separated into ' three parts by bands of shale the lower of which 
is very thin. This horizon is ' the most distinctly marked by 
fossils of, any in ,the Kansas, ,City .st~ge . . This. limestone is a 
Myalina horizon, with Orthotetes c't"assus and Chonetes ver-
neuilianus in abundance. In the shale beneath the blue .lim,e-
stone the Chonet.es are, s,o numerous as to constitute thin. beds 
of limestone . . 
The De Kalb limestone contains, numerous small. Eusulirpa .in 
a matrix . of fine. calcareous material. In the .western part o~ 
Madison county it is conspicuous in the low escarpment that 
.. 
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extends along the east side of Middle river south of Webster 
'where it shows its greatest thickness. The top, where the full 
thickness IS present, is made up chiefly· of calcareous pebbles, 
and is ' somewhat arenaceous. The lower five feet is rich in 
large Fru.s~dinas. ' 
The Chanute shale is thickest · along Brushy creek neat the 
west line of Madison county. The lower portion consists of 
fossiliferous limestone and calcareous shale, and the upper 
half of drab, red and green shale. . 
The lola limestone member includes the next two limestones 
above the colored shale, with the sixteen-inch bed of shale be-
tween them. The lower bed is somewhat 'fragmental; the upper 
bed is fossiliferous. 
The Dottglas-Lansing 8tages.-From the top of the lola 
limestone, or, bett~r still, from the top of the De Kalb lime-
stone, to the base of the Ore ad limestone (a definite horizon) 
there is a succession of limestones and shales that are diffi-
cult of assignment to the divisions as recognized in Missouri 
and N ebraska.The beds outcrop in ravines along the south-
west side of Middle river from two miles south of Webster to 
the central part of Harrison' township, Adair county . . The · 
strata may be met within a distance of two miles,' and the ver- ' 
tical difference in elevation is only forty-nine' feet, which is 
distributed as follows: 
Douglas stage: FEET 
Lawrence shale _ ... _ ........ _ ......... _ ..... _ ............. __ .... : ..... _.. 6 
Iatan limestone ..................... _ ...... _ ....... __ ....... _ ........ _ ..... _ 4 · 
Weston shale ............ _._.................................................... 4 
Lansing stage: ' . 
Stanton limestone ..................... _ ............ _ ................ _ .... _. 3 
Vilas shale ......... _ .... _ .... _ .......................... _ .. _................... 16 · 
Plattsburg limestone ... _..................................................... 5 
Lane shale ............... _ ..... : ............. ~ ......... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _..... 9 ' 
INCHES 
8 
6 
8 
6 
49 4 
In Missouri these beds, up to the thickest beds Of the Oread 
limestone (Broadhead's number 150), measure about 260 feet 
in thickness for the Douglas stage and about 127 feet for the 
Lansing stage. In Missouri the Plattsburg limestone memher 
is 18 feet thick; in central Iowa it is 5 feet, 6 inches thick. In 
:MJ.ssouri the Stanton . limestone member contains 23 feet of 
limestone.. In the Iowa . region the' Stanton . limestone is but 
i· 
I 
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3 feet, 8 inches thick.14 The 'shaly members also are much 
thinner in Iowa than in Missouri. 
rrhe 'Nebraska section rC'c gnizes four groups of limestone 
beneath the Oread (Platt~mouth) limestone, referring them to 
the Lawrence shale: 
_ FEET 
Shale ....... , ....................... _ ... _ ....... : .. _ .. _ .... _ ........ _ .................... 18-20 
Weeping Water limestone .... : ................. _ ................. __ .... _.. 6 
Shale ... _ ........... , .......... _ .... _ ..................... _ .......... ~ . .:...................... 30 
~~:r~~~ ... ~~~~.~~~~ .. :::=::::~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::=::::==::=: 6.~. 
Sturm limestone, about ............... _ ....... _ ....... _ .. __ ............... 6 
Shale ......... _ .......... _ ........... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _ ..................... _........... 4 
Nehawka limestone ......... _ .... _ .... _ ......... _ .......... _ .......... _ .... _. 10 or more 
88+ 
It is evident that the topmost shale in this section ' should be .' 
referred to the Lawrence shale, as the term is used in Missouri, 
and that the group41gs of the limestone members would make 
the Nehawka correspond to the lola limestone. It is clear 
that both limestone and shaly memoers in this general horizon 
are much thinner in eastern Adair than they are in south-
eastern Nebraska. 
The Shawnee Stage.:..-The various thicknesses of the mem-
bers of the Shawnee stage are as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
Scranton shale _ .............. _ ..... _ ... _ .. _. ___ ......... _ ................... _ .. _.. 194 6 . 
Howard limestone ... ~ .... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ .... _..... 4 
Severy shalle ....... __ .. _ .... _. ___ ._. __ ._._ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ .... _ ..... ___ : 25 3 
Topeka limestone ... _ .... _ .... _._ .. _ ........ _ .... _ .. _ .... _. __ .... _. __ .... __ 6 
Calhoun' shale _ .. _ .. _ ..... _._ .. __ .. _._._ .. _._ .. ______ ... _ ... _:.............. 11 4 
Deer Creek limestone _ ........ _ .. _ ...... _ ........... __ .. : ..... __ .. _ .... _..... 8 
Tecumseh· shale ... _ .... _ .......... _ ...... _ .... _ .. _ .... ~ .... _ .... _._........... 65 
Lecompton limestone _ .. _ .. __ ...... _. __ .......... _._ ........ _ .. _ ..... _ .. _. 7 
Kanwaka shale ' ... _ .... _ ..... _ .. _ .............. __ .......... _._ ............ _..... 16 
337 1· 
.The :thicknesses given for the very thick shales in the above 
list are obtained from the record of the Clarinda diaInond drill 
hole, and not from measurement of outcrops, for they do not 
outcrop in such a way that measurement of the thickness is 
possible. . 
The portion of the Oread limestone that is characterized by 
"millions of Fusulina" closely packed together; as Meek15 de-
14The comparison is based on pages 113 and 114 of Hinds and Greene's Stratigral!hy of 
the Pennsylvanian Series in Missouri. 
15F. B. Meek, Report on the Paleontology of Eastern .Nebraska, pp. 92-98. 
t 
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scribed the beds near Plattsmouth fifty yearS ago, has the' same 
characteristics where it outcrops at" 'Riverview Park north 'o'f 
Red Oak and in Harrison toWnship in eastern Adair. This 
makes a very good horizon from which to work upward in 'the 
vicinity of Stennett in an endeavor to correlate those beds with 
the corresponding beds in eastern . Nebraska. The sequence 
can be traced without difficulty along the road and then up the 
ravine north of Stennett, from the Oread to and including . 
the Severy (Louisville limestone), except that the Lecompton 
(Cullom) limestone is beneath the river deposits. The thick-
nesses of these groups of strata are as follows, each including 
the shale above it: 
. Near Stennett 
F'EET I NCHES 
2 
8 B 
4 5 
8 , 
, 
, 
6 10 
Nebraska 
FEET } Severy ....... : ....... _ .......... _~ ..................... {~::::ille ::~'2~ 
Topeka ................. _ .......... _ .... _ ................ Meadow 6 
(Calhoun) 
Deer Creek .... ~ .... _, ......... _ .... _ ..... : .......... Fo.rbes ......... { 31 limestone 
(Tecumseh) ..................... _ .... _ .......... _ ...................... _. 13·16 shale 
Lecompton ... _ .......... _ ........................ _ {Ceuedllaormcreek ~~~ ~~~tone 
8 limestone 
(Kanwaka) ............................................................... _. 13 shale 
Oread ..... _ ................................ _ .............. Plattsmouth 25·30 , 
Here also it is evident that the various members thin out to-
ward the northeast. 
The· Deer Creek limestone is recognized also farther south-
east on the south side of the Thurman-Wilson fault. I S" The 
uppermost limestone that is exposed at Hawleyville evidently 
is the Topeka (Meadow) limestone. The other Nebraska 
members, Union to Ashland, are portions of what has be.en 
called Braddyville limestone in Iowa by Smith, and the Severy 
shale, Howard limestone, and Scranton shale in Missouri. The 
Nodaway coal seam forms a marked ho'rizon in the upper part 
of the Severy shale. A gray shale immediately underlies the 
. \ . 
coal and the Howard limestone is about four feet above it. 
The Cullom' and Cedar Creek limestones that are in the· val-
ley northwest of Riverview Park; Red Oak, 'and near Stennett 
correspond to the Lecompton limestone of Missouri, the · shale 
above these two limestones corresponds to the Tecumseh shale, 
l S"See note I" on page . 228, 
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and that t>elow them and' extending down to the Oread lime-
stone, is the Kanwaka shale. 
The Scranton sl1ale of the Missouri survey extends from 
the top of the Howard limestone to the base of the Preston 
limestone. The Rulo, Burlingame and Fargo limestones of N e-
braska may De considered as parts of the Scranton shale. Ex-
cept the Fargo they have not bee~ recognized ' as distinct beds 
in Iowa. The Fargo appears at the base of the McKissick 
grove section, and at an outcrop a mile southwest of Red Oak. 
The Wabaunsee Stag e.-The four members of the Wabaun-
see stage as here recognized have the following thicknesses in 
Iow:a: 
FEET 
McKissick Grove shale ............. _........................................................... 93 
Tarkio limestone ................................. _ ............................... _ ...... :........... 4 
Shale ... _ ................ _ .......... _ .... _ ........ _ ...... _ .. _ .... _ .... _ .......... , ........ :........... 12 
Preston limestone ..................................... _ .... _ ...................... _ ...... ~ ........ I 2 
111 
The Preston limestone member is essentia:lly a single ledge. 
The Tarkio is a blue hard limestone at the base and 'a Fusulina 
limestone at the top. The shale between the Preston · and Tar-
kio limestones is an ordinary gray shale. including a thin bed 
of light colored limestone. The McKissick Grove shale is in-
creasingly ~enaceous and micaceous toward the top, and also 
toward , the south into Missouri . . 
The above terminology avoids the use of the terms Osage 
shale, Platte shale, Braddyville limestone, City Bluffs shale and 
Atchison shale, which have been variously used to include sev-
eral members of the upper part of the Shawnee stage. 
THE IOWA SECTION 'OF THE MISSOURI SERIES. 
FEET INCHES 
Wabaunsee stJa,ge (total thickness in I,owa, 108 feet): 
McKissick Grove shale (total thickness, 91 feet)- . 
Shale, blue ......... _ .... _ .... _ ...... .' ................ _ .. _ ...... _ .................... _............... 12 
ShaJe, gray . .. _ ..................... ~ ...... _ .... _ .... _ .............. _ ............ _ .......... _..... 8 
Limestone, very dark gray, arena.ceous, many spheroidal lumps, 
in places broociated ......... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _......................... 1 
Limestone, blue, very arenaceous: a calcareous sandstone............ 1 
Shale, arenaceous, nucaceous ............... __ .............. :.. ...................... :...... 3 
Sandstone, lblue, weathering yellow ... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ .... .: .... _........... 6 
Shale, arenaceous, micaceous ... : ..... _ .............................. _ ................ _... 2 6 
Sandstone, blue, weathering yellow ......... _ .... _ .......... _ .... _ .... _........... 1 
Shale, gray ... _ ............ _ .............. _ .... :: ...... _ .............................. _ ........ :._. 9' 
Limestone, dark gray, fossiliferous; in two layers ............... : ..... : .:.. . 3 
Coal, N}nllin ....................................... _ ................................................ _.. 1 
• 
• 
.. 
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FEET lNCHE~ Shale, yellow and blue_. __ . __ ._._. ____ .... _~ .. _ .. __ . __ • 31 
Limestone, gray, fossiliferous ... _._._ ........ __ ._._ ................ ___ ... 6-
Shale, dark gray •.. _ .... _ .... _ .............. _ •.... .:. .. _ ....... _ .. _._ .... _,.__ 3 . 6 
Limestone, very dark gray ......... _ .... ~._ ........ _ ............. _ ..... _ .... __ .... _. 6 
Shale, blue, weathering to yellow ___ ~_._ .. __ ...••. ___ .. _._. 8 
Tarkio limestone-
Limes.tone, weathering brown; in two or three layers __ .. _ .... _ 4 
Shale, not named- , 
Shale, gray, between Tarkio and Preston limestones ... _................ 12 
Preston limestone-
. Limestone, dark gray ..................... _ ................ _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _.~ .. _ .. _. 1 
Shawnee stage (total thickness, 337 feet, 1 inch): 
Scranton shale-
Shale, variously colored; from estimate by. Smith _ ........... _ .... _ ..... 194 6 
Howard limestone- ' ' . 
18LimeatoIie, yellowish .. _. __ .. _._._ ......... _ .. _ ...................... _._....... 4 
Severy shale- . 
l6Shale; includes Nodaway coal, Louisville lifnestone (2 feet), 
Union limestone and shale above it (8 feet, 8 inches).:._... 25 3 
Topeka limestone 
Limestone, near Stennett ___ . ___ ...... _ .. _ ............... _ .. _ .... _... 6 
Calhoun shale . 
Shale, near Stennett ___ .. __ . __ ... _._ ... _. __ ._._._ .... _._ .... _ ........ 11. 4 
Deer Creek limestone-
Limestone, near Stennett ....... __ ~_" ... _ .... _ .... _ ...................... _............. 8 
Tecumseh shale-
l6Shwle ..... , ... _ .......... _ .......... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _.: ........ _ ...................... :........... 65 
Lecompton limestone-
l6Limestone ... _ .. _:.:. .... _ ... ~ ....... _ ....... _ •.. _ .... _ .......... _ ........... _._ ... _ 7 
Kanwaka shale-
l6Shaie ....... ,._ ............ _._ .. _ .......... _ .................. _ ...... : ................. _ .... _....... 16 
Douglas stage (total thickness, 25 feet, ' 7 inches) : . 
'Oread limestOille (at Riverview Park, Red Oak) (thickness; 10 feet, 
·5 inches)- . . 
Limestone, .upper part decomposed; fossiliferous; many Fusulinas 1 10 
Shale ... _ ........ _ ................ _ .... ~ .... _._ .... _ ............•...... _._._ .... __ ...... _ .. _..... 1 
Liniestone, gray ... _ .... _ .................... _ ...................... _ .... _ ..... _............ 5 
Shale, greenish gray ............... _ .... _ ............................ _......................... 3 
Limestone, with light colored flint ... _ ... _ .......... _ .................... _ .... ~.. 1 6 
Shale .............. _ .•.. _ .... _ .... _ ....... _ ... -_ .. --.v._ ...... _ ....... __ ...... _........... 1 
Limestone, gray .............. _._._._ ................... _....................................... 8 
. (Below this pla~e the limestone is full of Fusulin~.) 
Lunestone, gray, ill three parts ......... _ .. ~ ..................................... _..... 1 9 
Shale, brown ....................................................................... _ ......... :......... 1 
Limesto·ne, shaly below ........... ,._ .................................. _....................... 1 3 
Limestone, in three parts, the second shaly ......... _ .... _..................... ~ 6 
Lawrence shale (eastern Adair county)-
Shale, gray, fossiliferous ..................... _ ................ _............................. 6. 8 
Iatan limestone( thickness, 4 feet, 6 inches)-
Limestone, .dark gray, fossiliferous ............... _ ................ _ ................ _. 7 
. Shale, calcareous ... .: ............................ _................................................. 8 
Limestone, gray and dark, weathers brown, fossiliferous............ 3 3 
Weston .shale-
Shale, gray above and below, black in center ... _.: ........ _............... 4 
Lansing stage (total thickness, 36 feet, 1 inch): 
Stanton limestone (thickness, 3 feet, 8 inches)-
Limestone, gray, dense, fossiliferous ............. _................................... 1 2 
Shale, blue ................................. _ .......... _ ...... _ .... .:. ................. "_ ...... _....... 1 
Limestone, d,ark gray ....................... _ .................. _ .......... _ ...... _........... 6 
l6The total thickness is from the record of the Clarinda Diamond. Drill helie, Iowa Geol. 
Survey, Vol. XIX, page 618 . 
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Vilas shal&-
Shllle, grlj.Y and green, with iron .concretions at top ... _ .......... _ .. , 
.:flattsburg limeston&- . 
Limestone, lower portion dense, gray .............. : ................................ . 
]#.ne Ilh8!l1l (thi!}1gleljlJ, § feet, 11 inche.a)- . 
Shllle, green, clayey ......... _ .... _ .............................................. _ .... _ ...... . 
Limestone, gTeenish, lower half shaly .... : .......... _ ... ,_ ............ ,._ ........ , 
S4ale, greenish ... _ .... _ ................ : ..... _ .. , •.. _ .............. _ .... _ ................ _ .... . 
Limestone, de;pse ............. _ .... _ .................. _ ............ _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ...... _ ... . 
Shale, gray, arenaceous, micaceous and calcareous ~ ............ _ ........ . 
KII<I)sas City stage (total thickness, 13l feet, 5 inches); 
. Iolla limestone (thickness, 3 feet)- . 
Limestone, very fossiliferous ., ....... _., ..... , .. , ........... _ ..•......... ~ .• ~ ... ~ •.... 
Shale, . gray above, dark below .,.-.............. - .... - ....... , ............ , ... - ...... . 
Limestone, ' somewhat fragmental ... _ .. _ .... _ .... ~: ............... _ .... _ .......... . 
Chanute shale (thicJkn!,)ss, 17 feet, 3 inches)-
shale, drab , ............. : ... _ .......... _ ................ _ ... ~ •............... _ .......... _ .......... . 
Shale, red ......... ! ..•.. - •.•... _ .............. _ ..... ......................................... _ •.... ~ .. . 
Shale, gre!,)n, \lalcareous ............... _ .......... _ .......................................... . 
Limestone, bluish, somewhat fragmental abo~e ......... _ .......... _ ...... . 
Shale, gray, several nodular clIJ~reous layer$ ........... _ ...........•....... 
DeKalb limestone (thickness, 13 feet, 10 inches)-
Limestone, of calcareous pebbles, upper part slightly arenaceous 
Limestone,' gray, thin layers above, thick below, fossiliferous ..... . 
Cherryvale shale-:- , 
FEET 
21 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
,I 
4 
4 
1 
2 
4 
5 
8 
Shale, gray above 'and in lower portion, three ~ayers of blue 
limestone between; limest<me and all below very fos.ailifer,ou!! 16 
Winterset limestone (thickness, 13 feet, 10 inches)-;- , 
Limestone, gray, fragmental in upper portion ........ , .... _.~ .•. - ........ . 
Limestone, gray, very resistant ledge; with chert ....... : ................. . 
~t~l~to~iy, g:~li~~~;;~··:::=::=::::::::::::· :=::::::::::::=::::=::::::::::=:::==::::::: 
Limestone, gray ........ ,_ ...................... _ ...... , ..... :. ............................... , .... . 
Limest!)ne, gray; partings of shale ............... _ .... _ ................ _ .......•• 
GalesbUrg shale (thickness, 10 feet)-
, Shale, gray, argillaceous ... _ ................. ~ ...................... _ .... _ ... ~ ...... _ .... . 
Sh::!le, blac}!: ....... , .... : ... _ ................ _ .... _ .............. _ .. _ .. _ .................... ~ __ .. .. 
Shale, gray, argillaceous above, calcareous below ... _ .... ~ .......... _ .... . 
Bethany. Faills limeston&- . 
Limestone, gray, .in beds from 1 foot to 1 foot, 6 inches thick; 
top portion .fragmental; fossiliferous ____ ..... ___ .. ____ .. _______ ...... __ ... 
LadoFe shale (thicknes!!, 21 ' feet)-
Shale, gray, argillacepus ____ .. __ .~ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ . _____ ............ _____ ~ ....... ----.... -- , 
Shale, black: (Seam of coal elsewhere) __ ..... __ .... ___ .. __ ...... _ .. __ .. ____ ..... __ 
Limestone, !lark blue " ......................... _ .... _ ................ _ ... __ ..... , ... _ ...... . 
~!~~~~;:~;,;~;~~~~~::~ .. :::::::::=::::::::::::::::=::::::::=::~:::::::::::::=:::~::=::: 
Limestone, gray ......... _, .......... ~ .... _ .... _., ........ _ .......... _ .... __ .. _ .............. _.' 
Shale, gray, 'argillaceous ......... _ ................ _ ............... __ ....... _J ......... _. 
Hertha liIpestone (thickness, 16 feet, 6 incnes)-
~~::t~~y, ~~~i1i~~~;;~ .. :::::::::=::==::::::=::::::=::::=:~::::::=::::::=::::=::=::: .. 
Limestone, gray" very fragmentl!ll .......... __ .. ~ .. _ ....... J" ...... _ ................ . 
5 
2 
1 
1 , 
S 
1 
11 
7 
20 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
6 
2 
8 
6 
Total thiek1l.ess of Missouri stage ... _ ....... ; ...... _ ........ : ..... , ........... :.. 638 
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INC'ij:ES 
6 
6 
4! 
6 
7 
10 
4 
10 
8 
3 
10 
6 
10 
2 
~ 
2 
3 
9 
3 
6 
6 
10 
2 
S 
10 
5 
, ~ 
10 
6 
8 
10 
2 ' 
, The Kansas City Stage.-The first faunal unit includes the 
whole of the Kansas City stage, though the fauna of the upper-
" 
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·most beds presents a contrast to that found in the lowest beds. 
. It has long been recognized that the . Kansas City stage in 
'Iowa does not contain : Ohonetes meso lobus but has . instead 
Ohonetes vetneuilianus; that it does no~ contain . Marginifera 
murricata but does contain Marginifera longispina, and that 
1;4€ fauna in general changes from that of a sandy shore and 
·of brackish water sandstone a~d shale (Des Moines series) to 
that of limestone and shale of a more open sea. Under such 
conditions an off-shore fauna migrated back and forth with 
little significant change. The differ~nt limestones must be 
recognized in the field largely by the sequence m' their oods and 
by their relation to the shales above and below, features which 
have already been included in the descriptions of the various 
members of the Missouri series, .arid will be included also in 
the descriptions accompanying the transverse . sections across 
the region. The faunal lists follow these comments. . , 
The Hertha limestone has Oomposita subtilita as a specially 
characteristic form.l1 , Near St. Charles there is an isolated 
ledge of Ohaetetes milleporaceous,. that seems to be held .over 
f:rom the Des MohJ.es series, but it is not foUnd elsewhere. 
'The Bethany Falls lim.eston . has, along with the usual as-
semblage· of fossils, an occasional Phillipsia in the sbaly parJ-
ings, but they are too rare t.o be of use in distinguishing these 
oods from other l>eds near at hand-in which they have not 
been found. 
The Winterset limestone has in the shaly parting bet'Y'een 
the two main bed~ of limestone a bed or Oomposita s'/,bbtilita 
of especially large fornls. , . . 
'The Cherryvale . shale presents the most distinctive faunal 
horizon to be found in the Kansas City stage. There is no-
tb,:ing like it to be found elsewhere in the Missouri s~ries, the 
nearest approach being in the Deer Creek. Ohon(;tes verneuti-
lianus, abundantly distributed through the gbale in the lower 
half of the memoor, is so abundant in places as to cOllstitute 
thin beds of shaly limestone. The three thin beds of biue 
limestone about midway in the member comprise a Myalina 
17The ,long list of fossils that B ain' gives from the li';'estone near Stuart, Iowa, is n ot of 
fossils from the H ertha limestone, but from a bed deep down in the Des Moines series (Henri-
etta ) : H . F . B ain , Geology of Guthrie County : Iowa Geol. Survey, · Vol. VII, pp. 447-448. See 
John L . Tilton, The Str ata near Stuart, Iowa : Bull. Geol. Soc . . Ai;nerica, Vol 33, P; 153, 11122. 
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horizon, containing 'tW{) species, swallovi and ' 8ubquaarata;' 
Along with these are nU:Iilerous ' Orthotetes (Derbya.) (:rO:SS1~S 
and an occasional ' M eekella striatocostata. 
While the , lower part ()£ the De Kalb limestone ,vas origi-
nally called' a Fusulina limestone the fusulinids are no't always 
present in abundance, and are shlall in size. The occasio?1al 
echinoid spines, the fusilinids and the Bryozoa ' l:elate the u:p~' 
per beds of the De Kalb to the lola, and the relative almndimce 
of these forms helps distinguish the upp(~r member:; from the 
lower members of the stage. ' 
The Lansing ,stage and: the Douglas Stage.-rrh~ laUlial 
unit recognized by Beede and Rogers includes both the LaJl~ 
sing and, the Douglas stages.' :The' fauna 'marks an advancing 
open 'sea that 'reached its culmination when the Oroad lime-
stone, was laid down. ' A detailed study of the tIl in beds l)e-
low the ,Oread may lead to ' further 'faunal differentiations, as 
the beds are very fossiliferous but not e,asily accessible. ,It 'is 
here that Enteletes hemiplicata and Chonetes granulite?' are 
first found, differentiating the Lansing from the Kansas City 
stage. Beede mentions the presence of Rhipidomella pe-
cosi and Derbya bennetti, and calls attentio:n to a form with ~ 
more costate habit to which he gives the name Marginifera wa-
, bashensjs. ¥ eekella striatocostata, which he did not find _ be-
low this horizon in the , Miss()uri collections, is occasionally 
found in the Winterset limestone at Winterset. Beede fur-
ther recognizes the introduction of the following ' in the Doug-
, las fauna: Ohonetes geinitzianus, Marginifera lasseilensis and 
Tegulifera armat.a. ' " " 
In the Oread limestone there is such a remarkable assem-
blage of large ' Fusulina closely packed together as fo ' 4istin-
guish this ' horizon from all others. Thi,s 'characteristIc is a 
widespread one, as noticeable in eastern Adair county, Cass 
county ~nd at Rlverv:iew Park in ' Montgomery' county as at 
the mouth of the Platte river i:rt N'ebraska, where Meek'l,8 ~m-
phasized'the aouno.ance of it. , ' 
The Shawnee Stag e.-The fauna of the Shawnee stage cen-
ters in that of the Deer Creek member, beds 'of which oU:tC~op 
north of Stennett and at Hawleyville. Even ,here distinctions 
1SF, B . Meek, Report on the Paleontology of Eastern Nebraska: p . 93, 1872, 
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find their chief emphasis in the associated character of the 
strata. The black chert contains white Fusulina-excellent mi-
croscopic material; and the litriestone contains8uch an abun-
dance of echinoid spines that they become a characteristic 
form. Greene notes that the-limesfo:Q.e over the Nodaway coal 
seems largely made up of Ostracods. The central part of. the 
Scranton sha!e~ as exposed at "City Bluffs" a few miles 'south 
of the state line, is marked by a bed of Avicu.Zopecten. 
The Wabaunsee Sta.ge.-Here also the important distinc-
tions are physic,a! rather than faunaL The lower portion con~ 
tams the Preston and Tarkio limestones with the faunas listed 
below. The upper part of the McKissick Grove shale· is. in-
creasingly arenaceous and micaceous toward the top, with fauna 
as. given below. Whlle the character of the deposits indicates 
a return of shallow water conditions. that according to reports 
elsewhere were widespread; the faunal relations do not depart 
Widely from ,those in .the 10wer part of the stage. The pres-
ence of mica. though it is not a fossil, is especially noteworthy. 
. . 
FAUNAL LISTS 
THE WABAUNSEE STAGE. 
MoKissick Grove shale.19 
'Upper limestone fauna 
FU9Ulina cylindrica (secailica) 
Lophophylluzn profunduzn 
Ceriocrinus hemisphericus 
Fenestella . perelegans 
Fistulipora nodWlifeia 
Rhmnbopora lepidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa. 
Chonetes geinitzianus 
Chonetes granulifer 
Composita subtilita 
Hustedia mormoni 
Marginifera wabashensis 
Productus cora 
Productus selnireticillatus 
Pugnax uta 
Spirifer cameratus 
Allorisma termina.le 
'A viculopecten occidentalis 
A vicclopecten providencensis 
Edmondia nebrascensis 
Myalina swallovi · 
Bucanopsis marcouanus 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Cap rock to Nyman coal 
Fusulina cylindrica (secalica) 
Crinoid steln8 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes granulifer 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Marginifera. longispina 
Orthotetes crasSUB 
Productus costatus 
Productus l?UDctatus 
Productus semireticulatus 
Pugnax uta 
Comp'osita subtilita '. 
Spirifer cameratus 
Edmondia nebrascensis f 
Macrodon tenuistriatisf 
Myalina subquadrata 
, Nucula' 
Schizodusf 
Euomphalus catilloides 
Phanerotrema. grayvillehsls 
Pleurotoniaria perhumerosa' 
Griffi thides sci tula 
i9George L. Smiol, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci.: Vol. XXIII, pp. 86·87, 1916. J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: 
Iow~ Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 152 (Section XIX, numher 16 for Cap Rock of Nyman 
~~). . . 
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Lower shale fnllJ,na 
Fusulina cylindrica (secalica) 
Lo~hophyllum pr,ofunduln 
Ceriocrinus hemisphericus 
Fistulipora nodulifera 
Rhombopora l~pidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes geinitzianus 
Chonetes granulifer 
Composita subtilita 
Diel.asma bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Hustedia mormoni 
Meekella striatocostata 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus . 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Productus punctatus 
Productus semireticulatus 
Pugnax uta 
Rhipidomella pecosi 
Spirifer cameratuB 
AvicuJlopecten occidentalis 
Aviculopecten whitei 
Edmondia. nebrascensis 
Entolium avicullitum 
Leda bellistriata 
Myalina perattenuata 
Myalina subquadrata 
Myaliila swallovi 
Parallelodoh whtieleri 
Aclisina stevensana 
Bucanopsis montfortiana 
Euomphalus catillloides 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Phanerotrema grayvillensis 
Tarkiolinnestbne.20 • 
Fusulina cylindrica 
Zea.crinus (numerous segments) 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes geiilitziamls 
Chonetes granulifer 
Chonetes verneuilianus 
Composita 8ubtilita 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Meekella striatocostata 
Orthotetes craSSU8 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus 
Productus (Marginifera.) longispinu8 
Productus (Pustula) n~brll.scenBiB 
Productus pertenui!l . 
Productus semireticwatu!! 
Pugnax uta 
Spirifer cameratus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
Allorisma subcuneata 
Allorisma terminaae 
A vicula longa 
'Aviculopecten whitei 
,4.viculopinna americana 
Entolium avicuJlatum 
Myalina. kansasenSis 
Myalina perattenuata 
Myalina subquadrata 
Myalina swaJlovi 
BEillerophon percarinatus 
Bucanopsis montfortiana. 
Naticopsis altonensis . 
. Orthonema subeniatum 
:Phanerotrema grayvillensis 
Spherodotna priinigenia 
Platyceras parvum 
Orthoceras rushense ' 
'Phimpsia major 
Shate between Tarkio and Preston 
linnestones. 
'No fossils are reported. 
Preston linnestone. 
Fossil fragments are found, but no 
species are re~g:trized. 
THE SRA WNEE STAGE. 
ScrOlnton shale.21 
Zeacrinus (plates) 
Fistulipora 
Rhombopo.ra 
Ambocoelia planocorlvexa 
Productus cora 
Product-us (Marginifera) longispinull 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
ProductuB seinii-etic,uatuB ' 
Spiriferina .kentuckiensiS 
,I'traparollus catilloides 
Scranton shale and Howard li1l\estone.22 
Fusulina cylindrica . 
Lophophyillum ,profundum 
Lophophyllum dist9rtum 
Ceriocrinus hemispherictis 
Erisocrinus typus . 
Eupachycrinus tubercu,Ia.tus 
20This is a combination of three lists rep'oried as follow&: Samuel Calvin, Geolop of 
l'age County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 482. George L. Smit.h, Carbonir~rous Sect;,1bn of 
Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIX, p , 638; ana 'l:he PaleoJltolpgy line! Strati-
graphy of the Upper Carboniferous of Iowa: Proc. Iowa. Acad. Sci., Vol. XXII, p. 281. J. 
A, Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Cotmties: r6wa Geol. Survey, Vol. xIIi, 1>. i5ij 
(Section XVI), and p. 154 (Section XIX, number 6). • 
21Samuel Calvin, Geology of Page County: Iowa tfflol. Survey, Vo1. XI, p. 429. 
22George L. Smith, The Paleontology and Stratigl,'aphy of the ;Upper Carboniferous of 
Iowa: Proc. Iowa ·Acad. Sci., Vol. XXII, p. 281; Ca~lloniferous Section of Sotlth'\Vestern 
Iowa : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIX, :p. 638. J . A. UaCi.en, Geology of, Mills and Fremoni 
Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 146 (No. 1~), p. 147 (No. 9) . 
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Hydreionocrinlis 'aea.nthoporuS 
Hydreionocrinus- mucrospinus 
Serpula insista 
Fenestlllla perelegans 
Fistulipora ,nodulifera 
Pinnatopora trilineata 
Polypora crassa 
Polypora elliptica 
Polypora submarginata . 
Rhombopora lepfdodendroides 
Septopora biserialis ' 
Stenopora ca'rbonaria 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes geinitzianull 
Chonetes gran1ili£er 
Chonetes variolatus 
Composita subtilita 
Dielasma bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Hlustedia mormoni 
Marginifera longiapina 
Meekella striatocostata 
Orthotetes crassus ' 
Productus cora' 
Productus (Pustula) nebrasce;Qsis 
Productus pertenuis 
Productus punctatus ' 
Productus semireticuilatus 
Pugnax .uta ' 
Rhipidomella j:>ecosi 
Spirifer camera~us 
Spiriferina 'kentu'ckiensis 
Allorisma terminale " 
Allorisma granosum 
Aviculopinna peracuta 
A viculopecten occidentailis 
Aviculopecten whitei 
Edmondia nebrascensis 
Myalina perattenuata 
. Myalina recurvirostris 
Myalina slibquadrata 
'MY'alina swallovi 
Nuclrla ventricosa 
Leda bellistriata 
Bellerophon, percarinatus 
Bucanopsis montfort~ana 
Euomphalus catilloides 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Phanerot:tema gr,ayvillensis 
SoQeniscus paludinreformis 
Worlhenia tabulata 
Orthoceras rusheJ;lse 
Tainoceras occidentale 
Griffithides scitula 
Agassizodus variabilis 
Peripristis semicircularis 
Conostychus broadheadi 
Conostychus orriatus 
Carpolithes granularis 
B every s1iale.2S .' 
, Lophophyllum profundum ' 
Fenestella" . 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Septopora biserialis 
Seaphiocrinusf 
Zeacrinus ' 
Archaeocidaris aculeata ' 
Ambocoelia pilanoconvexa 
Chonetes granulifer 
Composita subtilita 
Dielasma bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Orthotetes crassus 
M.arginifera longispina 
Productus (Pustula) ne1;>ra,.scensis 
Productus nertenuis 
Productus cora 
Productus punctatus 
Spirifer cameratus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
Allorisma subcuneata 
Allorisma granosum 
Aviculopecten , 
EOmondia . nelmiscensis' 
Modiola subelliptica' 
Myalina subquadrata 
Nucula 
Pinna , 
Schizoduil' ! 
Bellerophon: carbbnarius 
Bellerophon percarinatus 
Euomphalus catilloides • 
Euomphalus rugosus 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Murchisonia 
Phanerotrema grayvillensis 
.Cythere 
Alethopteris grandini 
Annularia sphenophylloides ' 
Asterophyllites equisetiformi~ 
Calamites suckowii 
Neuropteris ovata 
N europteris scheuchzeri 
Pecopteris cyathea 
Topeka limestcm.e--:-Calhoun shale-
Deer Creek limeSt<me.24 
Fusulina cylindrica 
Lophophyllulll profundum 
2SGeorge L, Smith,' The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, 
Vol. XIX, pp. 622 and 633 ; Contributions tG the Geology of Southwestern 'Iowa: Proc. Iowa 
Acad. Sci. , Vol. XXII, p. ' 282. ;Yo A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa 
Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, pp. 144-145 (Section X, numbers 9-13). 
24George L. Smith, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Bci., Vol, XXIII, p. 88; and Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa : Iowa Geol. Survey. 
Vol. X1X, p. 637. 
From( conference in the field it was learned that Do'ctor Smith had made his collections 
from the Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone, Calhoun shale 'and Topeka (Meadow) limestone, 
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Cerioerinus hemispb.erieus 
Eupaehyerinus tubereulatum 
Hydreionoerinus 'muerospinus 
Arehaeoeidaris agassizi 
Arehaeoeidaris dininni 
Arehaeoeidaris hallana 
Arehaeoeidaris trlseriata 
Fenestella tenax 
Fistulipora nodulifera 
Polypora submarginata 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Septopora biserialis 
Amboeo6l.ia planoeonvexa 
Chonetes granulifer 
Chonetes verneuiliana 
Gomposita subtilita 
Dielaema bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplieata 
Hustedia mormoni 
Marginifera longispina 
Meekella striatoeostata 
Orthotetes erassus 
, Produetus cora 
'Productus eostatuB 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Produetus semiretieularis 
Pugnax uta 
Retieularia perplexa 
Rhipidomella peeosi 
Spirifer eameratus 
Spiriferina kentuekiensis 
Squamularia perp[exa 
Allorisma terminale ' 
Allorisma subeuneata 
Chaenomya minnehaha 
Myalina swallovi 
Maerodon tenuistriatus 
Sehizodus wheeleri 
Bellerophon carbonarius 
Bellerophon perearinatus 
Euomphalus eatNloides . 
Euphemus Carbonarius 
Pleurotomaria 
Platyceras parvum 
Soleniscus interealaris 
Orthoeeras knoxense 
OalhO'Un shale.25 
Arehaeoeidaris (spines) 
Eupaehyerinus verrucosus 
Scarpiocrinus (plateS) 
Fistulipora nodulifera , 
Polypora submarginatll< 
Chonetes granulifer 
Discina eonvexa 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus eora 
Produetus nebrascensis 
Produetus pu~etatus 
Produetus semiretieu[atus 
Spirifer cameratus 
Aviculopecten 
Edmondia 
Entolium avieulatum 
Myalina subquadrata 
Myalina recurvirostris 
Pinna peraeuta,' 
Pseudomonotis hawni 
Beillerophon earbonaria 
Euomphalus rugosus 
Pleurotomaria 
,Deer' Creek (Hawleyville) limestone.26 
Fusulina cylindriea 
Arehaeoeidaris 
Crinoidea (stems and plates) 
Fistu[ipora nodulifera 
Rhomb<J1)Ora lepidodendroides 
Septopora biserialis,' 
Amboeoelia planoeonvexa 
Composita suotilita 
Chonetes granu[ifer 
Chonetes verneuilianus 
Dielasma bovidens 
Hustedia mor:in6ni 
Marginifera longispina 
Orthotetes crassus 
Orthotetes robustus 
Produetus semiretieulatus 
Productus cora 
I Produetus eostatus 
Productus (Pustula) nebraseensis 
Productus symmetrieus 
Rhipidoniiilia peeosi , 
Pugnax uta 
Spirifer !lameratus 
Spiriferina cristata 
Aviculopeeten , 
Belltlrophon earbonarius 
Euomphalus ru,gosus' 
chiefly near the mouth of the ravine (Pilot creek) north of Stennett, and that he had ;'ot 
collected from: fossiliferous horizons at a considerable distance (about two-thirds of a mile) up 
the creek, where the Severy shale m~mbers (Union and Louisville limestone) appear in the bed 
of the creek_ 
In the Geology of Montgomery County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV. Plate XI (opposite 
page 392), is a picture of the Fate Quarry, near Stennett, in which the top of the Deer 
Creek limestone appears in the base of the quarry, .the Topeka (Meadow:) in the center. ahd 
fragments of .the Severy .(Union) near the top, as shown in the picture_ This quarry was 
located on the west sidE> of the Nishnabotna; Pilot creek is on thE> east side of the river. 
2 SJ. A. Udden, Geology of ,Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. XIII, 
pp. 138, 139, 141, 142: Section V, numbers 11-13, Section VI, numbers 8-9, and Section VIII, 
number 2. ' 
, '26Samuel Calvin, Geology of'.Page C~unty: Iowa' Geol. 'Survey, VQI. XI, pp. 423. and, 425_ 
Also, J. A. Udden, Geology of MIlls and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey Vol XIII pp 
139-146. The followinlr are considered Deer Creek: Section V numbers 3-10' Section'VI" 
numbers 1-7; Section IX, numbers 5·8, " , , . , 
I . 
I 
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Strapatollus catilIoipes 
Phillipsia , 
TeC1llTnseh shq,le. 
, No. fossils 8fe rel'Qrted. 
LelXYlnpton linnestonp (Cedp,r Creek 
and Cullom linnestones) .21 
Ceda;r Creek linn.estone 
Fusuilina cylin,drica 
Campophyllum 'torq1+ium 
Lophophyllum prof1pl,qum 
Archaeocidaris 
Erisoerinus typus' 
Rhomoopora lepidoden,4roides 
Fistullipora nodul~f~ra 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Composita subtilita 
Ohonetes granulifer 
Chonetes geinitzianus 
Marginifera Jongispina 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus 
Productus (Pull~u).a) nebrasceJl.sis 
Productus pertenujs 
Spirifer cameratus 
A viculopecten 
Pinna peracuta 
Bel).erophon carbon~ri!l­
Peripristis semicirClNaris 
'Cullom linnestOllte 
Fusulina. cylindrica 
Kanwa1ca shale. 
There is no distinct list of fos-
sila.28 
THE PQUGLAS STAGE.29 
Oread linnestone. 
Fu,sulinil- !lylindrica (very many, 
and large) 
' Lophophyllum profundum 
Ohonetes granulifer 
Productus cora 
, Spirifer cameratus 
Lawrence shale. 
Lophophyllum profundu~ 
Crinoid' stems 
Chonetes gr3.llulifer 
Productus (Pustpla) riebrascensis 
Pro ductus cora 
Spirifer Cil-meratus 
latan linnestone. 
Crinoid stems 
Chonetes gr!}nulifer 
Productus cora 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Westtm shale. 
Productus nebrascensis 
There are few fossils. 
L~SING STAGE.29 
Stanton linnestone. 
Crinoid stems 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Pro ductus cora 
Spirifer cameratus 
Alga-like markings 
V,las shale. 
No fossils are reported. 
Plattsburg linnestone. 
Fusuilina cylindrica 
Echinoid spines 
Lophophyllum profundum 
Composita sUJbtilita 
Chonetes granulifer 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Lane shale. 
Crinoid stems 
27J. A. Udden, Geology of Pottawattarnie ' Coonty: Iowa .Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 
221-224. The exposures are small and' distant from each other and from other outcrops. The 
followmg are considered Cedar Creek : numbers 4 and 5 of Thomkin's quarry section, numbers 
4-& flf ;Martin's quarry section, numbers 1-3 of Bryanfs qUarry section, number 1 at river bed 
south of Garson, p.nd numbers 4·6 of Snapp's quarry section. The following are considered 
pullom : ll1pnber 1 of 'Pl).omkin's quarry sectfon, 'and numbers 1-3 of Martin's quarry, section. 
~ology of Mills a~d Fremont Cqunties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 138. (Section IV, 
number 2). 
28George L. Smith !,ists seven fossils from the Platte shales, but these shales seem to in-
eJude tile Lecqmpton (CulloJl). and Cedar Creek) limestone. "Co~tributions to the Geology of 
Southwestern -Iowa," Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., VoL XXIII, p. 88. 
29Exhaustivi> lists of fossils from the Douglas and Lansing stages in Iowa have not 
!teen 'pj:epar,ed. Such lists tor Missouri may be found in the following reference: HiJ}ds and 
GrJlen~, Stra~igr!l-phy of ~he Pel}nsy}vanian Series ill Missouri: Missouri Bur. Mines, Bull. 
' XIII, pp. 286-288 and 292-295. 
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lola limestone. 
Lophophyllum proliferum 
Crinoids (stems) 
Products (Pustula) nebrasce~sis 
Spirifer c~ratus 
Bryozoa 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Orthotetes ctassU:$ 
ProductuS" 
Chdnute shale. 
Bryo·zo'a 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Composita subtiJita 
Productus cora 
Westerville limes,tone (DeKI11b). 
Lophophyllum proliferum 
Crinoids (stems) 
Fenestelfa 
Aulopora 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Coniposita subtilita . 
Praductus cora 
Productus costatus 
Spirifer cameratus ' 
Straparoillus subquadratus 
De Ka~b limestone. 
L6phophyllum prolifetnm 
Crinoids (steinS) 
Echinoid spines 
'~ryozoa 
Co1Ilposita subtilita 
Dielasma bovidens 
¥-a:rginifera longispina . 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus costatus 
Pioductus semireticUl'atus 
Spirifer came~atus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
Oherryvale sMle. · . 
Rhombopora; lepidodendroides . 
Eupachycrinus verruco~us 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
'Composita subtillita 
Marginifera longispina 
'Orth<rtetes crassus 
Productus ' cOra 
Spirifer planoconvexus 
A viculopecten occidentalis 
Myalina kansase~sis . 
Myalina subquadIata 
Myalina: swallovi 
Wilnterset limestone. 
Chonetes vemeu:iJlianus 
Composita subtilita 
Meekella striatocostata 
Hustedia mormoni 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus 
Spirifer cameratus 
Gatesburg shale. 
Fusulina cylindrica 
Qhonetes vemeuili~M 
Composita sUlbtilita 
Bethany Falls (E,arlfw,m) ZWne8tone. 
Fusullina cylindri~ 
Lophophyllum proliferum 
Archaeocidaris (plates) 
Zeacrinus (plates) 
Crinoidea (stems) 
Bryozoa 
Composita subtillita: 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Rustedia' mormoni 
Marginifera longispinil. 
Meekella striatocostita 
Productus cora . 
Productus costatus 
Productus puuctatus 
Spirifer cameratus . 
Spiriferina k~ntuckiensis 
Allorisma subcuneata, 
Phillipsia 
Ladore shale. 
No fossils are reported. 
Hertha limestone . . 
Compositre subtilita 
Spirifor cameratus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
The Oross Section Along Missouri River. 
;The cross section along Missouri river begins at Hamburg, 
Fremont cOlmty, in the southwest corner of the state, and pro-
ceeds northward to Crescent, seven miles north of CoUncil 
SOThese lists are from reports in the Iowa Geological Survey on the different members of 
the Kansas ·City stage, and from fi~ld notes by the writer: Madison county (Vol. VII), De· 
catur county (Vol. VIII) and Clarke county (Vol. XXVII). The lists given for Guthrie county 
are not included, as the strata there belong to the Des Moines series. See J O'hn L. TUton, 
"The Strata near Stuart, Iowa": Bulletin of tOO Geological Society of America, Vol. XXXIII, 
p. 153, 1922, • Elsewhere there is uncertainty a8 to the real source of the fossils referred to 
the Hertha. Only those are pernrltted in the above list that . are also found in Hinds and 
Greene's report on The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in Missouri, table opposite 
page 282. . 
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Bluffs, which is the location of 'the last known outcrop of Mis-
souri , series strata. 
The section at the high schooPl at Hamburg, is as ,follows: 
FEET INCHES 
4. Sandstone, ,coarse ... _ ................ _ ............... : ... ,._ .... _..................................... 3 
3. ShaJe, divided in the middle by a hard band, three inches thick .. _ 15 
,2. Limestone, arenaceous ............... _ .... _ ... _ ........................ _ ................ _ .... _. 9 
1. Shale ... _ ...................... _ .............. _ ............ _ ............................................... _... 5 
21 
The limestone is ,929 ' feet above sea level, ,or 16 fMt above 
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad track at the sta-
tion, and 29 feet above Nishnabotna river., The outCrop is 
closely related ' to ' the s'eries fOlmd two ' miles northeast at Mc-
Kissick grove, and to the face of the clay pit at the brick Yl1rd 
south of Nebraska City,s2 at a distance of about ten miles to 
the northwest; which is 'the location of an outcrop and well re-
cord used in the cross section from Hamburg to Leon. 
. Northward along the bluffs ' bordering the ' east side of the 
valley of Missoud river all is concealed by river deposits, drift 
and loess, which fill , ,a preglacial valley' eroded in Missouri 
,series strata, for ' a distance of thirteen miles to a poin,t three 
miles south of Thurman. Here in the northwest quarter of 
the northwest quarter' of section 12 appears a three-foot bed of 
limestone th~t h.as the, same peculiar characterjstics and -rela-
tion to strata above and .. below as has the limestone member" 
No.2, at the high school at .Hamburg, and' that; No~ 17, in the 
strata at McKissick 'grove. The section h'ete found IS as fol-
lows, as described byUdden,Bs with modifications:. 
FEET 
9. Li.n1estone, 'bluish gray, of ' fine texture, arenaceous ............. .:... lh 
8. Shale, gray, ,not calear!lOus, part originally a bQack shale; 
grading into ' reddisH shale ' above ' .: . .: ............ :.................... 10 
7. Limestone, blot<}hed, jointed, numerous callcareous lumps up 
, to one·half · inch in diameter'; a few ' sh~ll fragments, 
joints of crinoid stems, and quartz , grains ... _ .. _........... 3 
6. Sh1Lle, bluish gray, soft; par1!ly concealed ... _ .... :...................... 2 
5. Sandstone, grayish" blue, of' fine texture, calcareous; ripple 
bedded above ... _ ...................................................... _............... 3 
4. Shale" not well exposed ................................................................ 1 
3. Not exposed ...................................................................................... 4 
---
SlG. L. Smith, Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa 'Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p, 641. . 
32For statement of depth of buried channel near Nebraska City, see J . E . TOdd, Bull. 158 
, U . S, Geol. Survey, p, 148. ' 
33J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol, XIII, p. 
150. ' ' ' 
I) 
SECTIONS NEAR . THURMAN 
2. :Limestone ....................... _ .•.. _ ........................... _ ...... _ ... _._ ...... _ .... . 
1. Shale, gray 
.. --.. ---.. -.-..... ----.--------.-.. -------...... ~-..... --...... ---.... -.. --.- .... ---.-.~ ..... -...... -.. ---
3 , 
26lh 
25l 
The uppermost limestone, No.9, and the limestone, No.7, 
a few feet below it outcrop along the hillside from this point 
to the mouth of Plum creek at Thurman. They also appear in 
the hillsides. along the lower- course of Plum cre~k and. north 
of Thr~rman: for about a miJ~ .aloIlg Missouri valley, just . be,.. 
yond which point there. is a sudden anp. complete change .in 
strata. Thj.s is at a point where .Todd~' recognized , the pres,:, 
ence of a fault, and where later Smith~5 found . further evidence· 
of it. This fault was· lat~r ~alled hy . 'Tilrto:ris~ the Thurman-
Wils'on fault and was. trac~d by' him across MOntgomery, Cass 
and Adair counties, and into Dallas county. ;rtwas found to 
have but little· difference in. the amount of displacement. 
N!ear· the center of the north line of section 35, Scott town-
ship, Udden87 obtained the following composite section, in which 
the fourth member from the bottom, a. hard blue jointed lime-
stone . with small . granules" is the stratum especially noted as 
No.7, three miles south of Thurman, and also as No.2, at ,the 
hiigh school at Hamburg, . and No. 17 at McKissick grove: 
, . FEET INCHES 
9. 1!.imestone;weathered prown; m\l-ny joints ,of. crinoid 
stems ....... _~ .. _ .. _ ......... -.-.-... - ...... - ..... : .......... _....... , 
8. Shale, chocolate 'colored, arenaceous, calcareous and 
micaceous; . small gray calcareous nodules.......... 3 6 
7. Shale, yellow, calcareousj with nodule.s ........... _........ 5 
6. Shale, 'gray, calcareous, very fossiliferous: Lopho· 
phylTium proU/emm (?), Fistulipora noduli/era 
(flattened), Rhombopora lepidodendroi<Zes, Sep· 
. topora biseralis, Polypora submargi;n,ata ( ?), 
Ftm.e,stella (!), Chonetes gra'lllUli/er, Ch. 1Jer· 
neuilianrus, Spiri/er cameratus, Spiri/eri;n,a ken· 
tuc7ciensis, Pugnax uta, Syntrielasma he'I'Mplica· , 
. ta, Ambocelia planccon1Jexa, Procluctus Bemire· 
ticulatus, Murchisonia (1) ; Nucula(!), denti· 
cles of brown color ................ _ ........................ ....,... 1 
5. Limestone, gray, organic fragments in almost struc· 
tureless matrix ........... :._ .... _ .... _ .......... _ ................ _. . 7 
B4iT. E. Todd, On the Folding of the Carboniferous Strata in Southwestern Iowa : Proc. . 
Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. I, Part 1 p. 61 .. 1889; also, Some Variant Conclusions in Iowa Geology: 
Idem, Yol. XIII, p. 184, 1906 .. 
ssG. L. Sniith, Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol., 
XIX, p. 612, 1909. . . ' 
, s~J'ohn L. Tilton, The Thurman·Wilson Fault through Southwestern Iowa, and its Bear· 
ing: The Journal of Geology, Vol. XXVII, 1919; Geology of Cass County and Geology of' 
Adair County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII ; :r'he Strata near Stuart; Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. 
America, Vol. XXXIII, p . 153, 1922. See also footnote l a, page 228, this volume. 
S7Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties : Itlwa Geol Survey, Vol. XIII, pp .. 148, 149. 
• 
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4. L~\lston.\l, l>!J;\l" q~IIft,e, jQW.Wd1. ~t4 ~di~t~z;ct s:qJ.aU 
gr!\nyles; maI}Y eri~9~d s~e~B !J.IlQ. \li few 11'1),-sul'WWl ______________ • ____________________ •••• __ • ___ •• _ •.: _______________ ,____ 1 
a. Shale, red, containing quartz, mica, and gray cal-
careous concretions _. __________ . ____ ... ___ ._________________________ 2 
2. f:!h.aJl\l~ gra;xish pt e, ~!ena~us~ 'ltith SO:qle IIl;iea..----- 6 1: S¥ale, ' ,red --:---.--:-----------------------------------------------------.---..... - 6, 
. 19 7 
A.~. qWl-:r~g has nDt been ca,njed on fDr IUany year-s the_ 
~bove d~scribed s.ection is not at present easily obtainable, but 
'With the aid Qf Mr. Martens, the . Dwner,· ,the sites of fDrmer 
quafFie~, wefe traced, alo.ng the hillside. The character . of the 
fllagments Df liroe~tone w~ no.ted as was-also. the presence Df 
a bed Df reddish sha,le abDut eight feet thick which lies above 
th~ beds Df U{nestDne fDr~erly qu~rried. These CDn<,litiDns, 
,v;~re:q~ted Il,Drthward to. the nD'rthwest quarter Df the sout4-' 
east q'Q,arter Df sectiDn 26 and to. the nD~thwest quarter Df the 
nQJ{tp,east quarter Df sectiDn 25, beYDnd which no. evidence 
wpa,tever o,f the pres,ence Df these stra,ta was fDund. 
To. the north of the ~b9ve describea expDsure and just sDuth 
Df 'Y~ere a rDad-turns west past 'VabDnsie lake, the thick 'TD-
pe~a (Meaqpw) lime~tD;o.e appe~rs high in the b~uff, belD'\Y 
which a:ppe~rs iheDeer Creek (FDrbes) with its dark chert 
and shale. 
Between the two. IDcatiD,ns above -described . lies the fault, 
the IDcatiDn Df which is thus cDr.r,ectly determined within a dis-
tance Df three hund,red feet. Here the str~ta change sudaenly 
frDm the limestDne ' jn th~ M(!:{{is.SiskGrDve shale and 3:bDVe the 
Nyman cDal Dn the south (dDwnthrow). i;3ide Df the fault, to. 
the Deer Creek limestDne and shale nDrth Df the fault (up-
thrDW side), a displacement Df abDut three hundred feet as 
cDmputed by Smith.8,8 . 
N Drth Df the regiDn a,pDve desc:ribed the Deer Creek ,beds ap-
perur alDng the. road in se,ctiQn 1,4 Df the same to.wnship, and 
farther nDrth to. the center Of sectiD~ 10 0..£ LYDn~ , tDwnship, 
Mills county (Township 71 nDrth, Range 43, west, DPPDsite 
H&:m:l~e~ sta,ti9n!: a, distance of eight ;miles, there is an almDst 
C,O,l.ltmVt9¥S serie$ Qf expo.s¥e!? . The fDllDwip.g sectiDn may be 
fQ1plq b~o/~en s~~tiD~S 25 and ~6 Df LYDnS tDwnship (Township 
, 
aSlowa . G~ol. ~wveY .• Y,ol. ~IX!. pp. 647-~£8. 
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71 north, Range 43 west), at the quarry near a large stone 
house. 
FEET INCHES 
21. Limestone, weathered, bl1t of a character formerly 
similar to the next limestone below ___________________ 1 3 
20_ Limestone, dark gray, with beds of chert; Pr()(];uc- · 
d~ctU8 nebrascensis, Phillipsia _____ .______________________ 3 
19. Limestone, yellowish gray, shaly; Productus nebras-
censis, Bryozoa _~ ___ . ____ . __________________________ ._____ ____________ 1 
18. Shale! .argillac~ou~ and calcareous, with cherty di-VISIons; crInoId stems ____ _____________ .________________________ 9 3 , 
Cropeka [Meadow], 14 feet, 6 inches). 
17. Limestone, divided into two portions by shaly part-
ing in center; lower portion very cherty with 
both dark and light colored chert _________________ . _____ . 2 2 
16. Shale, gray below, grading into limestone above; fossiliferous _________ . ____ ._. _____ . ___ . _______ . __ ._. __ . ______ . __ ~ ____ ._ 1 2 
15. ' Lim€stone, gray, very fossiliferous at top and at bottom _ .. ________ . ______ . _________________________ . _____________ .______ 5 
14. Shale, light blue in cent€r, drab in upper four 
inches, and black in lowest four inches __ ... __ .. ____ . 1 8 
13. Limestone, gray; fragments 'of fossils ______ . __ ~ .. _. ___ .__ 1 3 
12. Shale, light blue, clayey; not fossiliferous _______________ 1 4 
11. Limestone, 'dense . .. ___ . ___________________________ .______ _____ _____________ '2 7 
10. Limestone, dense; H~/,8tedia ?nor?nQnL_._ ..... ____ .. _. _____ . 3 
9. Concealed, but apparently shale; about _______________ ._.__ 7 
(Forbes [Deer Creek], 20 feet 7 inches). 
8. Limestone, gray, jointed; Productus semiretiaula-
tus, Crinoid stems _. ____________________ : ____________ -' _____ ,_________ 11 
7. Shale, dark, clayey ________ ~ ________________________ . __ __ ._______________ 1 10 
6. Limestone, gray; fossil ' fragments _____ : _____ ._________________ '2 
5. Limestone, gray, in two equal parts; many fossil 
frltgments __________ . _____ -----------------------------.------,-________ ._ 1 
4. Shale, gray, clayeY ,above to near bottom where it is arenaceous _______________ . ____ . ____ . _________ ~ _____ ~_____________ 8 , 6 
3. Limestone, arenaceous ___________ _________________ _______ ._____________ , 1 1 
~. Sandstone, light yellow _____________________________ . ___ __ . ______ : __ , __ :_ 5 5 
1. Shale, blue, above a gray ralcareous shale;. only 
partly exposed down to level , of road (which 
is about 982 feet above sea level) ________ ,__ __________ 12 
(Lecompton [Cedar Creek and Cullom], 32 
feet, 9 inches). 
67 10 
The level of the road at the old stone house is 982 feet 
above sea level and 37 feet above the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy railroad crossing west. The strata in the interval trom 
the level of the road to the level of the rIver are not exposed, 
but it is evident. that the Oread , (Plattsmouth) limestone be-
' longs in this interval. . 
Fo}' a distance of fOl_lr 'mile's ' :straight 'away, or of six miles 
by the road alongihe bluff, to where the road crosses Keg 
Creek near Mills station, nosiratified rock appears. At the 
location mentioned, the northeast quarter of the northeast 
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quarter of section 27, G~enwood townslp.p,S9 there, is .an out-
crop of a Rortion of'the Oread (Plattsmouth) limestone by the 
side of the creek, as follows: 
'FEET 
Limestone ' in layers of various thicknesses up to nine inches, 
with chert; many Fusulina and many f6ssil fragments; low-
est stratum is jointed, and striated _______________ ... _. __ ... __ .... ___ . ___ .. ___ . 8 
(Oread limestone). 
The bed of the creek is here at a level of 938 feet above sea 
level, and 18.75 feet below the railroad at Pacific Junction. 
At Glenwood . there IS a deep well, a condensed record of 
which is as follows40 : 
THICKNESS DEPTH 
Quaternary and recent deposits (175 feet thick, top of 
well 1,132 feet above sea level) ____ .. ___ ._. __ .. ____ . ______ _ 
Missouri and Des Moines series of Pennsylvanian · 
' (thiCikness, 1,060 feet)-
Limestone, soft, light and darker gray, cherty ________ .. 
Limestone, dark blue, argillaceous, pyritiferous .. _~, .. _ 
Shale, black, carbonaceous ________ ... ____ .. __ ~. ____ .. ___ __ . ___ _ 
Clay, blue, shaly ____ .. ___ ._. ___ .. __ ... ___ ........ _ .... __ .... _. ___ .... __ ... ___ _ 
. Shale, iro.h-gray _ .. _ .. _. __ .. ___ .. _. __ ... __ .... ___________ , __ .... ____ , ____ _ 
Limestone, gray; earthy luster ___ ... __ ._._. __ ._. __ . ____ . ___ • 
Shale, dark blue gray, fissile; discs 0.£ crinoid' 
stems :and fragments of Proauctus ________ .. ___ ... ___ _ 
Limestone, gray, luster earthy, compact, moderately 
hard; with crinoid stems, echinoid spines, and 
fragments of brachiopods ___ .. _____ ... ____ . ___ .. ___ ._. ____ .. ___ : 
Shale, black; carbonaceous _____ . ____ ... __ ... ____ ._. ____ ._ .... _____ . 
Limestone, soft, yellow-gray; with Fusuli1lA _____ . __ . __ 
Shale, blue _________ . ____ . ____ . ______ . ____ . ____________ ._._._._. __ . ________ _ 
Limestone, light yellow, fossiliferous _. __ ._. ____ . ____ ... ___ _ 
Shale, dark red ,'_. ______ . _________ .. _ .. _ .. ,~ __ . ____ ... __ ... _ .. _ .... ___ . ___ _ 
Limestone, brecciated; sample consists of two large 
unfractured masses of very hard limestone brec-
cia; limestone gray ' or reddish; matrix greenish . 
gray and argillaceous, but hard ...... ____ ._. ____________ _ 
Sandstone ___ .. __ ._. ____ . ____ ... ___ . _____ ._. ____ .. ____ .. _. __ ... ____ . ___ ._. _____ _ 
Limestone, argillaceous, bluish gray ____ . _____ .. ___ .. ____ .. __ 
~:~to~~~e c~;;p~~t--:==::=::::::=::::=::=::::::::::~::=::::::=::::::: 
Shale; greenish gray" -arenaceous, calcareous ____ ._. ___ ... 
Limestone, hard, gray, highly cherty at 358 feet.. .. _. 
Shale, hard, greenish gray, highly calcareous ___ .... ___ •• 
Lim!)stone, light greenish gray, highly argillaceous __ 
Limestone, light yellow, compact, fine grained. _____ .. _ 
Shale, black, carbonaceous; and greenish gray, hard Marl, white ______ . ___ ._. __ .. ___ .. ___ ... ___ ...... ___ ._. ___ . _____ .. ____ . ____ . ___ . 
Limestone, hard, gray ___ ... ___ ... _. __ ... __ ... ____________ .. _._. __ ... _ 
Shale, gray; with limestone, argillaceous _. __ . ____ ._. ___ . 
_----' __ Shale! varicolored . _.-.... _ .. _ .... ___ ... , __ ._ .. __ .. _ .. :_._ ... ___ ... ___ . ____ ._ 
FEET FEET 
175 175 
2 177' 
10 187 
1% 188% 
6lh 195 
8 203 
24 227 
, 5 232 
8 240 
. 4 , 244 
13 257 
7 2.64 
,9 273 
16 289 
25 314 
9 323 
17 340 
2 342 
5 347 
3 350 
13 363 
10 373 
5 378 
18 396 
9 , 405 
2 407 
8 415 
4 419 
19 438 
39Township 72 North, Range 413 West. 
. 4.0Condensed from W. 'H. Norton, Underground Water Res~urees of Iowa: Iowa Geol. 
Survey;,' Vol. XXI, 'Pl>. pS9·~14p, . ! . 
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FEET INCHES 
Liniestone, ' gray, close textured ................................. . 
Limestone, hard, blue, highly argillaceous; criIioid 
18 456 
stems and fragmentl't of brachiopods ... _ ...... _ .. _ .... . 11 467 
Shale, black, carbonaceous; impure gray limestone .. 3 470 
Sandstone ... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ .......... _ ............ _ .................. . 6 476 
Limestone, white and light gray, close textured, 
earthy luster ................................................................. . 15 491 
Shale, black ......... _ .......................... _ ................................ . 5 496 
Limestone, yellow·gray, fossilifel'ous, cry.stalline to 
earthy ......... _ .... _ ...................................................... _ .... . 12 508 
Shale, dark and greenish gray, With Chonetes ... _ ...... . 11 519 
Limestone, light ' yellow;gray, soft, fossiliferous.. ....... . 10 , 529 
Shale, green, calcareous" .: ....... _ ........... : ......... _ .. _ ............ . 21 550 
Liplestone, white, soft, crystalline to earthy •... : ........ . 20 570 
10 580 Shale, gray, 'highly calcareous,- fossiliferous ............. . 
Shale, dark, carbonaceous ..... ~ ....................... _ .... _ ..... ': .. . 15 595 
Limestone, white and . light colo ted ; in placesfos· 
siliferous, with one foot of coal (1) at 612 feet,. 
and brown' chert at 635 feet · .:. __ .......... ;.' ....... : .. : ... . 
Shale, -ya;ricolored, aren~ceous, with minute angular 
, fragments of limpid quartz ....................... _ ... :_ .. : ... . 
. Sandstone, greenish gray, close and 'fine grained, ar· ' , 
gillaceous and calcareous; some siliceous lime· 
stone, hard, subconchoidal fracture; with much 
,shale at 706. and 7CLI feet;, vein of salt water at. 
· 716 feet , .............. ,.. .......... _ ............. , ...................... _ .... _. 
Cool and black snale ...... : ........ _ .. : .. : .. ; .. ~ ...... : ......... _ ..•... : 
43 638 
47 685 
35 720 
l ' 721 
ShalE), blue .·····················,················T .. ········.··· ..... ~.;.; ....... . 4 . 72(i 
Limestone; gray, hard; fracture sub conchoidal, close 
textured, fossiliferous and flinty 'at" 732 feet; 4· 
feet of blue shale at 730 feet ... _ .... _ ...................... . 15 740 
Other strata to the top of the Mississippian .... : .. _ .. . 495 1,235 
Mississippian,; .' 
Strata to bottom of well ......................... _ .... _ ........... .. 765 2,?00 
Six miles north of Keg creek, along the bluff r.oad . there is 
an. exposure of stratified rock which ,is about half a mile south 
of Henton station. There.is a second outcrop just abov~ Hento~ 
station.. The section described by, Udden41 is locate.d in , the 
nQrthwest quarter. of the northwel:)t quarter of , section 29 
(Township 73. North, Range XLIll west). . It is as follows: 
. FEET 
4. Shale, gray with 'thin calcareous layers and occasional cal· 
. careous concretions from one to t"wo inches in diameter; 
denticles of annelids, minute conical teeth, . and a small 
Productus .................................................................................... 2 
3. Limestone, yellow '01' gray ... _~ .. ~ ............... : ... : .... : ....... _................... 11;~ 
2. Limestone, . gray . or . cream, ' colored, cherty, lIlinute ooli~iJl 
~rains a~d fragments of shells, a f ew small grains of 
uon pyntes · ........ : ......... ! .............. _ ................ ; ....... _.:.c........ ....... 1 
1. Limestone, light bluish gray, in heavy · ledges with some 
shaIy layei·s . and with' irregtiiar nodules of chert ' and . 
minute 'oolitic grains." Be-tween the lower cour-ses are 
dark carbonaceous seams containing brachiopods, sponge 
spicules, spinese of crinoids and of ArchaeoDidaris and 
41J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, pp. 
135·136. ' 
I· 
I' 
I 
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Fucoid-like impressions; Erisocrinus tyP'Us, Eupachycri-
nus verrucosus, .z,'istulipora· nodulifera, Ehombopora le-
pidodendroides, .A.mbocelia planoeonvexa, Chonetes gran-' 
ulifer, Orthotetes crassus, ProducPli,s cora, ' P. -costa-
tus, P. pertenuis, Composita subtilita; Spirifero camera-
tus, Allorisma subcuneata, Cha.momya le~i1enworthensis, 
Ch. minnehaha, Solenomya ( ?), Pinna peracuta, B elle-
rophon (large) and other gasteropods . ___ .. _ ... __ .. _______________ 3 
7lh 
The base of the section ' is close to the level of the railroad 
. track, which is here 963 feet above sea level. -
In the list of fossils the large proportion of p'elecypods and 
crinoids is noteworthy. The writer is classifying the section 'as 
a part of the Lansing' stage (Stanton limestone). - It is clearly 
below the Oread limestone, suggests the Weeping Water lime-
stone of Nebraska, and may help to fix the Weeping Water in 
its proper place in the geologic column as recognized in Mis~ 
souri and Iowa. ' . 
. White·2 described an exposure in the v~ey of Mosquito 
creek that is not now available, and U dden in his report on 
the Geology of Pottawattamie countr3 mentions . the outcrop' 
as follows: "On the left bank of Mosquito creek, near the 
center of the 'west line of 'section 21, Township 75 north, Range 
XLVII west, there are some excavations which were made in 
quarrying -limestone many years· ago. The strata are not 
now well exposed and no ' quarrying has been done tor many 
years. In White's report the rock is d'escribed as consisting 
of about seven feet of limestone with marly partings. Some 
of the urppe.r layers are said to have 'been flintY. From speci-
. mens picked up on . the site of the quarry it appears that the 
limestone of this plac~ is of two kinds. One chip. consisted of 
indurated, calcareous, fragmental rock of fine texture in which 
the fragments are largely compose-d of some organic struc..; 
tute. These are more or iess rounded by trituration, and are 
sometimes surrounded by a thin accretive ~rust of s~ructure­
less calcite, a~d then resemble inc~pient oolitic grains~ The ' 
other type of limeston~ represented in the fragments likewise 
had a clastic, ,compact ~tru~tur€l, in which larger fragillents of 
shells and joints of crmoid.- stems are firmly ' ,imbedded in a 
j ' . 1 ' . •. 1' " I . . : \ ' . • \ • 
• 2C. A. White, Geology of Iowa, Vol. 1, p. 879, 1870. 
' . .~J. A. UdMn, Geology 'of Pottawaitamie County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 226, 
1900.' ' 
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copious :r;natrix composed mostly of very minute calcareous 
particles.,' , 
About six miles still farther northwest· is located the last of 
the series of Missouri series strata found in Iowa. Udden44 
, describes the condition as follows: . ':'In the ,southeast quar-
ter of section 27, and in the northeast quarter of section 34, 
Crescent township, beds of limestone and shale are almost con-
tinuously' seen at the base of the bluffs of Missouri ,river for 
the , distance of three-fourths of a mile, rising about twenty feet 
above the plane of the adjacent bottom land. Some quarry-
ing was done at this place several years ago and the exposure~ 
show a succession of beds nearly twenty feet in thickness. 
FEET 
5. Limestone, yellowish and gray, in ledges from si:)r inches to 
onc foot in thickness, compact near the base, in some 
parts brecciated and in others having a finely oolitic 
texture. A polished specimen of this rock is seen to 
consist of rounded and incrusted calcareous fraginents 
imbedded in a matrix of almost t~ansparent cl'ystallin,e 
calcite. The fragments are of different size~. Some 
have a diameter of nearly a millimeter, ,and these are, 
mingled with others of about one·fifth that diameter. 
Most appear elliptical in section. Some of the large 
fragments have a nucleus with a structure like a frag· 
ment of Btriatopora. A few still larger fragments are 
pieces of small shells. This specimen also exhibits sev' 
eral sniall, crooked joints or :fissur~ veins filled with 
' pure crystalline calcite. Another specimen appears to 
the unaided eye as an ordinary compact gray limestone, 
but as seen under, a lens it appears to be fragmental; 
consisting largely of small F'UsuUnas, some_of which are 
surrounded by a thin calcareous crust. These, together 
with finer fragmental material, ate imbedded in a 
structureless ,calcareous matrix. ' In some cases the 
fragments are welded together as if 'fly partial solution 
and redeposition of this substance. Minute crevices and 
veins :filled with, crystalline calcite are abundant every· 
where. There are also abundant plain evidences of", 
small faulting and brecciation by fracture.-'._ .. _................. 5 
4. Shale, yellow ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ............................ _ .................. _............. 2 
3. Limestone, yellowish ,gray, with occasional F'Usulioos, com· 
pact in texture above but locally oolitic below, in some 
places quite so,ft. Contains .lillorisma s'Ub(}Uhteata............ 2 
2. Shale, blue, with numerous fossils and oqcasional crystals of 
' selenite. The fossils observed were: F'Usulina cylin' 
drioa (small size) , .Ii rchaeooidaris triseriata~ E'Upachy· 
oriInIus verrucos'Us, Erisocrinus typus, Fist'Ulipora nod'Ulir 
fera, Rhombopora lepidodendroides, Chonetes gran'Ulifer,· 
, M'eekella striatooostata, Proauct'Us cora, P. costat'Us, P. 
nebrasolJlnSis, Composita subtilita, Bpirifer oameratus 
(large) ............................................................. _ ... :..................... 5 
1. A simple massive ledge of fine· grained oolitic limestone, seen 
Hldem, pages 227·228. 
" 
, . 
I, 
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to contain pieces. of Chemomya, Bakevillia illinoitmsis 
( 1), and having on its upper surface partly imbedded, 
Axophyllwm rude, Lophophyllu·m proliferum, Composita 
8Ubtilita, Produotus ' oora, and numerous crinoid ' stems. 
In a thin section of the rock in this ledge the oolitic 
spherules are seen to be imbedded in a transparent· ma-
.. trix of crystalline calcite. . They a'!erage al:)out . one-
fourth of a millimeter in diameter and barely fall be-
low the .limit of ready recognition to the unaided ' eye. 
The microscopic aspect · of the rock is that of an or-
dinary finely granular limestone.' Most of the' rounded 
grains are 'elliptical in section and some · of them have . 
. a crystalline transpar~nt nucleus. . In other cases the 
nucleus is a minute organic fragment, suCh' as ' a ti.:b.y 
bit of Fusulinq or of the joint. of,a. crinoid s1<em. 
These nuclei are surrounded by an OIpaque crust of 
. struCtureless . ca:lcite abbut one-foi-tietii of a millimeter 
in ,thj.C~J+ess. Exposed ___ ,.. ___ ... __ ..... · .. _ .. __ .... · ... _ .... ·_ ... __ .... __ · 1· ___ • 3 
17" 
Udden4~' further states: "White's .' statement46' that" 'the Mo-
squito creek quarries are in the same ledges as those exposed 
in the bluff south of Crescent~ is ' corr.oborated by the observa-
tion on the lithological character of the ledges: :At both places 
there is an oolitic limestone of :fine tE;~tli.re. ,,' ' . 
The bottom of the strata above described is 980 feet above 
sea level. 
. . 
A projection: northward .of 'the sections .described· from Fre-
mont and Mill~ counties, ' but .with the' lower dip required by 
the section on Keg creek, the record of the deep well at Glen-
wood, and the . section at Hento:q., would briIig the lowest lime-
stone beds of the Petmsylvanian formations of southeastern 
Nebraska in.lme with the strata found at Mosquito creek a.nd 
near Crescent. 'The ' general ' sequence and character of the 
strata in the two places seem to correspond. In the present 
paper they are Class·ed.as belonging to the, .Lansing stage, and 
probably to the Plattsburg substage. 
The next outcrop to. the north from Crescent is- twenty miles 
away at Logan, where strata deep down in the Des Moines 
stage . outcrop, the relations of which strata are discussed in 
the chapter on Areal Distribution .. 
The Cross Section Along East Nishnabotna River 
The eross . section along East Nishnabotna river extends from 
Hamburg, Fremont county, to Lorah, Cass ,county. ·It is pos-
_----0._ . 
45Idem, page 230. 
46Geology of Iowa., Vol. I, p. 379, 1870. 
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SECTION NEAR McKI~SIGK GROVE 25~ 
sible to obtain the elevation of the river bed above sea level 
not only at Hamburg 'and at Lorah, but also at Riverton, Shen~ 
andoah, Red Oak" Stennett, Elliott, Griswold, Lewis and At-
lantic; and to make use of the descriptions of 'strata at Ham-
burg which have been so ~aJ;efully p~repared by U dden and 
Smith, 'of those at McKissick grove and Ess'ex prepared by 
Calvin and Smith, and of those at Stennett, Lewis, Fox quar-
ries, and Turkey creek south of Atlantic prepared .by. the wri~ 
ter. The record of the outcrop at Hamburg is used also in 
the cross section northward along Missouri river, and in that 
eastward to Leon. The various outcrop~ of strata are referrE;ld 
to the level of water in East Nishhabotna river and drawn in 
their proper positions above sea level. . 
Both U ddeu41 and Smith·s give detailed records of strata: 
found at the high school at HambUrg. 
• FEET INCHES 4. Sandstone, coarse ____________________________ : _____________ __________________ ;_ 3 
3. Shale, divided in the middle by a ' hard band three inches 'thick __ ___________ ________ . ________________________ ._______________ 15 
2_ Limestone, arenaceous ____________ ____________________ .__________ __________ 9 
1_ Shale. _______________________ ______________________________________________ . ___ .______ 5 
21 
The limestone is -929 feet above sea level, or 16 feet .above 
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad track at, the.' sta-
tion, and 29 feet above ·low: water in Nishnabotna river. 
These strata'Smith refers to the 'McKissick Grove shale, and 
correlates the arenaceous limestone, No.2, with the third layer 
from the top (No. 17) at McKissick grove, which stratum is 
characterized by spheroidal lumps about half an inch in dia-
meter. 
The .McKiss~ck grove series of outcrops e~tends east and 
west through section 13 (Township 67 north, Range 42 west), 
two miles ' northeast of Hamburg. This section also is de~ 
. scribed by both Udden·9 and Smith.50 Smith's de~cri:ption, 
with slight additional ~t~rpretation, is as follows: : 
41J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, 
p. 151. 
.sG_ L. Smith, CarbonUerous Section in Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p . 641-
4Hdem, pp. 1'51-154_ 
50G. L .. Smith, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern lowa: Proc. Iowa· AClIod. 
Sci., Vol. XXIII, p_ 80; also Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIX, p. 639. 
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MISSQURI SERIES IN lOW A 
FEET 
S~ale, bllle ................... : ............. _ .... __ .. _ .... _ ................ _. 12 
Shale, gray, weathered .. _ ....•.. : ... _ .•• _ ......... _., .•........ :,. 8 
Liniestone, very dark gray, at;enaeeous, many sphe-
roidal lumps, in places brecciated ..... __ ..............• 1 
Limestone, blue; very Ij,re~aceous; migp,t be termed 
a calcareous sand!ltone ... .:. .... _ ................ ,_ ....... _... 1, 
Shale, arenaceous, micaceous .... ~ ...................... _........... 3 
Sa,ndstone, blue, weat4erill,g yellow.......................... 6 
Shale, arenaceous, micaceous ......... : ......................... , .... , 2 
Sandstone, blue, ' weathering yellow ..... ~ ... _ ........ :........ 1 
Shale, gray ............... _ ................ _ ................ .:................. 9 
Limestone, dark gray, in two layers; fossiliferous.... 3 
Coal (Nyman) ..... _ ........ _ ........ _ .......... _......................... ' 1 
Sh~e, yellow and plue ........................... _..................... 31 
(McKissick Grove. shale, 78 ,feet, 6 inches) 
Limestone, gray, fossi!iferous (Tarkio) ..................... . 
Shale, dark gray (Tarkio) ............... _ .......... _ .... _....... ' 3 
Limestone, wiry ' dark gray (Tarkio) ........................ 4 
(Tarkio limestone, thickness, 8 feet 6 inches) 
Shale, blue, weathering to yellow ............... _ .......... ,.. 8 
Limestone, weathered brown; in two, or three lay· 
ers .............. : ................ _ ................ .:.............................. '4 
(Preston limestone, 4 feet) 
(Total thickness of Wabaunsee stage, 99 feet) 
Shale, gray, weathered ..................................... ~.. ...... .. 12 
Limestone" dark gray (Ffl-rgo) ... ~ .. ~ .. :........................ 1 
(Scranton shale) 
112 
mCBES 
6 
6 
6 
The lowest stratum is 01 se to the level of the railroad track, 
which is here seventeen feet above .the level of the water in 
NishQ.abotna river near by. 
The third outcrop to be used is lo~ated two miles southeast 
of Essex, on Rocky Branch, the northwest quarter of the south-
east quarter , of section 36, Township 70 north, Range :x:x;.:'CIX 
west. It is described &nd interpreted by Smith as follows'! 
page, 635~ Vol, XIX, lowa Geological Survey: ' 
EEET INCHES 
Limestone, Fusulina ............................................................... . 1 
Shale ... _ .................................................... _ .................... -' ........ . 3 
Limestone, so'ft ..... :_ ................ , ................................. , .... :.:.: .... . 8 
Shale ............................................. _ .. _ ....................................... ' 6 
Limestone, blue ......................................... _ ...... _ .................... . 1 4 
(Tarl,do limestone an~ included shale, thickness" 6 
feet, 6 inches>. I . 
S:ttale, ca.lcareo.us ................. _ .... _ ... : ............ , ............ , ............... ,. 
Limestone, ~haly~ soft, impl!re ......... ,. .... , ............................ . 
(Preston limestone, thickness, 1 foot 6 inches); 
Not exposed, to bed of creek ............................................... . 
7 
1 6 
4 
19 0 
At present but a few scattered fragments of limestone a:nd 
:no. e~pOSlil:reS of shaJe are te. be seen near eithe,r Clim,ax or Co-
l, 
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burg, ¥ ontgomery ~ounty; but Lonsdale51 g~ves the following 
record, the base of the sec.tiQn apparently being close tQ the 
bed of W aInut cree~, west of Olimax: 
f'~~I-:T INCHES , 
6. Limestone, very fine textured ....................... _ .... :.......... 1 , 
5. Shale, in -part calcareous ... _ .... _ .............. ~................ ... . .. :{ 
4. Shale, I\-rgillaeeous ... .: .................. _ .. _ .......... _. '............... , il 2 
3. Limestolle, earthy .............. , .......... ~.......... ..... ............ . . ..... 1 
2. Shale, dark g:tay ................................. ..:............ ......... ..... 1 
1. Limestolle, earthy ........................... ................................ 1 6 
9 8 
The acpsence of the blue limestone, the shaly and earthy char-
acter ,of the limestone beds which ar,e present, and the higher 
position of t:Q,e T3tdrio where it 'is to be seen near Essex with 
dip to the southwest, make it prob.able that this limestone at 
Climax is- Pxeston limestone. 52 Strata oJ the same horizon out-
crop three miles south of Stanton. _ 
A mile 'southwest of Red Oak a slight eXIJosure may be found 
at the :r:p.outh of a smal!' ravine; southwest q:narter of t.he south-
west quarter of section 32, Township 72 north, Hauge 38 west. 
FEET INCHES 
7. Limestone, gray; crlnoid stems RJld many fragments 
of other fossils ........ , ....... :...................................... n 
6. Shale, gray ....................... : ......... :.:............................ ........ 2 
5. Concealed ......................... .,. .. : ..... _....................................... 2 
4. Limestone; dark blue ....................... :.............................. 6 
3. COncea~ll~ ... _ ................ _ ............................ :..... ................. 6 
2. Limestone, gray; It'u8ulftna; ;tpparently in place ........ ' 6, 
1. Concealed to low water in river .................................... 1 
7 5 
ApP3trently this imperfect exposure is of the Fargo jn the 
,top of the Scranton , shale, only the upper 'PQrtion of which 
liniesto:p.e ap.pears in ' the McKissick grove section: 'Yhat lit-
tle may be seen corresponds as well as need 1e expected with 
the descripti<w of the Fargo ~s found in eastern ~ ebraska, 
and fits into the general sequence. 
Lonsdale53 gives the follo.wing record of a deep prospect 
hole at Red Oak. 
51E. H . Lonsdale, Geology of Montgomery CQuntY.' : 10."(4 G~Ql. S1,u.vey, Vol. l;V, p. 395, 
5~C(!lvin also gives a detaile.d description pf the Preston limestone and associated shale. 
Ge910gy: '{f fo"lW Cou,nty: IO'Ya Ge~L Surve¥ Vol. XI, ~. 432 , ' '. 
,5~E, ¥ ., L C?,nsdale, Geology of Mon.~~OJinery County: IQ,wa Geol. Survey, Vol. ,IV, pp. 
396·39,". • • 
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MISSO~I SERIES I~ lOW.A. 
TmOKNESS 
FEET' INOHES 
Sllrface deposits J •••• , ... -r;.~ •••••• -.-: .... ..,.; ............. , . .30 
Sandstone rund. shale referred to Cretaceous 64 
Missouri stage: . r • 
Shale, siliceous above, marly below........ 99 6 
Limestone ...................................................... 6 
Shale, dark (horizon of Nodaway ' coal') 5 
Limestone .................................................... . 3 
Shale, argillaceous ...................................... 1 6 
Limestone, earthy ' ...................................... 5 
Sandstone ...................................................... 8 6 
Shale, blue, argillaCeous ............................ 4 
Limestone, gray.......................................... 3 6 
Shale .............................................................. 6 
Limestone, impure ...................................... 2 6 
Shale, gray above, . black' at bottom ...... ,: 3 . 10 
Limestone, in thin ledges ........................ 3 
Shale, thin indurated · layers iIi upper 
part .......................... J.. .... _.~ ••• , . .............. .10 6 
'Limestone ...................................................... 1 9 
Limestone, 'more or less shaly' ~., .. : ... ':' ....... ' 25 
Limestone , ............ :; .•.... .,. ....... :.: ....... ,............. 3 
(Base 'of Deer Creek [Forbes] lime· 
stone.) '" 
Shale, .argi!laceous ................. _................... . 12 
Limestone ........... : ........................................ '13 
Shale, siliceous, dark _ ..... :., ..•. _ .... ,.......... 10 ' ,. 
Limestone ............................ _....................... 3 
Shale, gray below, Uippe:f four feet bitil· 
minous ... _............................................. 17 6 
Limestone, gray.......................................... 2 
Shale, silic69uS ,above; clayey ·below........ 10 
Limestone, impure ...................................... 2 6. 
Shale .............................................................. 6 8 
(Bottom of Shawnee stage, top of 
Douglas.) 
Limestone ............... _ .... _............................. 23 
(Base of Oread [Plattsmouth),liIlle' " 
stone.) 
Shale, argillaceous above, calcareous and 
sandy below .... ,................................... 24 
Limestone, gray.......................................... 6 
'Shale, variegated' ...... .: ............... : .......... .:. ... . 73 I· , 
Limesto.ne ............... _ .. ,y ............ _ .... ,........... '122 
S~ale, ' siliceous abov.e .......... : .................. ;., 
Lunestone· .... _ .......... .: ...... :; ................... : .... ,!., 7' ' 6 
. Shale, argillaceo,us ...................................... 3 
Llmestone ..... : ................. : ...................... ~ .. : ... : i · 6 
Shale ....•....... , ................ , ... -'0 •••••••••••• _ .......... " : " , • 4 
Limestone, marly parting .................... :..... 5 
Shale caloo.reous, clayey and variegated 
I in. lower part .............. , .................... :.. . , 9 
Limestone, gray, impure ............................ 14 
(Base of Stanton limestone.) 
Shale ............................................ y................ 19 
Limestone .................................................... 3 
DEPTH 
FEET ' INOHES 
30 
94 
',-j 
192 6 
193 
1-98 · 
20] .-
2.02 6 
207 · 6 
216 
220 
223 6 
229 6 
232 
. 235 10 
238 10 
249 4 
251 1 
276 1 
.. 217.9 1 
291 i 
304 1 
314 1 .. 
317 1 
334 7 
336 7 
·346 7. 
349 1 
355 9 
318 ' 9 
402 9 , 
408 9 
481' 9 
483. $) 
495 9 
503 3 
506 3 
507 9 
511 9 
516 9 
. 525 9 
540 9 
558 9 
561 9 
It is judged that the , dark shale in this record which is re-
ported at a depth of 198 feet is at the horizon of the Nodaway 
. coal. For this correlation and all the other correlations in 
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parentheses in ' tl).e Missouri series" the ·writer is ' respon·sible. 
The drilling apparently went to the base of ,the Lansing stage., 
It is located south of the fault. . 
BetWeen the ' exposure a ' inile southwest of Red Oak 'and 
the one at an old quarry on the west side of Nishnabotria ,river' 
a little north or west from 'Red Oak,tlrere isa complete 'break 
in the sequence 'of strata and an' abrupt change · in dip from 
the ''Southwest to three" degrees and forty-five minutes .to ,·the' 
southeast (as 'measured . at' Riverview ' park) . . ' Th~ 'strata at 
Riverview park,1i4 which ' are -located on the ' same side of the 
fault as the old quarries named, and but a mile·"'and a quarter 
farther to ' the northeast, are ' characterized ' by ' an ,abundance 
of Fusulina' cylindrica,some of ' the beds' containing 'little else,; 
a condition so pronounced that it cannot' be' dupli~ated~5 lin ' any' 
other horizon of the MisS01l'ri series in this ' 'part , of : the ~01m­
try . . The same ' strata outcrop on 'Turkey -creek, south ' of IAt-
lantic in Cass county, in Harrison township in Adair .county, 
and in the bluffs south of Plattsmouth, Nebraska . . They are . 
the beds of the Oread limestone. . At Riveryiew park the sec-
tion found is as follows,: 
16, 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
#- 9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
FEET 
Loose 'calcareous fragments ..... : .............. ~: ... :~ .. :.: .... ; .• _. . f 
Limestone', decomposed, light greenish ........................ , 
Limestone, m:my Fusulina, crinoi4 stems and frag· 
ments of 'other fossils ............................. : ... : ... ~ .... :... . 1 
Shale, with fragments of fossils ................. : ............. : .. '. 
~~~~to;~en1~~~ g~~y"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~::~~:=~~~~~~:~:~=:~::::=::::::: 
Limestone, light colored flint in places; fossil frag· 
ments; limestone weathering to a greenish ' clay ' 
above ..................... _ .... _............................................. 1 
Shale ..................................... ~ .......................................... .. 
Limestone, gray .............................................................. . 
Below ·this plane the limestone 'is full of Fusu-
lina oylitndrica. . 
INCHES 
10 
1 
5 
3 
. 
6 
1 
8 
Limestone, ·gray, in three parts, 4 inches .at 'top, 19 
i~che~ in center, 7 inches at base; Fu.sulina cy· 
lvndnca ...................................................................... 1 9 
Shale, brown .................................................................... . 1 
Limestone, shaly below; F'USU1ina cylindrioo, S"piri' 
fer cameraJPus ....... _ ...... _ ........ :.................................. 1 3 
Limestone; Fusulina cylindrioo and echinoid spines 5 
Limestone, shaly; crinoid stems .................................. 5 
Limestone; fossil fragments ................. : ............... _..... 8 
Not exposed, to low water below dam ............ _............. . 10 
(Oread limestone.) 
10 3 
54Northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 29. Township 72 North. ·Range 38 
West. 
55'fhe nearest approach is in the upper part of the DeKalb limestone as seen in Brushy 
Branch. Madison county. 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
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The ThurmanolWilson fault passes between these' ledges tiL 
the Oread limestone, which lie on the northwest side of the 
fault" and the outcrop of Fargo (Scranton) limestone a mile 
down the river , from Red Oak, ' which is on the south side of 
the fault. 
The Lecompton (Cullom) lime~tone comes up to the river 
deposits , or to the glacial drift somewhere between Riverview 
park and the outcrop of the Lecompton (Cedar Cteek) li.m:e-
stone that is in the" road north on' the west side' of the river 
(southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of seetion 5). The 
Deer Creek (Forbes) and the Topeka (Meadow) are by the' 
roadside farther north. 56 ' The next series of s~ctibns to be 
l'lsed may be found along a ravine north of Stennett, extending 
from the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of sec~ 
tron 27, Township 73 north, Range 38' west, eastward a Jittte 
past the center of section 26. The record ot the strata is as' 
follows: 
17. 
16. 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
-4. 
3. 
2. 
FEET .INCHES 
Limestone, very fossiliferous; crinoid stems, echi" 
noid plates, Myalina (three species), Bel!ero-
p~o~ Productus nebrasce7lS'is, Bryozoa'. (three _' 
speCIes) ...... : .............................................................. . 
Limestone, decomposing; fossil fragments, crinoid 
st6J;l1S ••••••••• _ •••• _ •••• _ •••• _ •••••••••• _ •••• _ •••••..••••.••••••. - •••••• 
(Severy [Louisville liinestone],'2 feet 2 inches.) 
Shale; calcareous above, gyay below ......... _ ................ . 
Shale, black .... ::; ........................... :., ........ _ .... _ .... _ .......... . 
Lime~on?i gyay; Chonetoo, Margirvifera longispina., 
cnnold stems ....................................•.......... : ..... _ .... . 
Shale, gytty, argillaceous •.......................... _ .... : ........... . 
Limestone, gyay ... _ .......... __ .......................................... . 
Shale,. gray, argillaceous ...... , .............. _ .......... : ............. . 
Limestone, gray .... , .................................. _ ................ _ .. . 
Shale, drab ... _ .... _ .......... _ .... _ ... " ............ : ..... : ........... __ .• 
(sevety [Union limestone, with shale above it], 
thickness, 8 feet, 8 inches.) 
1 . 5 
' 9 
2 5 
1 11 
1 5 
10 
1 
1 
2 
10 
Limestone' (forming the . sed of the ,ravine part of 
the way); Productus nebrascensis all through 
the bed, crinoid stems near top ............... _ .. ,........ . 2 9 
Shale, argillaceous, dark ... _ ................ ,._ .... _ .. _............. 2 
Limestone ............... _ ......... :_ .... _ ........ _._ ......... _ .. _........... 1 6 
(Topeka limestone [Me&dow], and shale above 
it, thickness, 4 feet, 5 inches.) . 
Shale, black .............. ~ .. _ .......................... _ ..•......... ___ ..... 1 ' 4 
Shale (f) not exposed .................................................. 10 
Limestone, in various thicknesses up to 6 , inches, 
S6In Lonsdale's report on the Geology/ of Montgomery County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV, 
may be found Plate IV, giving a view of the old Fate Quarry at Stennett. . The limestone at 
the bottom of the picture is the top of the Deer Creek. The T()peka 1imestone is that through 
the center, a bed of shale s~parating it from thAl Deer Creek. Along the t()P ()f the blUff may 
be seen the fragments of the Severy (Union ' limestone), separated from the Topeka limestone 
by a bed of shale. 
" 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
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FEET INCHES 
with shaiy partings; a FuS'UlVna limestone in 
centel'; one stratum bituminous ..................... _..... 8 
(Deer Oreek limestone [Forbes] and shale -.ahove, 
, thickness, 19 ,feet, 4 inches.) , 
' 1. Not exposed, to river ................. _ ........ _....................... 8 6 , 
42 1 
Be~ause of the changes ,in 'dIP related to a low fold parallel-
ing tl1,e fault upon the ;p.Qrtl).w~.St ' sig.e the O:read is exposed 
again at Lewis" a~d the ' lowest beds with their great abun-
, dance of large Fusulina app.ear in the valley of Turkey creek 
five miles farther to the northeast. . 
Th~ flpring cFeek section near Lewis is in the west center of, 
the nmgthweit qll~rter of ,§ectipn9, Cass towp.ship, TQwnship 
75 north, Range 37 west. The part of it which belongs to the 
Missouri stage is as follows: 
FEET INCHES, 
4. Shale, blue in upper p.ortion, then dark reddish 
br.oWTI, ~h.en yellowish and soft (yellow oc.hr~), 
then brownish red ......... _ ................ _ ...... _ .. _........... 7 6 
3. Limestone, gray, full of. F'US'UlVna cylil/tarica ...... ~......... 5 6 
2. Shale" gray ..... _ .............. _: ............................................. _. 2 
[. Limestone; in thin layers; crinoid stems, MaruiI'M· 
f8r.a mtUricata., Ch()lTl,f:t'6S ver'M'll!i.lianus, Compo, 
sita. subtilita, Proauctus nebrascensis, Bpirifer 
oameratus and Eryozoa ......... _ .... _......................... 4 10 
«!)rllad limestone [Plattsmouth], thickness, 12 
feet, 4 mch.es) 
19 10 
A fu;p.estone which is exposed. for a thickness of three feet 
in the side Qf a , ravine in the south half of s~ction 1, Cass 
townshj.p" is a mass of large Fus1./'linas. Across the .road to 
the elJ./3t an eXPQsllre of s~ inche~ pf this limestone which be-
longs near the top of the bed and is here thin beqded, is 
crossed by the creek. Here, may be seen crino~d stems, Bryo-
zoa, .(Jhonete~, and many fragments not identifiable. All of, 
these beds' belong to the Oread limestone. 
Th~ prospeqt hoJe drilled ~t Atlftntic IS located in the north-
east quarter of the southeast qu.art~r of section' 5, Grov~ town-
. ship (Township 76 nprth, ~aIlge XXXV! wflst). It is pub-
lisheq on pages 1121 to 1122 of volume XXI, Iowa Geological 
Survey, and is reproduced on pages 257 to 258 of the Geology 
.of Cass County: Vol. XXVII, Iowa Geological Survey. The 
part that has been referred to the Missouri and Des Moines 
~~rie~ is as f911pws, the lleUJ,f!,inqer beip,g condensed: 
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well belong -to the Missouri series. ' The fifteen feet of lime-
stone ata depth of 215 feet corresponds to the libiestone that 
outcTopsnorth of Stuart, and the coal at about 260 feet cor-
responds well ' with the coal that has been mined at Eureka 
shaft in Aldair c'ounty and north of Stuart in Guthrie county, 
in both Of which places the limestone57 and coal belong deep 
in the Des Moines stage. 
, A cross section, already published in the Geology ' of Adair 
County58 connects the strata at Briscoe, Ad.ams county, with the 
strata outcropping along Mi<fdle rivt:lr in eastern Adair and 
western MadIson counties, along a line south of the Thurman-
Wilson fault. In the diagram as then published the base of 
. the Deer Creek limestone should have been drawn lowe'r down, 
so as to outcrop in the center of Ha-rris6n township, Adair 
county. The diagram is here reproduced with modifications. 
The Cross Section from Nebraska City, Nebnska, to Decat~ City 
, and Leon, Iowa. ' . 
The cross section 'from, Nebraska City, Nebraska, to Decatur 
City and Leon, ' Iowa, extends east ahd west along the sixty- . 
eighth tier of township,s This cross _ section has the advant~ge 
of a reco!d of a dee.p well ' at Nebraska City, one at Coin, one 
at College Springs, one at Clarinda, one at Bedford, and one 
at Leon. The outcrops near the line are few, the strata being 
concealed by drift ex~epting - at scattered outcrops in some of 
the river valleys. Tb the north at some distance are the out-
crops at Essex, Coburg, Hawleyville, Brooks, ana. Westerville; 
and to the south, outcrop.s at Hamburg, Coin, Braddyville"Davis 
City, and west of Lineville. 
The record of the Nebraska City well may be found on page 
1105 of volume XXI of the Iowa Geological Survey, and also 
on page ., 651 of volume XIX. While the interpretation of-
fered there does not give the subdivisions of the Missouri se-
ries it is believed that with the assistance of the outcrops- in 
the clay pit at Nebraska City and with the aid of the- Nebraska 
section as drawn by Condra and Bengtson the horizons of the 
, . 
57Jop,n L. Tilton;, The Strata near Stnart, IOwa: Bull. Gilol. f:lo~. America, V~l :x.XXIII, 
p. 153, .1922. 
58John L. Tilton, The Thurman-Wilson Fault th:tough Souib,western Iowa, and its Bear-
ing : Journal ·of Geology, Vol. XXVII, p. 887; ahd Geology of Adaii- 'County: Iowa Giol. Sur-
vey, Vol. XXVII, p. 804. . 
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SECTION AT HAMBURG 269 
Tarki'O, Deer Creek, and Oread limest'Ones .and the 'base 'Of the 
section 'Of C'Ondra ·and Bengts'On can be made 'Out with c'Ons1d-
, . 
erable certainty; and possibly the base 'Of the Hertha lime,.. 
st'One may be determined, though with less 'Of certainty. Be-
tween the base 'Of the · C'Ondra an'd Bengts'On secti'On Of the 
Pennsylvanian F'Ormati'Ons 'Of Southeastern Nebr·aska and the 
supposed base 'Of the Hertha is a series Of limest'Ones ahd ' 
shales that are pr'Ovisi'Onally assigned names ill accordance 
with their apparent relati'Ons. ' It . is the Judgment of Dr. 
George L, Smith that the well at Nebraska City is at the 1evel 
'Of the Tarkio limest'One, and that the shale dug f'Or brick at 
the brickyard just S'Outh 'Of the city is the McKissick Gr'Ove 
shale, the shale ab'Ove the Tarki'O limestbhe, and with this ' judg-
mentthe writer is in full aCC'Ord. Fr'Om this it is estimated 
that the Deer Creek is the limest'One rec'Orded at a depth 'Of 
250 feet, the Oread limest'One is ·the one ' at 325 feet, the base , 
'Of C'Ondra and Bengts'On's secti'On is at 382 feet; and the base 'Of 
the Hertha limest'One (the base 'Of the Miss'Ouri series) is at a 
depth 'Of 702 feet A c'Ondensed rec'Ord locating theab'O,ve 
named h'Orizons IS as f'Oll'OWS ~ 
, ' DEPTH 
FEET ABOVE 
SEALEVEL 
940 
930 
715 
680 
605 
548 
228 
Tarkio limestone ......... _ ....................... :" ........................ . 
Top of well ... _ ...................... _ ........................... :_ .......... . 
Nodaway coal ................................... _............................. 2i5 
Dear Creek limestone (Forbes) .................................... 250 
Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) ............... _ .... _ ............ , 825 
Base of Condra and Bengtson section ......... _ .... _....... 382 
Base of Hlertha limestone ... _......................................... 70\:lJ 
Top of Mississippian (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ......... _ ... 1,020 
Top of Devonian (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ... _ ..•. _ ......... 1,440 
Top of Ordovician (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ... _ .... _ ....... 2,160 
, Bottom of well (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ... _.i ........ ...... ..... 2,869 
-90 ' 
-51() 
-1,230 
-1,939 
, 
B'Oth Udden59 and Smith60. give detailed rec'Ords of strata 
f'Ound at the high sch'O'Ol at Hamburg: 
FEET INCHES 
4. Sandstone, coarse ......... _ ................ _................................. 3 
3. Shale, divided in the middle by a hard band three 
inches thick ........................... _ ............................ _..... 15 
2. Limestone, arenaceous ... _ ...... _ .. _ .......................... _....... \) 
1. Sha:Ie ............... _ .................................... _ ........ _ .............. _ ... I 5 
21 
59J. A. Udden, Geology of ' Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol.. XIII, p. 
151. ' 
60G. L. Smith, Garboniferbus Sectibh in Southwestern Iowa: Iow'a Gaol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p. 641. 
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; The limestdne in this ·' section! 1S 929 r feet above ' sea level, or 
16 feet ;above ' the Chicago, Burlington' and Quincy railroad 
ttack at the· station, and ' 29 feet above low water in Nishna-
botna river. These' strata ' Smith ' ref'ers ' to the ¥cKissick 
Grove sha:le, and ' he : correlates the arenaceous limestone, No. 
2; With the third layer ,from the top (No. ' i 7) at McKissiek 
grove; ' which ' stratum is chatact'erized by 'spheroidal lumps 
about half. an' inch in ,diameter. ' , . " 
' The McKissick grove' ~eties of outcrops 'extends 'east and 
west through section ; 13; 'T'ownship 67' 'north, Range 42 west, 
two' miles nottheast of Hamfmrg;"· It isdescribed 'by both Ud-
den61. and Srllith.62 ' Smith's description, ; with ' slight addi-
tional interpretation,' is 'as ' follows: ' , . 
, " 
" , 
FEET INCHES 
, , 1~ . . Shale;, blue ' ... : .. , ............................ J.,., ............... , •.... ,: ...... , .. ' 12 ' 
18. Shale, gray, weathered ............................... _ .. _............. 8 
17." Limestone, very ,dark gray, ar'enaceous, many sphe· 
. (" " roidal ~umps, in , p,laces. brecc,iated ...................... ,. 1 
16. Limestone, blue, 'ven arenaceous; might be ternied 
. a c3lcareous 'Sandstone .............. : ....... ~., ............ "'c.... "1, 
15. Shale, arenaceous, micaceous ......... _ ............................. ' ,il 
. 14. Sandstone, . blue; weathering, yellow ... _ ...... :.; ....... : ..... .' 6 
13. Shale, arenaceous, micaceous .................... , ................. ,.. 2 
12. Sandstone, blue, weathering yellow............................ 1 
11. Shale, gray .................... ·.................................................. 9 
10. Limestone, dark gray, in two layers; fossiliferous.... 3 
9. Coal (Nyman) ................................................................ ' 1 
8. Shale, yellow and blue ....... : ..................... _................... 31 
(Mclrissick Grove shale, thickness, 78 fet, 6 
, inches.) 
7. Limestone, gray, fossiliferous ......................... , ........ .. 
6. , Shale, dark gray............................................................ 3 , 
5. Limestone, very dark gray ............................................ ' 4 
(Tarkio.1imestone, thickness, 8 feet, 6 inches) , • , 
4. Shale, blue, weathering to yellow................................ 8 
3. Limestone, weathered brown; in two or thre,e .layel's 4 
(Preston limestone, 4 feet.) 
(Total thickness of Wabaunsee stage; 99 feet,) , 
2. ', Shale, ' gray, weathel'ed ' ........ ,: ... , ..... ~ .. ~ .'.l ••••• ; .. , .... ,..... ...... 12' ,. ~ 
, 1. Limestone, dark gray (Farg'o) ........ : ...... ; ....... : ......... : .. : , . 1 . 
(Scranton shale) , - .-
112 
,6 , 
6 
6 
6 
The lowest stratum is close to th~ level of t4e railroad track, 
which is here seventeen ' feet above ' the level of the ' ~Tater in 
Nishnabotna river near by. 
A record of the core drilling at Coin may be 'found in vol· 
ume XIX of the Iowa Geologieal SUbvey, pages 630 to 633. 
61ldem, pp. 151·154. 
62G. L. Smith, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proe. Iowa Acad. 
Sci., Vol. XXIII, p. 80; also Iowa GeoL Survey, Vol. XIX, p. 639. 
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Th~ shale between the Deer Creek . (Forbes) and the Oread 
(PJattsmo"Q.th) limestones . here ' seems to ·.be thickening toward 
the east. A cendensed record ).s as follows: .. 
FEET FEET ABOVE 
DEPTH SEA LEVEL Top of well ____________________________ ___ ______ _____ ________________________ 1,039 
~:d!~a~:io~~-----~--~~~--~~~~--~~~~----~~~~---~~~--~~~~~~_-_~~~~~--~~~~~--~-::~--~~~~:---~ ~~! . . l,~t~ 
Bl)ttom of Deer Creek limestone (Forbes) ______________ 287 752 
Base of Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) ____________________ 423 616 
Bottom of well -r------------- --'-----'-:-----'---,----- ~- --'- --------___ :_ 450 . 589 
The re_cord of th,e . diamond drill .~ole at · Clarip.da, given -41 
volumes XII an~ XXI ~of the low-a Ge910gical Surv~y and in-
terpreted and .treated rp.ore at length by Smith in volume XIX, 
I . , . ". 
p;:tge,s 618, tq .620, isco;nsidered espe,ciaily rel~able_ -On · com-
parison_ wit,h th~ . record at Coin It comparaHvely . ;l'apid. rise of 
s~rata al~mg th~ 1i.TI,~ chosen is p.ote!i, arp.oun~i~g to IG4 feet .in 
eight miles for the base of the Oread (Plattsmouth) ]jmestone, • 
and. 149 feet -f().r Jhe hori~on of .the Nodaway coal, th(1 "las1tern 
boundary .of which j~ withiI). . two miles to th~ east .of the well. 
A diminishing thic~es:s ,.of , the Or~ad limest.one is noted -.on 
c.omparis.on with the rec.ord a~ Nebraska City, pr.ovided the 
latter .rec.ord d.oes n.ot include thin shaly beds with the lime-
stone. A conaensed .record .of the Clarinda hole is as -f.ollows : 
I t · . ' j • '. . 
- . FEET ! FEET ABOVE 
", .' .• ' D~TH _ SEA LEVEL Top of well _____ : ____________ ._________ _________________________________________ . 1,005 
Nodaway coal _____ , ___ .. _______ • __________ ! ____ . ___________________________ 55 950 
Bottom of Deer Creek limestone (Porbes) _______ .. __ ____ 115 890 
Base of Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) ____________________ 241 764 
Base of. Platts15urg limestone __ .. _________________ .. ________ . ______ 524 481 
Base of Hertha limestone (base of Missouri series) '711 294 Bottom of well __________________ -' ___________ . _______ . __ ._____ __ ___ __ ______ 840 165 
The rec.ord, with interpretation by Smith, .of ~he diam.ond 
drill hole at College Springs is _given .on pages 628 ' and 629 
.of v.olume XIX, Iowa Geol.ogical Survey. : This well is located 
ten and .one-half miles in a directi.on south twenty-five degrees 
west from the well at Clar;inda. If .the horiz.on .of the N .oda-
way coal i~ placed on t:qe line ~arking th~ positioI). .of the N oda-' 
way c.o.alas determined at COpl an~ at Clarinda the records .of 
the Deer Creek and Oread limestone beds also' fall int.o their 
respective places in . tlie diaira'm, r,rhe weU is so .far to the 
s.outh that a use ·.of th~ ,record Qther than ' f.or confirmati.on 
seems impossible at present. The line .on which the record is 
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placeq, is also of value to determine the general level at which 
the .Nodaway coal may be found should' it be desirable to shaft 
for it. A condensed record of the well is as follows: ' 
FEET 
DEPTH 
Nodaway coal ... _ ............. , ...... _._. __ ., ................• , ....... _ ................... , ....... 108 
Bottozq of De!l!' Cre!!k limestone (Forbes) ......... _ .. _ .. _ ..... _ ..... __ M. __ 163 
B~Be of Oread limestone (P~i>ttsmout):J.) ......... _ .... __ ., .... , ... ,., ............ .l34j)% 
,Bottom of well .... : ......... : ...................................... , ..... _ ... ~ .... ,._............... 260 
Doctor Smith, reports that he finds the strata along Nodaway 
river south frOID Ql~rmd.a to have an average slope about 
equ~l to the slope of the river but in the ' opposite direc±ionr 
so that the N Qda.w~y coal comes up to the river bank at Sham-
, ' I 
baugh. Seven miles northeast from Clarinda it appears again 
at HawleyYil1e. At both Hawleyville and Braddyville are small 
a,nticlines, with a syncline between, over which Clarinda is situ-
• atoo, 
l1herecqrd of , the deep well at Bedford may be found in 
volP;ffie nI of die Iowa Geologic.al Survey, pages n83 to 
1185. :{3etween Clarinda and Bedford, a distance of fifteen 
rpiles, the Deer Creek and Oread limestones each rise 168 feet, 
about half th~ :i'il'le per mile which is found between Coin and 
Claxind~. Tb.e limestone at a depth of 645 feet appears to he 
the Hertha limestone, at the base 'of the Missouri series (in-
stead of the limestone at a depth of 760 feet, as given in the 
report). A condensed record of ·the well at Bedford is as fol-
lows: 
FEET 
DEPTH 
Top of well ............ __ .............. ____ ................................... _. 
Bottom of Deer Crf')ek'limestone (Forbes) ................ 50 
Bottom of , Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) .................. 150 
Bottom of Stanton limestone ......... __ ........................... 440 
Bottom of fIert)1a limestone (b!\.se of Missouri ser' 
ies) ... _ .......... _ ........... _ ......... ., .... _ ........................ _..... 645 
Bottom of well ... _ ...................... _ ........ _ .......... _ ............... 2400 
. . 
FEET ABOVE 
SEALEVEL 
1,098 
1,048 
948 
658 
45 il 
-1,302 
Between the valley of the East Fork of One Hundred and 
Two river at Bedford and the valley of Grand river in .D~cat~ 
county there are no exposures of stratified rock near the line 
of the' cross section, and at present no records ' of deep wells, 
though it is reported wells have been put down "through the 
. 
, 63G. L. Smith, Carbonifero'qs Seption of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. S'qrv~y, Vol. XIX, 
p . 624, also Calvin, Geology of Page County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 427. -
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glacial drift. Somewhere beneath the thick · drift of this re-
gion the Oread, latan and Stanton limestones come to the pr,e-
glacial surface. Records in western Madison county and p·ast-
ern Adair indicate tliat this portion of the Missouri series is. 
thinner and less calcareous toward the east. ~\pparently the 
Ore ad limestone is nearest the surface near Clearfi.eld, and the 
latan limestone is nearest the surface near Diagonal, where 
some evidence of its presence may be found along the valley 
of the West Fork of Grand river in Ringgold county. Appar-
ently the few small exposures in sections 23 and 24, l~oh; Creek 
township, Ringgold county, are of Stanton limestone. A pre-
glaci31 valley three hllndred feet deep is · reported in a well 
record at MiOunt Ayr, a location which correspond::; to that of 
a preglacial valley eroded . in the Vilas shale. The presence of 
such a valley is the occasion for the representatirJIl of another 
parallel valley seven miles west of Diagonal, where the Law-
rence shale was subject to preglacIal erosion. Eastward, at 
the . end of the cross section, the record of the deep ,,,-ell or 
prospect hole at Leon locates another preglacial valley where 
the drift is three hundred and five feetdeep.64 
The cross section really ends at the bridge across Grand 
river three and one-half miles west of Decatur City in Decatur 
county, but the drawing is extended to include the evidence of 
a preglacial valley given in the record of the deep well at Leon, 
east of the area of the Missouri series. The top of' the \Vin-
terset limestone at the bridge west of Decatur City. is taken as 
being the stratum which is siX feet above the level of low 
. water in Grand river (8~O feet above sea level),. and the other 
strata of the Kansas City stage of the Missouri series, all of 
which up to and inCluding the De Kalb limestone are found 
along the river within the county, are represented m their 
proper positions. 
The Cross Section along Grand River, with Extension to Middle 
River. . 
The cross section along Grand river ex~ends twenty-eight 
and thr~e-fourths miles from Davis City, Decatur county, past 
6Hn this connection one should not overlook Keyes's description of the Cap-au-Gres fault: 
Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. XXIII, p . 104. No evidence of the extension .of it through the 
area here studied has been found. An anticline is mentioned in the discussion of structure. 
. / 
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the town of Grand River, to Afton Junction, Union county, 
which three points afford opportunity to determine the level 
of the river bed aoove sea level. 
FEET 
At Davis City: 
Level of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad sta· 
tion, Gannett's Dictionary of Levels, above sea leveL .... 914 
Bed of riVeT below railroad station, by barometer ............. __ .. 32 
Level of the river at Davis City, above sea leveL................ 882 
Bridge at the town of Grand River, above sea leveL._ .......... _... 971.4 ' 
HJeight of bridge above water ... _............................................... 40 
Level of 'the river at Grand River, above sea level ................ 931.4 
Afton Junction, level above sea level of the Chi:cago, Burling· 
ton and Quincy railroad station, Gannett's Dictionary of 
Levels ..................... _ ... c •. _ •.. ..........••..••.•..............••• _ .•... ..•.....•.•. 1,099 
Bed of river beneath track, by barometer................................ 60 
Level of river at Afton Junction, above sea leveL .................. 1,039 
In this distance the total fall of the river is 157 feet, or 5.46 
feet per mile, the gradient of the stream being uniform except 
for the effect of bends in the course of the stream, of a small 
dam about four feet high at Westerville, and ' of a similar one 
at Davis City. The general direction of the stream approxi-
'mately parallels the eastern margin of the Missouri series in 
this part of the state, in which there is a rise in strata toward 
the northeast of about twenty-five feet in Decatur county and 
of one hundred and sixty feet from Davis City to ·Winterset. 
The cross section along Grand ' river may be extended north-
'ward to join the cross section along Middle river at Brushy 
.branch between Madison and ' Adair counties, beyond which to 
the north the cross section along Middle river approximately 
parallels the eastern margin of the Missouri series. 
At Davis. City the base of the Bethany Falls limestone is 
about ten feet ab~ve the river, or 872 feet above sea leve1. 
This is taken as the starting point of the cross section. There 
is a part of each formation exposed within two rffiIes south-
west from Davis City, but not sufficient to make a complete 
composite section: 
FEET 
4. Limestone' (Winterset), exposed only .................... _ .............. _. 1:Jh 
3. Shale, gray (Galesburg), exposed only ......... _....................... 4·5 
2. Limestone (Bethany Falls), exposed only............................ 8·10 
1. Shale (Ladore), exposed to river bed ......... _ .... _ .......... _....... 10 
Five miles up the :river from Davis City there is the crest of 
a small anticline, as described by Bain in his report on Decatur 
county (Vol. VIII, Iowa Geological Survey) that seems to line 
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up with tlie anticline at the bridge three and one-half miles 
west of Decatur City, where a dip of go 35' is to be found in 
the Winterset limestone. The overlying De Kalb limestone 
near by dips 3° 10' in a direction S. 73° W. (In the chapter 
on Str~cture may be found ---a discussion of the relation of an 
unconformity here to a disconformity in the northern and 
western portions of the area under consideration). There are 
minor variations, but in general the rise of the strata in the . 
direction of the cross section is uniform. 
The section at .Decatur bridge as described by Bain65 is as 
follows: 
FIG. 38.-The base of ' the DeKalb limestone above lhe Cherryvale shale in a side ravine near 
lhe mou!h of Sandy creek, Westerville. The Westerville limestone is weathered away 
from just above lhe face of the cliff but appears on the hillside close by. (Town· 
ship 7.0 North, Range XXVII West, Southeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of 
section 21.) 
65H. F. Bain, Geology of Decatur County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. 278-279. 
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FEET 
5. ' Liinestone, lower ledges only ............ : ...................•................ _..... 3 
(De Kalb limestone) 
4. Shale, drab to black; Chonetes verneuilianus, Composita sub· 
tilita, Orthotetes crassus, Prodiu{Jtus nebrasolmSis, Mya· 
lina subquailrata, Rhombopora lepidodendroides, Lopho· 
phyUum proliferum and Eupaohycritrvtbs, verucosus 
(platee). There are thin ledges of limestone made up 
of Chonetes verneuilianus ............... _ .................................. _. 15 
3. Limestone, blue to black; Composita subtilita, Prodiuctus cora, 
P. nebrasoensis ........................................................... _ ....... 00.. 3 
2. Shale, drll-b, clayey ..................................... : ..... _ .. _......................... 12 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 30 feet.) 
1. Limestone, ' coarse bedded; Composita 'subtilita, Prodiuotu8 
oostatus, Mee1cella striatooostata (Winterset limestone). 
To bed of river ....................... _ .................. ~._. ...................... 10 
43 
FIG. a9.-The top of the DeKalb limestone (Westerville) in the ' bed of Sandy creek near 
Westerville, Decatur county. (Township 70 north, Range XXVII west, east center 
of section 20.) 
The full section as above described is not now visible, as the , 
filling in ar,ound the west end of the bridge has concealed a 
, portion of .the upper shale. , 
'Upstream from the sectIon at the bridge west of Decatur 
City the next section used is obtained by combining the out-
crop at Westerville with those a short distance up Sandy 
creek, where Bain's Westerville, limestone is exposed in the 
bed of the creek, from the center of section 21 to the center of 
I 
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section 20, Township 70 north, Range XXVII west. The sec-
tion is as follows: 
, FEET INCHES 
9. Limestone, dark gray; Fuslilina, C'lJlindrica, spines of 
echinoids; Naticopsis" Euomphalus ........................ 6 
(DeKalb limestone) _ 
8. Shale, gray, nonfossilifer,ous ................................... _..... 8 
7. Shale and limestone alternating, Meekella striatocos· 
tata zone in center; Produ.ot1ls nebrascensis 3 8 
6. Shale, dark blue, nonfossiliferous, carbonaceous._........ 3 , 
5. Limestone, in three or four divisions, irregular shaly 
partings, very fossiliferou~; Chonetes verneui· 
lianus, Composita subtilita, ProduGtus nebras· 
c~~, P. oora, Spirifer camer.atus, Fenestella, 
crmold stems ......................................................... __ . 1 9 
4. Shale, dark blue, nonfossiliferous ........ ~.................... ..... 2 2 
3. Limestone, blue, upper half more compact than the 
lower half, which is in two parts ... _ ..... , .... _ ..... ,. 2 8 
2. Shale, blue, claye'y ......................................................... .:.. 5 6 
1. Not fully exposed to river at low water, 'but about a 
. foot is limestone at river ............................. ..:-...... : 1 6 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 28 f eet, 3 inches) 
34 3 
The above correlation, which is contrary to that of Bain,66 
is discussed under the head of Nomenclature. 
The topmost limestone in the above section (Bain's Wester-
ville) also outcrops at the level of Grand river at a ford (sec-
tion 36) and at a bridge over Grand river ' directly west from 
Hopeville in the south center of section 11, both in Pleasant 
township, in the southeastern part of Union county67; and from 
two to three miles in a straight line northwest from the 
bridge mentioned may- be found other sets of beds of lime-
stone: sections 34, 33 ana 28 of Jones township (Township 72 
north, Range XXVIII west). A section in the southeast quar.:. 
ter of the northeast quarter of section 33 is as . follows: 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
FEET INCHES 
Limestone, grayish brown, in beds from three to 
seven inches in thickness ........................................ 8 6 . 
(Stanton limestone) 
Not exposed ................................................................ _..... 1 7 
Limestone, 3lh inches 
Shale, 1 inch 
L~mestone, 3 inches 
Shale, '6 inches 
Limestone, 5 inches ............... _ ............................ _ .... _..... 1 6lh 
(Plattsburg limestone) 
Shale, greenish ... _ .............. : ................... _......................... 1 6 
(Lane shale.) 
Not exposed, to river at low water ............... _............. 26 6 
39. 7 
66H. F. Bain, Geology of Decatur County: Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. ' 27.6·278. 
67John L. Tilton, Geology of Clarke County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII, pp. 132·134. 
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The cmss section along 
Grand river as drawn in be-
neath, the river at Afton Junc-
tion may be connected 'with the 
cross section along Middle 
river by · means of the section 
along Brushy branch close to 
the west line of Madison 
. county. The only exposure of . ' 
stratified rock ' from Afton 
Junction· to the beds exposed 
along Middle river is one fohr g miles north of Macksburg and 
"' only a mile and a half from .~ 
A Middle river. It is in the 
S northeast quarter of the north-
.~ east quarter of' section 27 and 
:a the southeast quarter of the 
~ southeast quarter of section 
@ 22 of TO"Vnship 75 north, 
-: Range XXVIII wes.t, where 
'E the De Kalb limestone appears 
"g near the bed of the creek. In 
.. 
c!i a direct line between Afton 
~ Junction ' and Brushy branch 
~ all the rock is deeply concealed 
. ~ beneath drift, and there are no 
: r~cords of deep wells. 
o 
tl 
~ The Cross Section along Middle 
River. 
The cross section along 
Middle river extends twenty-
eight miles from Winterset,. 
Madison county, to the south-
west quarter of the southwest 
quarter of section 16, J effer-
son township, Adair county, 
not far from Stuart. From 
Winterset f or a distance 
of eight and one-half miles 
the various. outcrops are re-:-
I, 
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ferred to river level at right angles to a line extending N. 7.5° 
E., which is the general direction in which the river flows in 
that part of its course: Above this point (southwest quarter 
of the southwest quarter of section 14, Webster township) the 
. general direction of the river is S. 38° E., to which direction 
the variolls outcrops ar~ referred. 
South of Winterset the , elevation of the river above sea 
level is 927 feet. At section 16, Jefferson township, ..A1dair 
county, the elevation is 1135 feet, giving a total fall of 208 
feet, an average ' of 7.43 feet per mile. From a point five 
miles west of Winterset to a point seven miles still farther 
. west along- the line representing , the general course of the 
stream the regularity of the slope is, interfered with by lime-
stone fragments that have accumulated at tKe mouths of ra-
vines, causing the river at low water to change in level by suc-
cessive steps from one pool of quiet wa~er to the next, between 
which are stretches of rapid water. The regularity ' of slope 
along the general direction of flow is also interfered with by the 
presence of numerous large bends, some of which are distinctly 
meanders. To some extent, at least, these s~ccessive steps in 
this part of the course tend to change the general shape of a 
stream (concave upward) into a slope that is more nearly tEat 
of a straight line than would be the case if the small rapids 
did not exist. There has been a small dam at Port Union mill, 
but what there is left of it offers , little obstruction to the 
stream at low water~ Between the two extremes there is no 
chance to ascertain the amount of departure of the gradient of ' 
the stream from the average, except by repeated trips with 
barometer. 
A more serious difficulty 'than' that due to deposits of frag-
ments of iimestone, which tend to improve the g~neral gradient, 
and that due to large bends, which partly equalize themselves, 
is one dependent on the dip of the strata, for which allowance 
should be made in examining the cross section. The general 
dip iR ' toward the southwest, at an angle with the course of 
the river. When records from ravines on the south side of 
the river are placed near records made on the north side of the 
river, followed again by a record from the south si~e of the 
river, and all referred to the level ,of the stream, the result in 
• , 
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a drawing resembles an anticline, magnified, of cours~,. by the 
scales used. Records taken first north, then south, then north 
again, make a drawing resemble a sYn~li:r;te. The same , prin-; 
ciple applies when measurements . near the river are compared 
with measurements taken at some distance from the river . . 
Such results may be found in the cross section at points ten 
miles and fourteen miles west of Winterset. Such a 'represen-
tation is deceptive; yet, since correlation rather than structure 
is here desired, it is thought better to place the individual sec-
tions just as. they were measured than to attempt to allow for 
the eiffect of the. dip. Tliere is a slight anticline where the dia-
,gram represents one, but not nearly of the magnituQe the dia-
gram represents. In the entire region the dip is slight. Meas-
urements ' are given in the discussion of structure. 
The cross section along Mi<;ldle river is of peculiar value. 
It gives the relati~n of the strata from the Hertha at the base 
of the Kapsas City stage near "Winterset to the highest strata 
of th~ Missouri series found east of the state divide. From its 
northwest end there are but seven miles across the . drift in the 
region. of the Thurman-,Vilson fault to the shales and lime-
stones three miles' north of Stuart, long mapped as of Missouri 
age but in reality belonging far down in the Des Moines series. 
The Middle river se'ction approaches the section along Nish-
nabotna river and -reveals in Harrison township, Adair county, 
the thin Oread beds that appear at Riverview park near Red 
Oak, Montgomery county, and also on Turkey creek at a point 
two miles northeast of Lewis, Cass county. Above ' the Oread 
in Adair county are other limestones (Deer Creek;) that" assist 
somewhat in the correlation with beds' near Stennett, Mont-
gomery county. The Middle riYer section, near the west Midi-
son county line, 'also approaches the Grand river section from 
Davis : City to Afton Junction. . 
The region around Winterset is historical geologic~lly. Here 
White spent a couple of weeks in study of local conditions pre-
paratory to the pUblication of his report on the region.68 Here 
Galvin worked in his extensive studies, and here Bain and Til-
ton accumulated data for the report on Madison county, to be 
6sCharles A. White, Report on the Geological Survey of Iowa.: Vol. 1, pp. 241-250 and 
30S·g09. 
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found in volume VII of the present series. This location is 
chosen for the first portion' of the section along the river, 
though the Hertha may be found farther east even to St. 
Charles. Where the road southwest" from Winterset turns up 
the river valley (southeast quarter of the northwest quarter 
of section 12) the Pleasanton sandstone with Hertha above it 
may be seen by the roadside. Along the ravine southeast from 
Winterset there is a complete section .from the uppermost por-
tion of the Hertha to the top of the Cherryvale shale. Frag-
ments of De Kalb limestone are to be seen but no beds in place. 
FIG. 40.-The Bethany Falls (Earlham) limestone in a ravine southwest of Winterset, 
Madison county. 
It is here 'that the following described section was measured: 
THE SEOTION AT WINTERSET 
FEET INCHES 
Z6. Drift to. upland at (old) railroad 'station, 1,118 
feet above sea level ............... ~ ................. _............. 31 2 
25. Shale, gray, ' argillaceous; apparently. beneath lime· 
stone ... _ .... _ ...... _ ........ _ ................ _ .... __ .......... : ... _ .. . 
24. Limestone, blue, in three layers with partings of 
shale, the . so-called Myalilna horizon in the 
Cherryvale shale, vel;'y fossiliferous: Myalilna 
swallo~i~ Ortho·tetes (Derbya)' crassus, OhO'Tl.f!tes 
ve·m,eutUa7llUs ..................... _ .................. _ .............•..... 
23. Shale, gray, argillaceous, ·with bed of Oh<Yl'letes ver-
'(I£Uiliarw~s in upper portion .................................. 16 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 16 feet.) 
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22. 
21. 
20. 
19. 
18. 
17. 
16. 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8: 
7. 
6. 
5. 
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. FEET 
Limestone, gray, fragmental in upper portion ... _..... 5 
Limestone, gray, very resistant ledge; with chert.... . 2 
Limestone, gray ..... _ .... _ ........................................ _....... 1 
Shale, gray, argillaceous; Cbtnposita subtilita ........... . 
Limestone, gray ......... _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ ................ _... 1 
Limestone, gray; partings of shale ......... _................. 3 
(W{interset limestone, thickness, 13 feet, 10 
inches.) . 
Shale, gray, argillaceous ............................................. . 
Shale, black ..................... _ ................ _ ............................ . 
Shale, gray, argillaceous above, calcareous below ..... . 
(Galesburg shale, thickness, 10 feet.) 
Limestone, gray, in beds from 1 foot to 1 foot, 6 
1 
1 
7 
inches thick, top portion fragmental; many 
fragments of crinoid stems, Chonetes verneuili,. 
a:w~, Com.posita subtilita and occasional Ph'il· 
l~ps~a .................................... _ ............. _ .... _............... 20 
(Bethany Falls limestone, thickness, 20 feet.) 
Shale, gray, argillaceous ..................... _......................... 2 
Shale, black (seam of coal elsewhere) .................. :... 1 
Limestone, dark blue ... __ ........ _ .... _ ................. : .......... . 
Shale, calcareous in places ................................. :: ...... . 
Limestone, gray ......................................................... _ .. . 
~f:;:~J~:;' g~~~~~.~~~~ .. :::::::=::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Shale,. gray, argillaceous ... _ .......... _, ............................. . 
(Ladore shale, thickness, 21 feet.) -
1 
1 
4 
1 
6 
4. Limestone; gray; Composita subtilUa ......... _ ............ . 2 
8 
6 
3. Shale, gray, argillaceous ..................... _ ........................ . 
2. Limestone, gray, very fragmental .................... ___ ..... . 
(Hertha limestone, thickness, 16 feet, 6 inches) 
1. Not eXiposed, to river bed (but Pleasanton shale 
appears elsewhere) ........... : ..................................... : 66 
164 
INCHES 
2 
3 
2 
3 
9 
3 
6 
6 
10 
2 
8 
10 
5. 
9 
10 
6 
8 
10 
6 
10 
At a numher of places between Winterset and the "Back-
bone" limestone and shale are visible from the road along the 
river. The next section used is along a ravine through sections 
27 an'd 22 of Lincoln townshi~. 
• FEET INCHES 
15. Drift to the level of the upland, as at Winterset .... 
14. Limestone, gray; many F1/,$'I.dina, Spirijer CIlrMrata, 
Syringopora ..................... _....................................... 4 3 . 
13. Shale, gray above; .lowest) 14 inches is blue ......... "-. 3 
12. Limestone, gray ... __ .. _ .................................. _ .......... _... 1 6 
1.1. Shale, gray above, black below; contains l,2·inch 
coal ........................... _ ............................ _................. 4 
10. Limestone, gray ....................................... _................... 2 
9. Shale, gray, argillaceous ......... _ ...................... _............. I ·, 
8. Limestone, gray ..................... _ .......... _........................... 1. 
(De Kalb limestone, thickness, 16 feet, 9 
, inches.) 
7. Shale (Cherryvale), with blue limestone as at Win· 
terset; horizon of Chonetes verneuiliarnlus ' in 
shale below the blue limestone; blue limestone 
above marking horizon of Myali'l!OJ swallovi and 
Productus cora ........................... _ .... _....................... 10 
, . 
SECTIONS NEAR THE BACKBONE 
FEET INOHES 
6. Limestone (W.mterset), thin layers above, thicker 
layers below, with shaly partings ........................ 14 
5. Shale (Galesburg), black! shale between two gray 
shales ........................... _............................................. 10 7 
4'. Limestone (Bethany Falls), gray, in layers of vari· 
ous thicknesses up to a foot or so; top very 
fragmental ..................... : ..... _................................... 20 
3. Shale (Ladore,) ' with included limestone.................. 18 
2. Limestone (Hel'tha, ) with included shale.................. 14 
L Not exposed, from base of Hertha to Middle 
river. . ......•... , .............. ,................................................... 13 
116 4 
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At the tunnel a mile up the river, where a mill was once lo-
cated, the base of the Hertha is close to the level of the river~s.; 
and across the river to the north may be found a duplicate of 
FIG. 41.-The Winterset limestone close to Winterset; Madison county, along road south from 
Winterset. ' 
OS"This location is now chosen for " state park. 
II 
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the section above described, with parts of it even better ex-
posed than in the s'ection here given. 
Between the section above descr~bed and the next one', situ-
ate~ two miles west and two north, the river flows several miles, 
perhaps eight, causing the river to appear to rise more rapidly 
into the sections of strata than it appears to rise farther east; 
but this is characteristic 'of conditions' for four miles farther 
west. A good series of exposures may be found along a ra-
. FIG. ·42.-'l'he Cherryvale shale in a ravine on north side of Middle river five miles west of 
Winterset, Madison county. The DeKalb limestone appears above the Cherryvale 
shRle. (Township 75 north, Range XXVIII west; southwesf quarter of the south-
west quarter ,of section 8.) 
vine in section 17 and another along a ravine ' in section 8 of 
Lincoln township, the latter of which is here described: 
FEET INCHES 
21. From top of limestone to l evel of low upland an 
eighth of a mile to the east _____________________________ ____ 50 
20. Limestone, gray, in thin layers; crinoid stems ._______ 6 
(De Kalb limestone, thickness, 6 feet.) . 19. Shale, gray, ' argillaceous __________________________________________ ____ 2 
18. Limestone, gray _________________________________________ _____ . ______ ... _____ 2 
17. Shale, gray, argillaceous ________________________________________ :_____ 5 
16. Limestone, nodular _________________________ . _____________ c____________ _____ 4 
15. Shale, black __________________ _________________________________________________ 1 .3 
14. Limestone, black, in one stratum; Orihotetes (Dtn'-
bya) orassus, Produotus cora, P. nebrasoensis____ 5 
13. Sha~e, blue above, gray below; one ,foot below the 
SECTIONS IN MADISON COUNTY 
~'EET INCHES 
top is a bed of Chonetes verneuiliawus; a foot 
below, this bed is a bed of Orthotetes (Derbya) 
crassus ................... _ .. _............................................... 6 
12. Concealed, but undoubtedly .shale ................................ 3 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 20 f eet.) 
11. Limestone, gray ..................... _ .......... _........................... .1 
10. Limestone, gray, in thIn layers ... _............................... 6 
9. &hale, gray ......................................... :.~.... .. ...... ... ........... 2 4 
8. Shale, black ........................... :.......................................... 8 
7. Limest<>ne .......................................................................... 1 6 
(Winterset, thickness, 11 feet, 6 inches.) 
6. Not exposed (Galesburg shaie) .................................... 13 
5. Limestone, gray .............................................................. 2 6 
. 4. Limestone, gray, in various thicknesses, including 
a brownish shaly parting; with a 1 foot, 3 inch 
bed beneath the thinner beds, and a 6 inch bed 
at base ....................................................... :.............. 32 
(Bethany Falls limEst.one, thicknEss, 34 feet, 6 
inches.) 
3. Shale, black ............................................................. _....... 3 
2. Not exposed ............................................................... _:.... 5 
1. Shale, .calcareous; to river bed .................................... 3 8 
(Ladore shale, thickness here exposed, 11 feet, 
8 inches.) 
96 8' 
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There is a short series of .exposures along a ravine in the 
extreme southeast corner of section 12, Webster to'\\o'Ilship, 
about half way between the .series just described and the one 
extending diagon'ally thro'ugh section 13, Webster township. 
The latter is as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
35. Limestone, gray, slight exposure by roadside · near 
the nor.theast corner of ,section 23, 67 feet 
above rIver ................................................................ 1 
34. Not exposed ......... _ ...... : ........... :........................................ 4 
33. Limestone, gray, slight exposure in east·west road, 
near northwest corner of section 24; and west 
in . ravine. .................................................................... l ' 6 
32. Not exposed ............................................. _....................... 6 
31. Limestone, weathered and broken .... ,......................... 1 . 6 
30. Shale, blue, argillaceous ................. : ........................ .'..... 10 
29. Limestone, ' yellow ... _..................................................... 3 
28. Shale, yello,w .................................................................... 1 
27. Limestone, gray, with a two inch shaly parting; 
crinoid stems ............... _ ..... , .................................... , 2 
(Apparently all of the above is in the De Kalb 
limestone, 18 feet.) 
26. Shale; gr.ay, calcareous in places ................................ 2 9 
25. Shale, carbonaceous ...................................................... 1 9 
24. Shale, dark, argillaceous ........................................ :....... 5 
23. Limestone, dark gray ....................................... _ ..... :..... '\ 
22. Shale, dark blue ................................................. .. .,.,.,. 1 8 
21. Limestone, blue; Orthotetes (Derbya) ' cras8'U8; Pro· 
ductus nebrascensis, P. cora, very fossiliferous.. 5 
20. Shale, gray, with diagonal cross seams of shale; 
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FEET INCHES 
OrthotetJes (Derby(i) orassus ____ ____________________ __________ 3 6 
{Cherryvale shale, thickness, 11 feet_) 
19_ Limestone, gray, in heavy ledge ____________ ,_____________________ 1 5 
18·_ Liinestone, in three parts _____________________________________ ~ ______ . 1 1 
17 _ Shale _________________________________________ _______________ :__ ______________________ 4 
16_ Limestone, gray ______________________________________________ ;_______________ 7 . 
15_ Shale, parting in limestone __________________ ________________________ 1 
14_ Limestone, gray ________________________________________________ ~_____________ 5 
13_ Shale, parting in limestone __________________________________________ 3 
12_ Limestone, gray, in two layers ____________________________________ • 1 3 
11_ Shale, gray, calcareous, fossiliferous __________________________ 1 2 
10_ Shale, calcareous, weathered _______________________________________ 2 7 
(Wiinterset limestone, thickness, 9 feet_) 9_ Shale (Galesburg) ________ ,__ __________________________________________ ___ 6 
8_ Limestone; Fusulina ____________________________________________________ .- 6 
7 . Not exposed ____ __ ______________ ,_______________________________________________ 7 
6_ Shale, gray, argillaceous; Chonetes verneuilian7!s____ 2 
·5_ Limestone, very dark gray; Orthotetes (Derbya) 
crassus _________________ : ______________________ --------------___________ _____ _ 6_5 
4_ Limestone, gray, ooncretionary ____________________________ : _____ ._ 
3. Shale, gray, calcareous _______________________________________________ _ 3 2 \ 2 
2. Limestone, light brown, weathered (exposed) ________ _ 2 
1, Not exposed, to low water in Middle river _____________ _ 9 10 
(Bethany Falls limestone, thickness, about 22_5 
feet'.) . 
66 10.5 
In the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter of seCtion 
14, Webster township, on both sides of the river, near the 
woodeI). bridge, the top of exposures of Winterset limestone 
appear twenty. and orie-halffeet above low water in the river, . 
and a portion of the Bethany. Falls limestone is to . be seen 
close to the river. The section here is as follows: 
FEET 
5. Limestone, ' gray; exposed (WLnterset) _____ . _________ .______ __ __ .______ ____ 4 
4. Not exposed, (Galesburg shale) ____ . __ __ _____ · ____ __ ____ __________________ 00 8th 
3. Limestone, lower part with F1!sulina _____ .__ ______ _____ ___________________ 4 
2. Limestone, gray; large Prodluotus shells _______________________ .___________ 1 
1. Not exposed, to low .water in ' Middle river _____ . ____ ._.--------------- 5 
(Bethany Falls limestone, thickness 10 feet) 
22th 
The Winterse.t limestone · disappears beneath the river bed 
ahout a mile above this bridge. Ten or twelve feet of De Kalb 
limestone is to be found up Welly's branch (southwest quarter 
of the southeast quarter of section 14) about twenty feet above 
the Winterset limestone. The De Kalb liniestone also appears 
in the roadway west in the center of section 14, and in a small 
ravrne in the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of 
section 14, where the series of exposures gives the following, 
including a nearly perfect section of th~ Cherryvale shale: 
.. 
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FEET INCHES 
10. Limestone, gray, in various thicknesses from. two 
inches' up to ten inches; light colored chert; . 
very fossiliferous; 'crinoid stems, Composita 
subtiliva (De Kalb limestone) .............................. 9 
9. Shale, gray, argillaceous .............................................. 10 
8. Limestone, light blue; crinoid stems, Pelecypods.... 2 
7. Not exposed ...................................................................... 3 
6. Shale, blaCk ...................................................................... 1 
5. Limestone, blue; Productus prattenia'1l!Us ........ ,......... 5 
4. Shale, gray, argillaceous; Ortlwtetes (Del'bya) 
orass~£s zone .............................................................. 2 5 
3. Shale, gray, ' argillaceous ................... ~ .......................... 1 10 
. (Cherryvale shale, thickness, lllJ..! feet.) 
2. Limestone (top of Wintexset), shaly ........................ 3 
L Not exposed, to low water in ~Iiddle river .............. 4 
27 G 
In the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter . of this 
same section ten feet of De Kalb limestone appears up a ra-
vine, the base of the limestone being thirty-nine feet above low 
water in the river. In section 10 (southeast quarter of the 
southwest quarter) the base of this limestone by the roadside 
and in a field is nine feet above the river . . In section 15 to 
the south (southeast quarter of the northwest quarter) the 
base of this limestone is three and one-half feet above the river 
at a place where the serIes of expospres gives the following: 
Fro. 43.-All that is left of the DeKalb limestone in the ravine northwest of- Osceola. 
(Township 72 north, Range XXVI west, southeast quarter of the southeast quarter 
of section 11.) . 
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FEET INCHES 
14. Limestone, thin layers, weathered ... _........................... 1 
13. Limestone, dense, gray, light colored chert in 
places ..................... _ .......... _ .... _ ................. ,................ 1 10 
12. Shale, upper part gray, lower part black .................. 4 
11. Limestone, gray, concretionary .......... : .................... L . 1.5 
10. Shale, light blue, with Ohonetes verneuilia7llUs bed 
nine inches from base ............................................ 2 
9. Calcareous, nodular layer ... _......................................... 2.5 
8. Shale, gray, argillaceous .............................................. 3 11 
(Chanute' shale, thickness, 9 feet, 5 inches.) 
7: Limestone, light colored, with Ahaly partings ..... _...... 1 
6. Limestone, gray, shaly .................................................. 5 
5. Limestone, gray, in thick bed .................................... 2 
4. Shale, gray, argillaceous .............................................. 10 
3. Limestone, gray, various thicknesses up to 2 feet, 
5 inches ................................................. _................... 10 
(De Kalb limestone, thickness, 22 feet, 3 
I inches.) 
2. Shale, gr.ay and blue ... _................................................. 2 5 
1. Shale, black, to level of low water in Middle river.. 1 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 3.5 feet.) 
31 8 
In section 9 (southeast quarter of the southeast quarter) the 
base of the De Kalb limestone is nine feet ,above" the river. 
The section here is as follows: 
FEET I NCHES 
7. Limestone, gray, thin layers in upper portion, thick 
layers in lower portion (De Kalb limestone) .... 6 
6. Shale, grayish brown above, dark below .................... 2 8 
5. Shale, calcareous ....................................... _..................... 1 9 
4~ Shale" blue ....................................... _ ........ _ .... _................. 3 
3. Limestone, blue ............. _ .......... _ ...................... _ .......... _. 6 
2. ' Shale, blue; Myalilna stuallovi, Productus nebra-§cen· 
sis, P . cora, Orthotetes (Derbya) crassus ....... _. 2 4 
1. Shale, light gray, to hivel of low water ' in Middle 
rivpr ................................. _....... .................................. 1 6 
(Cherryvale shale, exposed, 9 f eet.) 
15 
In section 16 (northwest ' quarter of the northeast quarter) 
the base of the De Kalb limestone is close to the level of the 
water in the river. In section 9 (northwest quarter or the 
southeast quarter) this same limestone extends in a vertical 
cliff from 'beneath the w;ater in the river to a height of fifteen 
feet above the water. In . section "8 (northwest quarter ,of the 
southeast quarter) the De Kalb limestone mak~!,! i1 low escarp-
ment about ten feet higIi. along the side of the Jl90q plain for 
a quarter of a mile. In sect.ion 5 (southwest quarter of the 
s~utheast quarter) as far as a mile east of Webster it is this 
'same limestone that is in the escarpment; but the limestone 
rises from the south since black shale appears by, the river at 
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the west end of .the bridge in the southcentral part of section 
5. It also appears in the lower part of the Brushy branch 
series of outcrops in sections 8 and 7 of Webster township, 
where the series gives th~ following:: 
FEET INCHES 
22. Limestone, gray; , echinoid spines, crinoid stems 
(better seen in ravine one·fourth mile west).... 5 
(Plattsburg limestone.) , 
21. Shale, green, clayey ............................ _ ...................... . 
20. Limestone, greenish, lower half shaly ...................... .. 
19. Shale, greenish ............................................................... . 
18. Limestone, dense, jointed; ' crinoid stems ................... . 
17. Shale, gray, arenaceous, micaceous and calcareous .. .. 
(Lane shales, thickness; 6 feet, 11 inches.) 
16. Limestone, very fossiliferous; coral, crinoid stems, 
Bryozoa, Chonetes verneuiZianus, Productus ...... .. 
15. Shale, gray above, dark below .................................. .. 
14. Limestone, somewHat fragmental .............................. · 
( lola lime!!tone, thickness, 3 feet.) -
13. Shale, drab ............. ; .............................. _ ...................... .. 
12. Shale, red ........... : ..................................... , ..................... . 
11. Shale, green, calcareous ... _ .......... _ .............................. . 
10. Limestone, ?luish, ~o~ewhat fragmental but dense; 
Compo.nta subt~l~ta ................................. _ .... _, ...... .. 
(The above series is from the roadway and ra· 
vine in the northwest quarter of section 7; 
the portion below is taken along the creek tq 
the east.) 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
6 
4 
6 
7 
10 
4 , 
10 
8 
3 
4 
9. Limestone, bluish gray ..... _ ....................................... :... 1 6 
8. Shale, gray, including five or sL'C nodular calcareous 
layers; Chonetes verneuiZianus, Produotus cora, 
Bryozoa , ...................................... ~ ..... _....................... 4 6 
(Chanute shale, thickness, 17 feet, 3 inches.) 
7. Limestone, the mass of which is made up of cal· 
careous pebbles, some about half an inch in dia· 
meter, alld FusuZina; slightly arenaceous in the 
upper portion .......................................................... 5 10 
6. Limestone, gray, in ' thin layers above, thick layers 
below; Marginifera Zongispina, Composita subti-
Z-ito!, crinoid stems, echinoid spines .... ,................. 8 
(De ~lb· limestone, 13 feet, 10 inches.) 
.5. ,Shale, gray, argillaceous , .. _ ...................... ,.................. 1 
4: Limestone, gray ..... _ .................................................. _... 1 
3. ' Shale, gray, argillaceous ..................................... _......... 1 
2. Limestone, gray, in four equal parts ........... _ .... _ .... ~ 2 
1. Shale, blue, argillaceous, to low water in river ... _... 1 3 
(Cherryvale shale, exposed thickness, 5 feet, 4 
inches.) 
. 47 2 
Begin:p.ing with the lola limestone of the above series of sec-
tions and ending with the Lawrence shale the numerous iime-
stones and 'shales are grouped somewhat arbitrarily and tenta-
tively following the nomenclature of Hinds and Greene in their 
. d,escription of "The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series 
In Missouri." The strata vary northward to such an extent 
I I 
LL~ 
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that with present knowledge exact parallelism is impossible. 
The Oread limestone, following the Lawrence shale, has defi-
nite characteristics that can be used to correlate it with strata 
in Cass and Montgomery: counties 'and ·with those (Platts-
mouth) at the mQuth or Platte river, Nebraska. ]'or the 
strata above the Lawrence shale the Nebraska nomenclature is 
used . 
. In the next four miles above Brushy branch the strata meet 
the river at varied distances along extensive windings of the 
stream. They rise fairly unirorrllly to the northe~st, while 
the river valley in . its general direction cuts them diagonally 
from the northwest to the southeast. 
FIG. 44.-Section near the mouth of a r avine in the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter 
of section 1 of Grand River township, Adair .county . (Township 75 north, Range 
XXX west. ) The . man in the picture is standing at the level of the lola limestone. 
The section is described in the text. '. 
A mile to t4e north of Brushy branch in section 6 of Web-
ster . township (southeast quarter of the northwest quarter) 
the peculiar limestone made up of small calcare~us pebbles 
about one-half inch in diameter and pf FtltSulinas (the upper 
part of the De ' Kalb limestone) is about twenty feet above the ' 
water in the river. In section 1 of Grand river township, 
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Adair county (north~ast quarter of the northeast quarter) the 
same peculiar limestone is judged to be about five feet below 
the lowest stratum exposed in the ravine. (See figure 44.) The 
entire series of strata is as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
16. Fragments of limestone ................................................ 2 
15. Limestone, dense, gray ......... _ .... _ .... _........................... 1 3 
(Plattsburg limestone, thickness, 3 feet, 3 
inches.) . 
14. Shale, yellow.................................................................... 1 6 
13. Limestone, dark blue, brown at top .... c....................... 1 
12. Shale, gray, argillaceous, lowest foot reddish............ 6 6 
(Lane shale, thickness, '9 feet.) . . 
11. Limestone, concretionary.............................................. . 1 3 
10. Shale, greenish gray...................................................... 2 8 
I (lola limestone, thickness, 3 feet, 11 inches,) 
9. Shale, red ............... L ...................... : ....... :....................... . 3 6 
8. Shale, gray, argillaceous, without fossils .................. 16 5 
7. Limestone, weathered .................................................... 4 
6. Shale, dark gray............................................................ 7, 
5. Limestone, dark gray ............. _ .... _............................... 6 
4. Shale, dark ....... _ ............................ _............................... 1 4 
3. Limestone, dark gray ......................... _ .... _................... 10 
2. Shale, gray .................................................. c................... 9 5 
1. Not exposed, to low water in Middle river ................ 9 
(Chanute shale, thickness, 41 feet, 11 inches.) 
58' 1 
About a mile farther up the valley in section 36 of Harrison' 
township, Adair county (southeast quarter of the southwest 
quarter) a ravine side reveals the following: 
14. Limestone, weathered, and shale; Chonetes stria-to· 
oostatus (abundant), Orthotettes (Derbya) cra-s· 
sus, Composit.al subtilita, ProdnJ,ctus 'll!ebrasOensis, 
FEET INCHES 
,Po cora, coral, crinoid stems ... _ .... _....................... 3 
13. Limestone, blue above,' gray below; Chonetes stria-
tooostatus, ;Productu8 nebrascl!1lsis-; Fusulina cy. 
lindrica ....................................... _............................. 2 6 
(Plattsburg limestone, thickness, 5 feet, 6 
inches.) 
·12. Not exposed (Lane shale) ... _ ...................... _ ......... :... .2 6 
11. Limestone; dark gray; crinoid stems ........................ 1 3 
10. Shale ........... _ .. _ .............................. _................................. 5 
9: Limestone, blue, very fossiliferous, chie:fl.y Ortho· 
tetes (Derbya J crassus, bryozoa ............................ 5 
(lola limestone, thickness, 2 feet, 1 inch.) 
8. Shale, gray, argillaceous, without fossils .................. 5 
7. Shale, red ............................................. _........................... 8 
6. Shale, argillaceous and calcareous .............................. 1 6 
5. · Shale, gray ........................... _ .... _................................... l ' 8 
4. Shale, red ....... _ .......... _ .......... _....................................... 2 10 
3. Shale, dark ............................... _ .... _............................... 3 
2. Shale, gray ....................... _............................................. 5 
1. Not exposed, to low water in Middle river ...... :....... 16 
(Chanute shale, thickness, 18 + feet.) 
45 9 
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The three lowest strata in the description preceding the 
above are here below the bed of the ravine. 
An excellent series of .outcr.ops appears by the road within 
another' mile to the northwest, in section 35, Harrison town-
ship (~orthwest quarter of the northwest quarter) and may be 
described as follows: 
FEET I NCHES 
14. Limestone, in thin layers ................. _........................... 1 8 
13. Limestone, consisting of millions of Fusulina close· 
ly packed together, lowest two feet shaly or 
fragmental; }'u,su,li7l.{£ cylindrica, Chonetes grOIn' 
u,lifer, Spirifer oamerathlS, coral.......................... 3 10 
(Oread [Plattsmouth] limestone, thickness, 5 
feet, 6 inches.) 
12 . . Shale, gray; crinoid stems, P7'odu,otu,s 'llte brasoenSis, 
zones of ChoMtes gra'WUlifer (Lawrence shale) 6 8 
11. Limestone, dark gray; Chonetes gra'WUlifer, fro·. 
dulJtu..s cora, crinoid stems ...... ,............................. 7 
10. Shale, calcareous; crinoid stems .................................. 8 
9. Limestone, gray and dark, somewhat weathered 
brown, layers three inches to s~ inches thick; 
Productu,s cora, crinoid stems .............................. 3 3 
(Iatan lifestone, thickness, 4 feet, 6 ·inches.) 
8 . . Shale, gray, without fossils .......................................... 2 
7. Shale, black, without fossils ... _................................... 1 2 
6. Shale, gray, without fossils ... _ .................... ,................ 10 
(Weston shale, thickness, 4 feet .) . 
5. Limestone; gray, dense; crinoid stems, Produ,(Jtu,s 
cora ......... _................................................................... 1 2 
4. Shale, blue, without fossils ...................... : ... J............... 1 
3. Limestone, .dark · gl'ay .................................................... 6 
(Stanton limestone, thickness, 3 f eet, 8 inches.) 
2. Shale, without fossils ......... _ ............................ _........... 1 
1. Not exposed, to level of wateI: in Middle ri vel' (but 
probably s)1ale) ........................................................ 15 
(Vilas shale.) 
39 4 
The lowest limestone (Stanton) above mentioned is the first 
limestone above the strata of the preceding section. 
The next described series of outcrops is on the opposit~ ~ide 
of a hill and about half a mile distant, along · a ravine in sec-
tion 27 (s.outheast quarter of the southeast quarter), Harrison 
township, Adair county. The series is described as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
19. Shale, beneath red residual material (geest)..............4 
18. Limestone. Lecompton (Genal' Creek), gray, frag· 
. mental in upper part, channelled by under· 
grounn solution; F7lsulina, crinoid stems............ 11 
17. Shale, light colored, calcareous .................................... 5 
16. Limestone, Lecompton (Cullom ), with shaly part· 
ings, fragmental at top, gray and arenaceO)lS; 
bottom part very fossiliferous j fragments, fish 
tooth, bryozoa, Dielasma bovidens ...................... 1 10 
15. 
14. 
. 13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
.1. 
8ECTIONS IN AD,AIR COUNTY 
FEET 
Shale, upper three feet and eight inches gray, cal· 
careous, central three feet red, bottom fO)1r 
feet gray; without fossils .................................... 10· 
Limestone, Oread . (Plattsmouth), fragmental; Fu· 
sulina, Prvductus cora, .......................................... :.. 7 
Shale, Lawrence, gray, calcareous; Pro-ductus cora, 
Spirifer camera.tus, Chonetes, crinoid stems, 
coral ........................................ ~ ................................. 5 
LimestoJ;le, Iatan, dark, shaly; Productus nebras· 
. osn..'iis, P. cora ___ ____ __ ... _. __________ __ ______________________ .: ______ _ ._._ 3 
Shale, gray .. : ................. c •. .••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••.•. : .•.• : •••••••• 
Limestone, dark; Prod1,ctus nebrascensis ............... .. -' 
. Shale, gray; Product-us nebrascensis .......................... . 
Limestone, dark ................................................ ! ....... .. . : .• 
Shale, gray ................................ , .................. _ ................ . 
(Weston shale, thickness, 1 foot, 3.5 inches.) 
Limestone, dark, irregular; Productus nebrasoen8'is, 
Spirifer cameratus L ............................................. . 
Shale, dark gray, ·argillaceous, without fossils ....... . 
Limestone, bluish gray; in thin layers one inch ·to 
three inches thick; algalike markings, crinoid 
. stems (margins rounded), Productus cora.......... 1 
Limestone, gray, dense, ,algalike markings, iron con· 
cretions .......................... ,........................................... 1 
(Stanton limestone, thickness, 3 feet, ' 1 inch.) 
Shale, Vilas, argillaceous, gray and green, iron con, 
cretions ................................. _................................... 1 
Not exposed,. to level of low water in Middle river ' 4 
49 
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8 
7 
7 
R 
2 
5 
. l! 
4 
1.5 
3 
3 
2 
5 
9 
3.5 
FlO. 45 .-,-Section in a ravine in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of .,et,ion 27, 
Harrison township, Adair county. (Township 76 north, Range XXX west.) The 
Stanton limestone is at the base of the cliff, the Iatan limestone near the center, . 
and the Orend limestone near the top. All of the strata appear in the bed and 
sides of the trench farther up the ravine to the west. The section is described in 
the text. 
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FIG, 46,-"Port Union Mill" in half a mile ' upstream from the bridge at Arbor Hill. It is 
located in the southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 20, Township 
76 north, Range XXX west. The base of the Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone is 
the ledge over which the water flows just below the dam. The section is described 
in the text. 
The top of the Lawrence shale a:ppears in a ravine by the 
road nearly a mile north (section 27, northeast quarter of the 
northeast quarter); and ' at the bridge (section 22, . southeast 
quarter of the southeast quarter) the Oread limestone is four 
feet thick and is eight feet above ' the river. In section '21 
(southeast quarter of the southeast quarter) the Oread appar-
. ently is below ' the river bed; About. a ' foot of poor limestone. 
is here exposed four feet above the river, with four to five feet 
FIG. ·47.-The location is a fe,v rods down stream from the dam I at "Port Union Mill," look-
ing westward at beds associated with the Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone. 
· . 
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FIG. 48.-The Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone found at "Port Union Mill" and near Stennett' 
also outcrops north of Hawleyville in Pagre county ('l'ownship 69 'north, Range 
XXXVI west, northeast quarter of section 12). This outcrop was illustrated and 
described in the report on the "Geology of Page County." The limest.one that is 
uppermost is the Topeka (Meadow) limestone. 
of reddish and greenish shale above the limestone. In section 
21 (northeast quarter of the , southwest quarter) a .limestone 
is three feet above 'water in the river; at Arbor Hill :hrjdge 
(section 20, southeast quarter of the northeast quarter) this 
particular, limestone is 'at the level of the water under the 
bridge. Half a mile up stream from the bridge is the site of 
the "Port Union miP," .at which place James E . Gow de-
scribed a section as follows. (southwest quarter of the 'north-
c>as-t quarter of section 20 : 
FEET 
3. Limestone, light buff; varjrin/r to white or light gray; 
Compcsita sl~btilf,ta, Orthotetes (Derbya) crassus, 
Spiri/er cameratus, Productns fragments, Myalina 
subquadrata, crinoid stems, Fenesteila, llhombopora 
lepidodendroides .................................................................... 2 
2. Shale,· blue·black, homogeneous; Nuoula (ventricosa.') , 
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FEET 
AvicuZopeoten oO<M.entalis, NUlYUla belZistriata, Mono-
tis (gregwria I) ___ ; ...•..•.•...•••.... ; ..... _ ........•.............•••...•....••••..••• _ 4 
1. Limestone, gray, same fossils as in limestone above. ____ ..... 2 
(Deer Creek) 
8 
The ' lower liniestone above mentioned is at the surface! of 
the water below the dam, and is above the limestone at the 
pridge. ' , , 
The distinctive layers of the Deer Creek limestone with Fu- ' 
sulinas and dark chert outcrop by the river side a rp.ile north-
west of Port ,Union mill (the northeast quarter of the south,- ' 
east qu~rte:r of sectic;m 18, HaJ;rison township). Close to the 
center of the, next section west (13 of Grove township) frag-
ments of a limestone appear that, traced northward along the 
river, attains a greatest thickness of outcrop a mile north (sec-
tion 12) where it was formerly quarried. It is the base of this 
same limestone tilat outcrops by the bridge in the southeast 
quarter of section 21, Jefferson township, and lies just below 
the limestone that is at the level of the river in the southwest 
quarter of section 16, where it is fifty feet below Stuart, or at 
a level of ·1,157 feet above sea level. In section 21 of J effer-
son township the writer found Marginifera muricato. (the in-
dex fossil of the Des :Moines series), Ambocelia planoconvexa, 
(Jomposita subtilita, Hustedia mormorlli, Spirifer cameratus, 
also Fusulina, Bryozoa and coral. Gow'~69 description is as 
follows: 
FEET 
10. Drift _ ......................... __ ... _ .............. _ ................ _........................... 5 
9. Limestone, massive, unfossiliferous, weathering rectangular 4 
8. Shale, soft, light gray ......... _ .... _ .................... _ ..................... _ .. _ 1 
7. Limestone, buff to white, with narrow partings of light 
shale ... _ ............................ _ ............... _ .................................... : 2 ' 
6. Shale, soft, light gray ... _ ........................ _._ ............ _............... 5/6 
5. Limestone, similar to that next above ............... _ ......... __ ....... • 3 
4. Shale, soft, gray to brown ........... _._ .......... _ ............. _ ..... _..... 1 
3. Limestone, massive, without shale, Compooita 8'UJbtilitQl, 
Proooctus nebrascensis, Spilrifer oanneratus .................. _.. 3 
2. Hidden by alluvium ......... _ ................ _ ... _ ............... _................... 10 
1. Shale, hard, black .... : .... _ .. _ ............ _ .. ,........................................ 1/4 
30 
This limestone is, the llPper limestone member (Pawnee) of 
the Henrietta division of the Des Moines series.70 The river 
69<kology of Adair county: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII, p, 288. 
70The relation of the beds is discussed further ' in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of 
America, Vol. ,as, p. 15S, 1922. . 
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crosses .the · Thurman-Wilson fault in the center of section 18, 
Harrison towns4ip, a mile ·up the valley from Point Union mill. 
. These various sections arranged in order with reference to 
the river bedg.ive the · accompanying cross section along 
Middle river. 
The Structure of Southwestern Iowa. 
The area as a whole · is the northern limb of a syncline 
(strata concave upward) whose axis extends northwest-south-
east through northwestern Missouri and nor,thward into Iowa. 
The other limb of the syncline slopes upward toward the Ozark 
Mountairis,11 In southwestern Iowa the general dip to th~ 
southwest is so slight that it is often scarcely noticeable in short 
distances. The average obtained from Winterset. to Clarinda is 
8.6 feet to the mile or 4% minutes. . 
Diagonally through the entire' area runs a normal fault, 
known as the Thurman-Wilson fault, extending northeastward 
from . the bluffs along Missouri river near Thurman, wher.e the 
displacement is 300 feet, past Bris'coe, where the displacement . 
is 284.5 'feet, to the northwest of Earlham. At present there' 
is no information as to its presence from this point eastward. 
The fault has not been 'found in ·Nebraska. 
Keyes'2 describes the Cap:-au-gres fault seen on Mississippi 
river 'as extending northwest toward. ~eon, and possibly far-
ther; but if it is present at all in Iowa it has not yet been re-
FIG, 49 ,-Diagram of conditions across tile fault plane; from Reno, Edna township, Cass 
county, southeast to Briscoe. ' 
cognized. He also represents a Pocahontas and a Fort Dodge 
fault, running southwest-northeast, parallel to the Thurm.an-
Wilson fault; but the positions he designates lie beyond the 
area here considered'2a• 
llSee · Hinds and Greene,. The Stratigraphy . of the Pennsylvanian' Series in Missouri: 
Missouri Bur, Mines, Bull. XIII, .p. 202, plate XXIII. 
72C. R. Keyes, Controlling Fault Systems of Iowa: Proc_ Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. XXIII, 
p. 105. ' ' . . 
12aF, A. Wilder discusses the structure of the Fort Dodge region on pages 173 to 177 .of 
Volume XXVIII, Iowa .Geological Survey, and James H. Lees has a paper on that same 
region, on pages 113 to 120 of Volume XX:r.X of the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of 
Science. 
• I 
L 
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Near the Thurman-\Vilson fault the ,dip is very irregular. 
Parallel to the fault and on the west side of it lies the crest 
of a slight anticline (strata convex upward), distinCtly seen 
in Montgomery and Cass counties, and also in Dallas county 
where , Leonard described it years ago as the Redfield anti-
cline/a without noting its relation to a fault. Close to the 
south side of the fault (the downthrow side) the strata, rising 
in general toward the northeast, curve off toward the west. 
This is particularly noticeable in the limestone members of the 
Kansas City stage near Earlham; but farther to the southwest 
this characteristIc is not so noticeable because the strata are 
at a lower level with reference to the drift-they are exposed 
deeper in the valleys . 
FIG, 50.'--The uneven surface of the Winterset limestone in a ravine northwest of Osceola, 
Clarke county. (Township 72 north, Range XXVI' west, southeast quarter of the 
southeast quarter of section 11.) , 
There are conditions that indicate an overlap with discon-
formity, and in one portion of the area an unconformity. In the 
northwest part of the area there is' no evidence of the presence 
of the 'Kansas City stage, and it is the Lansing stage that there 
extends farthest toward the north. In the central and western 
part of the area the fossils and general character of the Oread 
limestone suggest that that limestone was laid down during the 
time of greatest advance, when. marine conditions were most 
favorable to life forms, but in the northeast arid northwest 
7 3A. G. Leonard, Geology of Dallas County: Io,,-a Geol. Survey, Vol. 'VIII, p. 91. 
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F IG. 51.":-Thc surface of the Winter set at the bridge three and one·haU miles west of Decatur 
City, Decatur coun ty, wher e a slight un conformity is noted . The W interset lime-
stone is . beneath the f eet of the one in the picture. The lime.tone above thls level 
is DeK&lb limestone tha t has fallen down. 
portions of the area the Oread is now absent. At the bridge 
over Grand river three miles west of Decatur City, in the east-
ern part of the area, there is a difference in dip between the ' 
Winterset lmlestone below and the De Kalb above. Here the 
distinctive beds of the Cherryvale shale, which are so noticeable 
south of Westerville and elsewhere, are concealed if they are 
present at all. Two miles west of Osceola and · a little north 
the fragmental top of the Winterset limestone is eroded; and' 
at Winterset there is at this h~rizon a yellowish apparently 
weathered stratum. These facts put together seem to indicate 
a local uplift near Decatur City followed by depression be-
tween the time when the vVin'terset was laid down and the time 
when the lower part of the De Kalb was laid down, which sub-
sidence, either with or without slight warping, led to extensive 
overlap in the northwestern part of the area. 
The general dip -to the southwest i& varied by a . few gentle 
folds whose -axes appear to run southeast-northwest, though 
there is much irregularity, especially near the fault. The ex-
act number and the position of these folds it is difficult to de-
termine from the few exposures of bed rock. One ' gentle 
anticline is the one, previously noted three miles west of De-
• 
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catur City, which apparently is a continuation of the one ob-
served, five miles north of Davis City. This possibly ' connects 
with the one seen along Middle river in sections 1.4 and 15, 
, Webster township, Madison county. Another passes' through 
Braddyville, Page county, lying a little to .the north of the di- , 
rection of an anticline which Hinds and Greene have located in 
Missouri as extending through Chariton, Livingston, Davies, 
I 
Gentry and Nodaway counties, but apparently dying out before 
reaching Hamburg. Another syncline which is -reported iIi 
Missouri wou,ld come midway' between , Decatur City and 
Braddyville, but it is not mapped as reaching Iowa. An ex~ 
tension of this line would pass near Brooks, Adams county. 
East of Brooks the dip is as usual in Iowa, to the southwest, 
With no reversal of dip noted southwest of Brooks. Between 
BraddyVille ' and Hawleyville there is a syn~line, and another 
slight one is present between McKissick grove and Nebraska 
City. ' There are also slight variations in dip that are notice-
able as the strata are followed along the rivers. ' 
DIP AND STRIKE 
With the exception of the record in Dallas county and two 
measurements referred to in the· footnote all records of meas-
urements of dip74 and strike have been obtained by the writer, I 
using a Brunton hand transit to measure the dip or to deter-
mine ' the location of a horizontal line from which to measure. 
At 'some places the direction .of strike (the direction 4l which 
the strata cut a horizontal plane) was not obtainable, but a 
component of the dip was ' seen in some particular direction. 
On the accompanying outline map such determinations are rep-
resented by dotted ,arrows. A few statements of direction of 
dip may be found in some of the county reports without record 
of the amount or exact direction of the dip. Of such acharac-
ter is the statement of the dip at Braddyville. 
74Smith's statement of a steep dip to , the north for outcrops near Stennett is a mistake. 
rhe Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Slirvey, Vol. XIX, p . 6S6. 
• 
TABLE OF DIP AND STRIKE: 
-COUNTY i T;~. -/ RAN~E W. / SECTION PLACE / STRIKE / DIP 
Guthrie ... _ ... - 79 XXX 30·31 Belle - Valley mill N45°E 45°Se. 
Madison ...... 74 XXVII 10 P eru quany ' N700W 1°30'Sw. 
75 XXIX Se. of Nw. of 15 
N. half of Nw. qr. 14 
76 XXVII Ne. of the Nw. qr. olli -
-75 XXVIII W. center' of~ 
Adair ............ 76 XXXI-- Nw. of the Nw. of 11 N100E 1°15'W 
Cass ....... " ...... 76 '-XXXVII- Be. of the Nw. qr. of 9 Spring creek N85°W 3°45'E 
Nw. of the Sw. qr. of 10 Lewis N85°W 3°45'E-
-- Center of Ne. qr. of 1 Turkey creek 0° 
Clarke .......... 72 XXVI-- Nw. of the Nw. of 1 N77°W Av. of sevel> 
and 4°6'W 
Ne. of the. Ne. of 11 
Union ....... : .... 71 XXVIII Ne. on the Ne. of 14 N800W 3°15'W 
Ne. of the Sw. of. 36 N85°W 1°45'W 
72 XXVIII Sw. of the Sw. of 28 
Aa~::-. 
-----rs XXXV Se. of the Nw. of 3 - N900E 2048'S 
._-
Nw. of Nw. of 6 . N800W 1°45' 
7 1 XXXIV Se. of Be. of 8 N32°W- 3°15'S 
N~. of Sw. of 3 
Montgomery 72 XXXVIII - Riverview Park Nw. of Nw. of 16 
- South center, 26 
-- Sw. of -Sw. of 26 - "N- 1:ioE- 3°E 
Mills ....... _ ... 73 XLm-- Sw. of Nw. of 29- Henton 
Decatur ........ 70- XXVI -- Center of 28 
- 70- XxVII - Ne. of Se. of 20 N31°E 2°30' 
68 XXVII Se. of Se. of 25 Winterset limestone N84°W 9°35'N 
-- De Kalb limestone NI7°W 3°10'W 
N84°W 3°30'N 
raylor ._ ....... 76 XXXV -Nw. of 21 '. N900E From 0° to 
_ 3°30' in :!h·mi. 
Page .............. 70 -XXXft- E. center of 36 Essex 
68 XXXVI~ Sw. of Se. of 7- - Mine N57°E r8 
Fremont ...... 70 XLm Ne. qr. of 14 N200E 3°45'E 
-67 - XLII-- Center of 13 N300W 3°W 
Nebraska 
City ............ Clay pit 
* From estimates along a stretch of water. 
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TABLE SHOWING JOINTS 
COUNTY f Twp. N. f RANGE, W I SECTION 
. r LOCATION FIRST SET ' j SECOND SET' j THIRD SET 
Madison ............ 76 XXVII Ne. of Nw. of 6 Bethany Falls Is. N54' E N58'42'W 
. L!1dore shale N58'42'W N12'E 
--, 
75 XXVIII Sw. of Nw. of 24 N53°E N32'W N4'W 
. 
Cass, ................... 76 XXXVII Se. of Nw. of 9 Spring creek N39'20'E N20'40'W 
N74' E, 83, N31'E, 42, 
Pottawat· 63,86,65, 13, 30, 
tamie 75 •........... 74 XL Nw. of Nw. of 23 Macedonia 65, 80. N52'W 13, 30. 
Av. 73'42' Av. 26'30' 
- ~-
N48'E, 69, NI5'W, 14, N l'E 
Se. of Se. of 3 Car,son 69, 53, u.. 3,15. 43 
Av. 62 '36' Av. 11'45' Av.22' 
" 
N70' E,55, N35'W, 
76 XLIV W-e.st center of 26 Crescent 56, 60, 80 . . 17, 32, 33, 
Av. 64'12' 30, 25. 
Av. 28'42' 
-
--_. 
Montgomery .... - 72 XXXVIII ' South center, 26 N61'E 
-
N35'W 
54 52 N22'E 
-
Mills ... " .. _" ... ',' .. 72 XLIII Sw. of Sw. of 22 N90' E N35'E 
- . ._--
Decatur ... _ ......... 70 XXVII Sw. of Se. of 21 N58'E 
,Taylor................ . 70 XXXV Nw. qr. of 21 N23'W N21'E 
Page .. : ............. :. 70 XXXIX E. center of 36 Essex, Preston ledge N68'E N3 ' W , 
Fremont ............ 70 XLIII Nw. ·of Se. of 26 N85'E N30'E 
N40'E . 
. 
67 . XLII ; Center of 13 N80 ' W N38 ' E 
68 XLI S~. · of Sw. of 33 N30' E 
\ Average ....... _ ... N63°27.2'E N31'29.8'W N25 '35.3'E 
-------
75The t able of joints measured in Pottawattamie is from J . A. Udden, Geology of Pottawattamie County: Iowa / Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 268. 
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JOINTS 
The directions of joints in the rocks have also been measured 
in various places using the same instrument as that used · in 
determining the dip. One se.t of joints, that . of the iargest 
cracks, . -is parallel to the Thurman-Wilson fault, and .one is 
about at right angles to the fault and parallel to the direction 
of the minor folds. 'Where several records have been made 
close together, as in Udden's list in his report on Pott~watta-
. mie county~ it is the average that appears in the outline map. 
In the diagram the general directions appear in the averages, 
and the irregularity appears in the scattering of the individual 
records. 
FIG .. 52.-Diagram illustrating the directions of joints. 
It is unfortunate that the drift conceals so much of the un-
derlying rock as to make it impossible to work out all details 
of the gentle undulations that exist in the region. From what 
had been learned in the past the general position of the- N oda-
way coal had been determined. The latest important fact that 
has been ascertained is the reason for the absence of the N oda-
way and Nyman seams from the area northwest of the Thur-
man-Wilson fault, except in a small area near Missouri river. 
This absence is due to the fact that the region to the north 
of the fau,lt has been ele~ated and subjected to erosion, all of 
the N!o d away coal having been removed from that region, while 
to the south of the fault the region has been depressed and thus 
------ -
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the seam has been protected from the general erosion, so that 
now the coal extends as far east as where the plane of the coal, 
' rising toward the northeast, reaches the' plane of erosion that 
existed when: the glacial drift was laid, down. Such important 
facts it is in the field of geological work to discover. Fur-
ther 'details come within the province of the miner, who from 
borings determmes the loeal variations that exist in the posi-
tion and thickness of the seams. It is from such details where 
the Nodaway coal has been mined and where it may be mined 
. in the future that additional dlata on levels can be accumulated 
and reduced to barometric eJevations. This can lead to an iso-
bathic map of the base of the Nodaway coal, and this in turn 
to more exact lmowledge of the minor folds that cross the area. 
A knowledge of the location of minor folds is of importance 
to any who may seek 'to ascertain whether oil and gas exist in 
the deeper strata :in this. region in sufficient quantity to be of 
commercial value. The above list of locations of anticlines and 
synclinesr though not extensive; is s.ufficient to guide an experi-
enced oil man in determining where he should first . sink a test 
well. At Clarinda the Cherokee shale is about fifty feet above 
sea. level, and at Winterset it is about s.ix hundred and fifty 
feet above sea level. Neither oil nor gas in commercial quan-
tities has been reported from such wells as have been put down76 
and :no, s~epage has, been noted, though there are a few black 
limestone beds. 
It is worthy of :note that the deep well at Goin, th{jugh not 
quite along the axis of an anticline, is sufficiently well locate<:i 
to serve as, a test well, although it is not very deep. It is re 
ported to have ~eached salt water; oil and gas' are not re-
ported. The well is 888 feet deep and was sunk as a ' test well' 
for coal and gas.n The bottom is about 680 feet abo~e the' 
Cherokee , shale, which is ' he!e abo1!lt 150 'feet deeper than at 
Clarinda. ' ' 
It is further worthy of note, from evidence present.ed by Dr..' 
Alexander McCoy, with which evidence the data froin south-' 
western Iowa are in agreement, that the Kansas City lime-
stone grades' into ' sandy s~ore deposits northward from Kan-: 
76At Nebr~skll City Glenwood Coin Clarinda" Bedford, ,' Leon, Stll l\rt. ' 
7'W. H , Norton, UndergrOil~d Wat~r Resourc~s . af' ~ Iowa: Iowa Ge~I. : Survey, Vol. , XX~~ 
p , 11'58, ',,' " .. ' , •. 
I' 
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sas City toward southeastern N eb.raska 'and southwestern 
Iowa; and that the western margin of this ancient 'sea is along 
a line of concealed gra'nite hills or mountains78 revealed by well 
records as extending southwest into central and southern Kan-
sas. 
, 
T.he Areal Distribution in Iowa of the Divisions of the Missouri 
Series. ' 
In tracing the areal distribution of the divisions of the Mis-
souri series main reliance must be placed on the limestone in 
the southwestern part of the ' state. Where shale is the basal 
member of the division 'the area ~ay extend for a short dis- ' 
taIice beyond , the area of the limestone member, put generally 
not far. Often It is impossible to state the exact position of 
the margin because of the presence of Dakota sandstone and of 
drift. Where the margins are thus concealed it is possible to 
represent only the approximate general boundar:ies. 
S01,£th of the Thurman-Wilson Fault line.-The eastern mar- ' 
gin of the Kansas City stage is distinctly marked most of the 
way from Osceola to a point north of Earlham, wher~ it stops 
at the 'fault plane. The representation of the position beneath 
th€ drift from Osceola to Leon is approximate'. At Leon the 
, deep well and a preglacial valley lie east of the Missouri series, 
the 'front of the Kansas City stage thus bending westward of 
Leon. No trace of the Hertha limestone, at the base of the 
Kansas City stage, was found east of Weldon river near the 
state line. ' 
The locations of the eastern r fronts of the ' various subdivi-
sions are certain along a nurriber <?f-the streams that cause re-
entrants in these margins, as on' North~Middle and"South riv-
ers in Madison county,' Squaw creek in: Clarke 'county; and 
Grand river in Decatur county. Berre'ath the drift in the di~ 
vides it is only the general direction, of the eastern margin of 
the De Kalb limestone that can 'be inferred 'from relation to ex-
posures from near Middle river to 'Grand 'river. ' , 
Likewise the ' eastern' margiIis 'of the Lansing, Douglas 'and 
Shawnee stages may be ' satisfactorily determined in western 
78A Pltrt of this infonnation also ' comes from G, E , Condra of the University of Nebraska, 
S.e John L, Tilt,on , The ~'hur"'''T1-Wjjs''n FRuIt through Southwestern Iowa, and its Bearing: 
The Journal of Geology, Vol. XXVII., P, 389, ' 
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Madison and, eastern Adair counties, the chief difficulty there 
being to distinguish 'between the ll''lmerous.limestones and shales. 
Farther south the main reliance is upon t4e line 'of well records 
from Nebraska City to Leon, which indic~ies, where the su~divi­
sions come up beneath the drift; but only the general directions 
of the margins can there be located. Farther west, in' Page 
and Fremont counties, the Tarkio and Preston .beds of liine- ' 
stone help to locate the positio)l of the base of the Wabaunsee 
stage along the valley sides. Below this plan.e the valleys are 
cl1t"down irito the Shawnee stage. This is true in Mis~ouri ' . 
/>-. • '.. ~ ri~ervalley also. . . .' .; .' r 
;With the exception ' of the region near Bridgewater the line- I" 
ma:r~g1 the eastern margin of the Nodaway coal is that of::' 
_G ~~Wge L. Smith ill his paper on "Th~ Carboniferous Section 
_oI-:Southwestern Iowa," to which frequent reference has been 
m~de. The eastern border of· the. Nodaway coal marks 'ap-
proximately the eastern margin of the Howard limestone, _ the 
base of which, according to Beede and Rogers79 marks a divi-
sion between two faunas. 
-North of the Thurman-Wilson fault line.-The limestone 
near Stuart and the Eureka coal Seam in the western part of 
Adair county having been correlated with beds deep in strata . 
of .the Des Moines series,80 the eastert;! margin of the 'Mi~souri 
series is clearly farther to the west. See the map of the "area 
ne.ar Staurt, Plate XXVII, 'also iigll~es 53 and 54. In the re- , 
cord or" the deep well at Atlantic81 there is no evidence whatever 
of . the presence of the various limestone members of the 
Kansas City stage f and yet tlie bread limestone is clearly 
. located five miles to the south on Turkey creek, and again at 
Fox quarry northeast of Grant. Whatever is concealed be-
n~ath the Dakota . sandstone and the thick drift of the regi<:m 
must lie between Atlantic and thes~ two points. 
A further inference that has a bearing is ' dependent on 
, 
l~ ... 
79J. W. Beede and A. F . Rogers, Coal Measure Faunal Stu'dies: Kansas Univ. Geol. ''';; 
Survey, Vol. 9, pp. 1145-346, 1908; also Hinds and Greene, Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvllnian .• 
Series in Missouri, Missouri Bur. Mines, Bull. XIII, p. i83 , . ,.' . •• :.~ 
80John L. Tilton, The Strata near Stuart, Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 83, p • . 
153, 1922. 
81The record may be found in the following reports: 
W. H. Norton, Underground Water Resources of Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI, 
p. 1121. 
John L. Tilton, Geology of Cass County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII, p. 257. 
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CHARACTER OF KANSAS CITY STRATA 
changes. in strata north of Kansas City, Mis·souri. Near Ka.n~ 
sas City th,e mem.bers of the Kansas City stage are as w:ell or 
better developed than t,hey are at Wfuterset and ,at E.arlhaJll; 
but to the northwest of Kansas City the strata grade into sand~ 
stone and shale, toward the old shor~ line, so that in the deep 
well record at Forest City, half way between Kansas City and 
the Iowa state Ime, the Kansas City stage is .represented by 
sandstone andshale82 instead of by linlestone and· shale. Thas 
FIG. 53.-A Section from Bridgewater to Glendon. A to B on the map. Plate XXVII. 
FI~. 54.-A Section fron; Glendon to Winterset. B to C on the map. Plilte XXVII. 
ill Kansa,s City time the shore was not far away to the north-
west and west. Th. northeasternN ebraska no outcrops of · tl~e 
Kansas City stage are recognized. . The in~efence thus seems 
warranted that fr,om Earlham toward . the west .shore condi-
tions were more and more effective arid that in the movements 
that gave us the Thurman-Wilson fault with accompanying 
erosion on the upthrow .side these differing strata, from the 
conspicuous lirUestone beds at Earlham to the shales andsand-
82Dr. Alexander McCoy has reached this conclusion from the series of weil records in 
eastern Kansas, and he presented his evidence to the writer when inquiring about the con-
ditions in Iowa. The writer has studied the well records presented and has come to accept 
Doctor McCoy's conclusion. The evidence involves a different interpretation of the record of 
the Forest City ~ell than ·that given by Hinds and Greene, Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian 
Series in Missouri, Missouri Bur. Geol. and Mines. Bull. XIII, pp. 215·239. 
• 
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stones farther' west" were eroded away. The ' erosion has 
thrown the pr,esent margin of the strata back toward the west ' 
about thirty miles. Nevertheless, somewhere between the 
Oread limestone outcrop ' south of Atlant'ic and the Eureka 
coal mine in northwestern Adair county there must lie, below 
the Dakota sandstone and the thick drift ill that region, all that 
now remains of this portion of the Lansing and Kansas City 
stages. These stages are therefore assigned areas that are 
consistent with these facts. 
The trend of the eastern margin of the Oread limestone to-
ward the northwest and west seems to justify the representa-
tIon of a ' similar trend in the margin of the Lansing stage. 
This involves the correlation of the limestone beds at Crescent. 
These beds lack the ' distinctive characteristics of the Oread 
limestone and their characteristics are judged to be in accord ' 
rather with those of the Lansing stage. ' 
The \ border line 'oetwe'eti the La::hSing and Douglas stages is 
clearly south of Crescent, and ' hence south of the place on, Mo-
squito creek wbe~e White found exposed strata that are now 
concealed. These he correlated with the limestone 'found at' 
Crescent.88 The northern margin of the Lansing stage is thus 
placed, not 'far north of Crescent. The Lansing stage is also 
rep~esep.ted ~s extendi~g, ,south under the Missouri river ,de- ~ , 
posits' to the ThurmamWilson fault, sin~e the valley evidently 
has been-cut below the'level of the Oread limestone, which is ex~' 
posed( ~<;>:p.th ,0.£ : Q-l~P.WP9,P , ,apq.~ at Henton. , 
There is an absence of exposures of stratified rock along the 
river valley from Crescent to near Logan, where well records ' 
reveal a widely distributed bed of limestone,8~ the position of 
which demand~ the following di'scussion. , 
Comparing Calvin's faunal list' of fossils from the limestone 
at Logan" as reported by Shimek, with Udp-en's list for Cres-
ceD:t, in the :report o~ Pottawattamie county, it is noted that 
CampJophyllum torqu ..ium is reported at Logan but not at Cres-
cent, that what is identified as Productus (Margirllifera) longi-
spinus is abundant at Logan but is wanting at Crescent, and 
8SC, A, White, Geology of Iowa, Vol. I, p . 379, 1870. 
8'B, Shimek, Geology of Harrison and Monona Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XX, ' 
p. 301-302. ' 
FOSSILS, IN STRATA AT LOGAN 31'1 
that Spiriferina, found. at Logan, also is· wantirig · at Crescent, 
On the other hand, Astrophyllum rude, found at · Crescent, is 
absent at Logan. . So also are Archeocidaris, the bryozoans, 
and Productus pwnctatus. . The other- brachiopods that are pre-
sent at both places are also found throughout both the Des 
Moines and Miss.ouri series (up to the Wabaunsee stage) .. 
Not only do the faunal lists disagree to this extent but the 
records of the sequence · of strata85 also disag:ree, and the gen-
eral dip of the strata places the limestone at Logan far below 
that at Crescent. ' 
The next comparison is with the Kans~s City stage, the beds 
of which, if present at all, lie beneath the Lansing stage. All 
the fossils named ' are reported . here and there in the Kansas 
CIty stage either in Iowa or Missouri~ and they are also found 
in the Des Moines series and in all the other divisions of the 
Missouri series, unless it be Campophyllum torqwium, which 
has an Uncertain distribution. The number .(eight) of Mar-
ginifera . (Productus) longispina reported from near Logan es-
pecially attracts . attenti~n, for this ' shell ~s not found in abun-
dance in the Missouri series, while Marginifera (Prod1wtuS) 
muricata; a sh~ll much like it,. does occm. ~ great abundance in 
parts of the. Des Moines series. . Imperfect specimens of .\he 
two may look very much alike. lIowever, Marginifera long!-
spina is 'not 'to be .considered an index fossil86 of the' Missouri 
'85For the record of the strata at Crescent see: J. A. Udden, ' Geology of Pottawattamie 
County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 227. For the record of the .strata near Logan see: 
C. R. Keyes, Coal Deposits of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. II, p. 437. 
86Formerly it was thought in Iowa that Marginifera (ProductuB) longiapina was as truly 
an index fossil of the Missouri series as Jc, m1Jricaw. is of the Des Moines series, but litera' 
ture with reference to M. longiRpina (and also M. 1uabaahenBi8, a possible synonym) . does 
not support that view. . 
Stuart Weller in Bulletin 153, U. S, Geological Survey, lists Productu8 muncatuB, P . 
longi8pinuB and P . wabaahen8ia as three distinct species and P. Bplenden8 as a synonym of 
P. longiBpinuR. - . 
George H. Girty in his Palaeontology of the Pennsylvanian of Missouri (Hinds I\nd 
Greene, Stratigraphy of the P ennsylvanian Series of Missouri: Missouri Bur. Mines, XIII, 
1915, table p. 303 and text) lists be. wabaahenBia as found in Cherokee shales of the Des 
Moines series, doubtful in the Henrietta, and present in all divisions of. the Missouri series 
excepting the Wabannsee stage. He also mentions M. mumata (OhoneteB meBolobw, etc.) 
as restricted to the Des Moines group (series) . (Idem. , 281.) . 
In Iowa A'. G. Leona.rd lists Jearginifera (Product"8) longiapina as found with M . muri-
cata and Oho'fletea m.eBolobuB close to AdeL H . Foster Bain na1'lUlS it as being fou.nd in the 
limestone north of Stuart, and Samuel Calvin mentions it among the fossils fOund near Logan 
in Harrison county . In the last two places it . was at the time supposed that the strata were 
in ,the Missouri series. As explained in this paper and in "The Strata ' near Stuart, Iowa," 
read before the Geologica.1 Society of America, DecembAr, 1921, it is now found that the 
st.rata are in the lower p •. rt of the Des Moines ser.ies. G. L. Smith in his earliest paper on 
"The Palaeontology ann Stratiln'aphv of the Upper Carboniferous of Iowa" (Proceedings of 
the Iowa Academy of Se.ie.nr.e, Vol. XXII, 1915), names P. m,/lT'icatu8 and P . I0'>1giapinu8 as 
both found in the City Bluff shole. In a later paper' (Idem., XXV, 535. 1918) he comments 
on criticism for idAntmcation of M. muricata in the 'Forbes (Deer Creek) and City Bluff 
!hale, and in the tahlA tho.t follows lists M. wn.bash.enBi8 as a synonym for M . longiapina. In 
his contributions published in 1916 (Idem., XXIII .... 87) he had mentioned M. longiapina as 
found near the Nyman coal, and M. wabaahenaiB as found near Thurman. The loc .. tions at 
• 
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. ,series for it is reported from both the Des Moines a:nd the 
Missouri series. . 
Comparing the faunal list from Logan with the faunal list 
from north of Stuart,87 it is noted that Fusulina (few .at ·Lo-
gan) i~ not in ·the list from. north of Stuart, ,and that Campo-
phyllum likewise is absent; as are also Productus punctatus, 
Spirifer kentuckiensis and PhiUipsia major, aU of which are re-
ported as being found in all of the subdivisions of both the 
Des Moines and Missouri I series, except that OampophyUum has 
I 
an uncertain dIstribution.. Phillipsia major is' listed as doubt-
ful in the Henrietta formation.as . The <;lharacter of the :strata 
at Logan, their · position with reference to th~ Missouri strata ' 
to the south, and with reference to the Des Moines strata near 
Stuart to the east, give evidence that the slrata at Logan be-
.long to the Des Moines series. . 
Following what seems to the writer the propel' conclusion, 
the margin. of the Des Moines series, where it disappears be-
neath the Lansing stage, . extends from near Atlantie north-
west and then west. to not far north of Crescent, leaving the 
area to the north for the location of Des Moines strata.8,9 
The above description presents the physical basis for the 
. plane separating two faunal units, one including the Kansas 
City stage, the other including the strata from the top of ,.the 
Kansas City stage to the top of the Oread,limestone.9o 
Th=an, at the Nr!llaR cpa} and at the City Bluft' beds are all .in .the Wabaunsee stage of 
· the Missouri series, the division from which in Missouri Girty did not report that species. 
F. B, Meek considered both P. spiendens ,and P. w abashen8is as synonyms of P. langill-
pinus. ( ' 'Final Report of the U. S. Geological Survey of Nehr.aska," etc., 1872, 162.) 
, C. A. White thought both P. muri~at1J.8 and P. longispin1!8 ranged "~hrough the whole of 
the Carboniferous or ,Coal ¥easure series." (U.. S. Geological Survey West of the 100th 
·Merid,ian • . IV, 1877, 119 and 120.) , 
G. H . Girty in his report on the ".Stratigraphy and :Palaeontology of the Upper <Jar· 
boniferons Rocks of the Kansas Section," (Bulletin 211 of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1903), 
· lists M. muricata as found not only in the ·Cherokee, FOI't Scott, Labette and Parsons mem-
bers of the Des Moines series but also in the peer Creek and Lecompton of the Missouri 
series: M, wabashensi8 he reports from twelve . different horizons: two in the nes Moines 
seriest nine in the Missouri series,. and o'n~ in the Permian. 
87001lected by Samuel Calvin; H. Foster Bain, Geology of Guthrie County : Io,va Geolo' 
' gical Survey, Vol. VII, p. 447. , 
Note that the strata north of Stuart are CON'elated with st1'at,a . deep down In the·. nes 
Moines series: John L . Tilton, The Strata near ,Stuart, Iowa: Bulletin of the Geologica.l So-
ciety of AmeJ;'ica, Vol. 33, p. 153, 1922, 
· 88Hinds and Greene" Stratigraphy · of the Pennsylvanian Series in Missouri, ,Missouri Bur_ 
Mines, Bull. XIII, pp. 302-307. 
89Hinds and Greene's report · on, ''The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in 
Missouri" mentions flve places that suggest conditions related to a disconformity close to the 
Cement City beds. They also note that in Jackson and Clay counties "0. . thin bed of impure 
' coal in places appears in 'the Cherryvale shale . above ·the Winterset limestone. One and a 
· half ·miles east· of I;ibel'ty t.he shale above the Winterset limestone "is suggestive of uncon-
·formity" (p. 128 ) ; and, while the report nani~d nMs not mention it, the upper part of the 
· Winterset limestone ·iiear Bethany FaUs, Missouri, ·'.8 e..-en more 'conspicuously -fragmental than 
it is at Winterset. .' . . 
90Idem., PP. it6· and 15'5. , " • 
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The Douglas stage is at the surface at Riverview Park north 
of Red Oak, at Fox quarries in Cass county, and on ' Turkey 
creek north of LeWis. Its northern border lies somewhat north 
of these points, and then curves into a direction approximately 
west to near Council Bluffs and then south along the Missouri 
bluffs to the Thurman·Wilson fault. The strata thai used t<J 
outcrop near Malvern are now concealed, but the excellent de-
scription of them and their fossil content · that Udden91 pre-
pared cleai-Iy identifies them ~th the beds about two miles 
. southwest of Glenwood, at the railroad bridge over Keg creek. 
The Douglas stage is therefore represented as extending south-
ward past Malvern to the fault line. The Douglas stage is also 
present in a narrow strip along the bluffs south of Glenwood 
to the Thurman-Wilson fault. . 
The Shawnee stage is well represented at Stennett in. Mont-
g mery county. With these beds are correlated the beds at 
Carson, Macedonia92 and Henderson. Likewise north of the 
fault there is an area northeast ·of Thurman and 'around Tabor 
which contains coal that Smith98 correlates with the Nodaway 
seam. Hence there is here represented an area of the un~ 
eroded strata of the Shawnee stage. 
91J. A. Udden, ' Geology of. Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geological Suryey, Vol. 
XIII, p. 157. \ . 
u2Thus aggreeing with Udden: J. A. Udden, Geology of Pottawattamie County: ·Iowa 
Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, ' p. 230; but I cannot accept his correlation of ' the beds at Macedonia 
with those at Crescent, which is supported neither by sequence in character of the beds, nor 
by fossil. content. '.
98George L. Smith, Carboniferous Section in Southwestern ~owa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX:, p . 645. . 
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